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GOVERNMENT ORGANIZED.

reach out for new industries, and weloome
any legitimate business or enterprise which
can be induced to cast its lot with us.
We
certainly have natural advantages second
to but few cities in the State. These should
be developed to their fullest extent.

In accordance with the provisions of the
ur..Transfers in Real Estate.. city charter, the Mayor, Aldermen and Comnized..Legislative Notes..
,teil..Mayor of Belfast Trib- mon Councilmen elect met in the city rooms
A Boom for Islesboro
., ,!>
jr.
at 10 o’clock Monday forenoon, March 18th,
CLAIMS.
siety .News of the Granges.
Personal...City Government. and were sworn by Joseph Williamson,
Fortunately there are but few claims
PAGE 2.
Esq., Justice of the Peace. The members against the city, and these are not of great
Officers' Licenses vOn
v ss( mbly
of both boards were present except Council- magnitude but should receive careful at\, w York Fashions.
tention.
man Chase, who is out of town.
In conclusion, gentlemen, if I have been
page 3.
Prayer was offered by Rev. A. A. Smith. profuse in recommendations, and have
v
one ltonda.’’..Belfast Free
taken
To
up only questions to which you have
,n Dead.
Mayor Small read his annual address, as
ail undoubtedly given thought, it is not from
P AGE 4.
follows:
an officious motive on
my part, but due to
.ii v. Probate Court. ProhibiGentlemen of the City Council:
my earnest desire that the affairs of the city
Pivmouth Rock Record .The
According to custom we are about to as- shall still be “conducted on purely business
uieiit to Our High School..
semble in joint convention to organize the principles.”
ills and Boats..Excursions
city government for the ensuing year. Many
v:,1y.'
The Boards separated and the Common
P AGE
important matters, including refunding our
tst...Wedding Bells..Clinical municipal debt, and building the new bridge Council organized by choice of Charles H.
N, \vs of Brooks.. N ewspaper have been ably handled by preceding adWaterman, president, and John S. Fernald,
>ii:p ‘...Secret Societies.
ministrations. These disposed of, so far as
clerk.
PAGE 6.
can now be seen, leave to us, largely, the
In joint convention the following city
i.d Notes..The Song of the
ordinary routine duties pertaining to our
respective offices. Still mindful of our con- officers were elected:
P AGE 7.
stituents who have seen fit by their suffrage
City Clerk—Lucius H. Murch.
story County Correspond- to place us in charge of city affairs, and
City Treasurer—Janies Pattee.
De«i> Water Vessels..News ever mindful of the best interests of the enCity Solicitor—George E. Johnson.
tire community, we shall have duties to
'■
page 8.
City Physician—John Stevens.
perform which should call forth our best
Road Commissioner—Levi L. Robbins.
iinty Correspondence..Ship efforts to furnish a clean and healthful adChief
Pn ilis
Marriages..Deaths.
Engineer—Francis 11. Welch.
To this end 1 would counsel
ministration.
v 'Marshal—William II. Sanborn.
City
mature deliberation upon every subject
Auditor—Frank
R. Woodcock.
come
before
which may
us, weighing every
Hospital Fair.
Harbor Master—Newton S. Lord.
matter carefully and in every possible light,
Truant
Officer—Robert
Waterman.
of the proposed hospital and when convinced that our deductions
Pound Keeper—Ben D. Field.
are logical and just, give voice to our conafternoon and will close
Cullers
of
and
Staves—Walter G.
Hoops
victions without favor and without fear
veiling. Every feature is
I earnestly' hope that our relations one Hatch, Frank M. Lancaster.
Measurers of Grain and Salt—Edward
and
that
we
another
be
with
cordial,
and the patronage is be-.
may
with Sibley, Chas. S. Bickford, H. C. Pitcher, L.
>imilar affair ever given may all strive to familiarize ourselves
T. Shales, Augustus Clark, C. W. Follett.
our duties and work together with the one
Fence' Viewers—D. H. Strout, Horace
ons from all sources were
steadfast purpose of performing them credW. A. Monroe.
;;!y have our own people
itably to ourselves and to our city, and thus Park,
Measurers of Wood and Bark—F. G.
manufacturers and dealers emulate the achievements of our predeces- White, N. E. Keen.
sors.
hirgcr cities sent consignSurveyors of Lumber—E. S. Carter, WalFINANCES.
ter Cooper, Sanford Howard, A. T. Stevens,
ids. Dealers and others
In regard to the city’s finances it is pleas- J. C. Durham, Augustus
me.
Clark, W. K. Keen,
wns have given liberally
ing to note that the treasurer’s report, Elmer I. Rankin, B. B. Greenlaw.
March, 1901, shows a balance of $9,404.08
i» y lias been received from
Weighers of Coal and Hay—Edward Sibwhich is a creditable showing, and a glow- ley, N. E. Keen, A. D.
The Opera House presented
Hayes, H. C. Pitcher,
ing tribute to the financial ability of our F. G. W'hite, A. M. Carter, C. S. Bickford,
appearance. The walls, predecessors in ottice. While in favor of Roscoe
E. W. Ellis.
Black,
etc., were neatly draped strictly guarding our treasury so that there
Assessor for 3 years—James F. Sheldon.
be the outgoing of a single dollar
Overseers of the Poor—WT. K. Keen, A. K.
and blue bunting and flags. shall not
without an adequate return in value re- Jackson, Chas. F. Swift.
lhe balconies was occupied
ceived, I am inclined to the belief that in
Trustees of Nathaniel Wilson Fund and
various purposes. These city as well as in national affairs, a too large Free
Library—Elmer Small, Joseph Wiland
it
is
for
is
not
reserve
economy
you
good
tastefully arranged and
liamson, W. C. Marshall, N. F. Houston,
to determine whether a portion of this bal- Ben Hazeltine.
were presided over by ladies
ance shall be appropriated to use for things
Member of Board of Health—H. M. Pren....•.turned.
needful, reducing the burden of taxation by tiss.
so much or that this sum be kept intact and
iie first booth was presided
Alderman Hazeltine and Councilmen Hubthe usual amounts be raised at the usual
a the uniform of Red Cross
rates of taxation, provided there is no bard and Jones were appointe'd a joint
d tea, coffee, cocoa, choco- shrinkage in valuation.
I would recom- special committee on
advertising.
(1 milk, free, and sold sand- mend liberal appropriations for all purThe usual routine orders were passed to
poses, but not prodigality.
start
fielic-v
the year’s business.
ROADS, BRIDGES AND SIDEWALKS.
oi e, which contained a full
The following joint standing committees
For a city numerically so small we have a
was attended by
H.
Ralph
large mileage in roads and a large number were appointed by the Mayor and president
v. Conant.
To keep of the Common Council:
of quite considerable bridges.
jj0v,..
in good condition would require a
these
r
jiiarters came next, and any
Finance, Accounts and Claims—Alderman
of
than
larger
large
outlay
money—much
.•-ted with the fair could be
Hazeltine,Councilmen Waterman and Jones.
has been available heretofore or probably
Public Schools—Alderman Hatch, Coun: hi re at any time.
...
will be for many years to come. While la- oilmen Nickerson and
Bucklin.
>site side was a doll counter,
boring under this handicap the old adage
Highway and Bridges—Alderman Knowl“The best is cheapest" is neverthegreat attraction to the little that
ton, Councilmen Wood and Jackson.
less true when applied to roads and bridges.
Fire Department and City Property—AlDuring the past year gravel has been used derman Perkins, Councilmen
Lancaster and
11 counter held a varied assort
with gratifying results in some localities Hubbard.
which have heretofore been considered bad.
attendants were kept busy
Sidewalks—A Merman Kuowlton, CouncilThere are many other pieces of road which men Wood and Jackson.
able to procure anything in could
advantageously be treated with gravel
Cemeteries—Alderman Strout, Councilin the large kitehen garment
or crushed stone with equally good results.
men Nickerson and Bucklin.
It should be the duty of commissioner and
irate and ornamental ones.
By-laws and Police Regulations—Aidersurveyors to look particularly after such lo- man Perkins, Councilmen Chase and Presi' fancy articles in ornamental
calities, and introduce modern methods of ton.
•‘<1 a choice for any taste or road construction in such places as need it
Enrolled Ordinances—Alderman Hatch,
most. By permanently remedying small sec- Councilmen Lancaster and
Preston.
tions each year the aggregate would soon be
Hen table was attractively
Alderman Strout, Councilmen
Lights
very much in evidence. In regard to bridges Waterman and Hubbard.
a
of
presented tempting array
the Little River bridge tells its own story.
Sewers—Alderman Hazeltine, Councilmen
children, and many of larger That the long-lived steel or iron bridge when Chase and Jones.
! here a source of supply that
placed upon a good foundation is cheapest
Aldermen Hazeltine, Hatch and Strout
in the end and should be introduced when
I.'
resisted.
new structures are needed. Owing to money
were,chosen committee on State pensions.
ore noticable features of the
diverted from the ordinary channels, our
Reports referred from the last City Counlarge coffee-pot, standing six. sidewalks did not receive the usual amount cil were taken
up and acted on as follows:
of repairs last season, consequently they
!1 an Chase it Sanborn’s, and
The report of the Chief Engineer was reshould receive special attenti n this year.
he word “Hospital,’' worked
I would also suggest the extension of con- ferred to the committee on fire department,
latter was in a guessing con
crete from Masonic Temple to the end of to report at the next meeting.
The report of the committee on pauper
the
row on Main Street.
-.messing nearest to the length
claims was referred to the Overseers of the
SEWERS.
iving a prize. There were
Poor, with instructions to confer with the
Work on our sewer system which was
City Solicitor and have such action taken as
'•ontests, and of courseagrab
suspended last year should be resumed this is deemed necessary to collect these claims.
season with as large an appropriation as
The report of the City Solicitor was reit is im- ferred to
can be spared for this purpose,
MB. BOB.
Aldermen Hatch anil Perkins and
portant as a sanitary measure to complete Councilman Jones.
Hi use was crowded even as to
the system in the shortest possible time. I
The
estimates
for appropriations by the
luring tlie presentation Tues- should recommend a certain section to be school
committee were laid on the table until
t lie farce-comedy “Mr. llob.”
taken up this year which needs it most, the
April meeting.
lie most laughable plays ever
an(} which from lack of natural drainage
Adjourned to April 1 at 7 p. m.
has furnished the greater part of our tyHast stage, and kept the auphoid cases during the last five years.
muous laughter.
The east Money expended for sewer purposes in
LEGISLATIVE NOTES.
selected localities is not only well spent,
when measured by its convenience, but may
W. H. QuimbyThe temperance committee, March 14th,
save a more costly expenditure.
clerk to Benson & Benson,
unanimously voted to report the bill making
TIIE POOR.
W. S. Havner
the sale of one per cent, beer a violation of
Rebecca’s butler, F. T. Chase
At a recent, but unheralded, visit to the the prohibitory law.
a maiden lady,
poor farm I was pleased to note the comMr. Cook of Vassalboro aimed a blow at
Miss Annabel Walker
fortable quarters, the generally neat and
'll
i-'ers, her niece,
tidy appearance of every thing pertaining two .state departments, Mar. 13th, when he
Miss Georgia T. Burrows thereto as well as the well kept and con- presented bills repealing the laws establishKatherine’s friend,
tented appearance of the inmates. This ing the State cattle commission and the
Mrs. W. J. Havner state of affairs is a credit to our city and to bureau of labor and industrial statistics.
a s maid,
Mrs. C. H. Field, its board of overseers. 1 would recommend
Mr. Allen of Sanford has introduced a
'ere all admirably filled, and
frequent visits to, and inspection of the in- bill providing that the State Treasurer
stitution by the board not only as a matter “shall deposit the
i'l't
money of the. State in
presented in a manner that of business,
but to show the unfortunates
the Governor and Counlone credit to a company of that an interest is felt in their welfare. We banks approved by
to those which allow
giving
cil,
preference
profes:
are under contract for three more years
uinterest on daily or other balances.”
with the present management so that no
I'ul sale of goods continued
The apportionment of Penobscot county
change is practicable or advisable at this
tfternoon with good success,
Of the 17
time. Still to start the trend of thought in has been linally decided upon.
u tlie “pop concert’’ by the Belthat direction I would suggest that the city representatives Bangor is to have three, Oldone and Brewer one.
town
The
own
control
a
suitable
almsand
remainder
I other local talent was given ultimately
house in connection with a productive farm, are to be divided among the smaller towns
*
1 tlier mention in this issue of
placing the same under a competent super- in classes. The apportionment is nearly the
The program was published intendent and thus secure the best of care same as previously existed.
and subsistence at minimum cost.
The libel bill will be reported from the
FIKE DEPARTMENT.
ursday, the fair and sale will
committee on judiciary ought to pass, in a
i“- afternoon session, and in the
no
serithe
we
have
had
The new draft comprises the
new draft.
During
past year
distribution of prizes will take ous fires, and for several years we have last section of the bill, which imposes a penbeen signally favored in that respect. Past alty upon persons who wilfully or mali,f
1 h
sale of tickets will close at 12
experience should admonish us to be pre- ciously send to newspapers false statements
n, to-day. There are no blanks.
pared for emergencies. To this end I would concerning persons, companies or corporaadvise individuals to more generally pro- tions.
t will draw a prize.
vide themselves with some standard chemiBy a vote of 90 to 40, the House, Mar. 13th,
cal apparatus, which can be purchased at a
Tiansters in Heal Estate.
within the means of every property defeated the resolve making an appropriaolder and place the same in stores, fac- tion for a central heating plant at the Uni"
:
oving transfers in real estate tories, stables, club rooms and dwellings versity of Maine. The resolve had pred in Waldo County Registry of
for immediate use. The best time to viously been amended by its friends, re1
he week ending March 20, 1901: ready fire is at its start. The
the amount from $2S,000 to $18,000.
I:"
fight
early use of ducing
ml Harriman,CdiftondaIe,Mass.,
The debate was one of the most interesting
such apparatus would save severe losses by
Ij1
Hooper, Searsport; land and fire. I also think the question of supple- of the session.
|',i
; ;
Searsport. Eva L. Wing, Lib- menting our fire department with apparatus
The temperance committee had a hearing,
A. Boynton, do.; land in Lib- of this kind should
;1
receive consideration
14th, on the bill introduced by Davis of
Thurlough, Saybrook, Conn., and that all reasonable requests from the Mar.
Waterville, allowing registered druggists to
yder, Dixmont: land and build- engineer’s department should be granted.
sell
pure liquors. Hon. Llewellyn Barton
"K-.
Martha Jewell, Frankfort,
of Portland addressed the committee in
COLLECTOR OF TAXES.
l.ittlefield, do.; land in Frankwith the consent of
s’ ul
In regard to the collection of taxes I favor of the bill. Later,
Brackett, Brooks, to A. B.
Mr. Barton, the committee voted to refer the
land in Brooks.
Win. H. should recommend a new departure in conbill to the next Legislature.
•videnee, R. I., to John J. Ever- formity to Sec. 4 of City charter and in cons'die, Mass., land in Islesboro. formity to the prevailing custom of many
Two reports were presented from the juuii-c. Unity, to Daniel C. Ilodg- other cities, viz. that the city should fix the diciary committee, Mar. lath, on the bill to
1 ciil:
rate
of
for
the
service
and permit the town of Camden to acquire the
land in Unity.
Holman
compensation
I.iucoluville, to Fred M. Smith, elect the person most suitable for the office ownership of the water works there. The
laston; land in Lincolnville. at the March meeting or as soon thereafter majority of the committee report that the
bili ought not to pass. The members who
Hanson, Jackson, to Martha J. as conveniently may be.
Brooks; land in Brooks. Kate
BOARD OF HEALTH.
sign the majority report are Messrs. White,
"ater, Northport, to Edward A.
Spofford, Carleton
the most important commissions Virgin, Chase, Webb,
Among
land
in
Parkhurst. Messrs. AYeeks, Harris and
do.;
Northport. Paul
the city is its Hoard of Health. and
!
the minority report in favor
to Nellie M. Drummond, provided by
dierty,
Powers
i,
present
This should be no sinecure. Its members
11; in
Freedom. Nellie M. Drum- should be on the alert to see that all sani- of the passage of the bill in a new draft. In
the House March loth the majority report
B'seph Pearsons, Freedom; land tary regulations are
with, and was sustained by an overwhelming
"i:
vote.
Joseph O. Pearsons, Everett, that literature providedcomplied
)ja.’
by the State Board
Heo. F. Stanwood et ah, Malden,
%,
concerning contagious and preventable disA feature of the Saturday afternoon sesBeni and buildings in Palermo
(2
!|„’l
■“'•in Veaton, Knox, to Ida Yeaton, eases should be widely distributed, especial- sion of the house was the appearance and
,<u"' and
ly that pertaining to consumption, small- passage to be engrossed under suspension
buildings in Knox.
pox, ^typhoid, scarletina and diphtheria— of the rules of the State tax bili. This bill
that the usual sanitary notices should be
provides that each city, town, plantation, or
hev. Elijah Kellogg Dead.
posted in public halls and other places where any other place named in the bill within
and
that
all
congregate,
people
complaints this state, shall be assessed and pay the
!-l‘jah Kellogg, well known as a for the abatement of nuisances should re- several sums with which they respectively
books for boys, and one of the ceive prompt and impartial attention.
stand charged in the lists: the same being
authors in this State, died at
ini,, " '"."w
in addition to the poll tax of one cent on
SCHOOLS.
1
a tax of two and three-fourths
:
o' Harpswell March 17th. He was
I feel that our public schools have been each poll,
and
went
to
i'ortlana,
May
17,1813,
v„
",11 youth.
mills on the dollar of the present valuation
i:
He was graduated from entrusted to competent hands, and I hope for the current disbursements of the treasfor school purposes will be
,i"liege in 1836 and completed his appropriations
for the year nineteen hundred and one
ample. It is to be regretted that our school ury,
at the Andover
and for the school mill fuud established by
IV,:’,, 11 1 fl,r the ministry
with
buildings,
possibly one or two excep- an act approved February
He was the founder
Seminary.
and
twenty-seven,
* number of
tions, are antiquated and ill adapted to
hundred and seventy-two. The reyears pastor of the
school purposes; so far as air space, light eighteen
ai ish church in Portland.
Prom
is
as follows.
counties,
Hu
by
Ancapitulation
and ventilation are concerned.
the pulpit of tha
*78,926.94; Aroostook, *49,995.87,
W’v*1’, he occupied
That the best results cannot be attained droscoggin,
in
Boston.
Since
he
1866,
*200,463.57; Franklin, *24,619.b*,,.1'church
undfer such conditions is evident—but the Cumberland, *42,157.98;
Hancock,
Kennebec, *86,599Pastor f ,, "i Harps well, where he has been
the local church and has devoted
remedy, I regret to sav, is not yet in sight. 13;
Lincoln, *19,947.90; Ox
*38,146.96;
Knox,
mud,
56;
At the earliest possible moment these conPenobscot,
%] v. h's time to writing. His benign
*94,184.37; Pisca
ford, *36,840.66;
ditions should be changed.
t(,tion !}' eharacter and his unselfish detaquis, »28,2<i8.00; Sagadahoc, *29,520.96;
NEW INDUSTRIES.
bi, ..j'JJBd niinistrations to the people of
Somerset, *48,450.00; Waldo, *26,429.42
? wi,l make his name a tradition
inthr,regmn
I also feel that our city through its Board Washington, *37,880.89; York, *85,103.73
where he has lived.
of Trade, and with your co-operation, should Total, *927,725.94.
>
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RESUBMISSION DEFEATED. 1

MAYOR

OF BELFAST.

The Vote in the House After s Three*honr*s
Debate, Was 84 to 34, with 80 Paired and

1-3 Absent. Senate Had
of Resubmf ssion.

temperance.
yman

or
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Maine Pomological Society.

PERSONAL.

AFTERNOON.

“Orchard Culture and its Results.”
Short Papers—“The Importance of it,”
R. H. Libbey, Newport: “Methods of Culture,” V. P. DeCoster, Buckfield; “Fertilization,” Chas. S. Pope, Manchester: “Results of Culture,” John W. True, New

^Gloucester.

EVENING.

“Pleasure and Profit from Plant Study,”
Prof. A. L. Lane, Waterville.
SCHEDULE

OF

PREMIUMS

FOR

SPRING

MEETING.

For best collection of apples grown by exhibitor,
not less than 10 varieties.So 00 $3 00 $2 00
2. For best plate balwins...
100
50
3. For best plate Ben Davis.
1 00
50
4. For best plate Northern

Mrs.
here.

DU. ULMER SMALL.

Elmer Small, M. I)., who assumed the
office of Mayor of Belfast on Monday last,
is a native of Vassalboro, Kennebec county,
Mo., the son of Ezekiel and Sarah (Mooers)
Small. He was born August 14, 1845, and
spent his boyhood on his father’s farm. His

elementary

education

Vassalboro

common

was received in the
schools and at Oak
Quaker boarding school.

Grove Seminary, a
He fitted for college at the Waterville Classical Institute, then an academy, and entered
Waterville College, now Colby College, in
18(14, class of 1808. He was awarded one of
the four Junior parts in the Senior exhibition, but instead of continuing through the
Senior year he took a year at Dartmouth
College, where he was graduated ninth in
rank out of a class of thirty-two, and was
awarded one of the ten commencement
parts. His college vacations were spent in
medical study in the office of Dr. George E.
Brickett in Augusta. After leaving college
he spent a year in the Portland school for
medical instruction, and attended lectures
at Brunswick, Me., where he was graduated
in 1870. In the summer of that year he set
up in practice for himself in Manchester, N,
H., then went to Melrose, Iowa, whlre he
remained less than two years, coming to
Belfast and opening an office in January,
1872.
He has a large practice, due to his
ready response to every call from the afflicted, his skill as apractictioner, and his neverfailing kindness and sympathy in the sickroom.
He has a pleasant home at 36 Miller
street, and an able helpmate in Mrs. Small.
She was Miss Caroline F. Cobb of Augusta,
Me., and they were married on December
25, 1869.
Dr. Small is prominent in the leading
secret orders. He has passed through the
lower degrees of Masonry, and is a member
of Palestine Commandery, No. 14, K. T., in
which he is Grand Captain-General. He is
also a member of the uniform rank of the
Knights of Pythias, on the staff of General
Smith, with the rank of Colonel, and a
member of Canton Pallas, I. 0. O. F., in
which he is a staff officer and has been

Spy

o.

1 00

50

2 00

50

1 00

50

1 00

50

100
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00

50
50
50
50
50

|.weet-.
For best
Golden

100

50

1 00

50

Beauty.

1 00

50

..

lor best plate R.I. Green-

ings

0.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.
13.
14.
15.

For best plate of

Roxbury

Russets.
For best plate Tompkiu's
King..
For best plate Yellow
Bellflower.
For best plate Fallawater.
For best plate Milding...
For best plate Stark.
For best plate Mann.
For best plate Tallman’s
plate
Russet.
F or the best plate Sutton
News ot

the Granges.

The

next meeting of Waldo Pomona
Grange will be held with Silver Harvest
Grange, Waldo, April 2nd. Program: 1st,

opening exercises; 2,conferring fifth degree;
3, report of Granges; 4, address of welcome
by Mary Clements; 5, response by Joseph
Ellis; 6, remarks for good of the order; 7,
appointment of committee; 8, noon recess;
9, music; 10, topic, “How does farming at
the present time compare with the past, and
what is the prospect for the future ?” to be
opened by Edward Evans; 11, remainder of
the program to be furnished by Silver Harvest

Grange.—Secretary.

in The Journal last week a report
of a meeting of Waldo County Grange with
Comet Grange, Swanville, saying there were
no officers present.
There is a vote on record, taken November 1, 1893, at Stockton,
“That if it is stormy in the morning at starting time of the officers and those at a distance, that the meeting will be held the first
day after that is fair in the morning.” This
vote has been respected in the past every
time that it has stormed on the appointed
day. Tuesday, March 5th, the day appointed to meet with Comet Grange, was stormy
in the morning, and it stormed more or less
all day, and the officers, of course, agreeable
to the vote, remained at home and supposed
that everybody else would.
Wednesday,
morning w as fair, and ail of the officers who
lived near enough to attend the meeting on
account of the bad roads started to attend.
When the Lecturer and Pomona reached
the hall they found Frank Clements and
wife of Freedom there waiting, and the
hall locked and no tire: and while they were
meditating on the affair a wayfaring man
came along and informed them that there
were quite a number there the day before
and held a meeting and ate up all the beans.
Now with the house locked and no lire and
the beans all gone there was nothing for
these people to do but.;go home. On the
way back they met the Overseer. Flora,
Secretary and others on the way to the liall,
and when they were informed of the situation they, too, turned around and went home.
If the Patrons of Waldo County are not
satisfied with this vote and are not going to
respect it in the future, the vote had better
be changed, so that the officers who take
pains to be present at every meeting can
have a chance to be present when the meeting is held and not find themselves out in
the cold when they go according to instructions.—Com.

11

saw

Town Elections.
Burnham. Moderator, Hon. C. E. Libby;
clerk, G. E. Reynolds; selectmen and overseers of the poor, G. E. Berry, George Allen,
Oscar Farrington; treasurer, F. P. Shaw;
town agent, A. C. Twitcliell; road commissioner, tax collector and constable, Francello Connor. Money raised: Schools, what
law allows; poor, $500; incidental expenses,
$1,600; highways, $H00; repair of schoolhouses, $100; school books, $75.
Appleton. Our annual town meeting
for the election of officers for the ensuing
year occurred Monday, Mar. lltli. The following officers were elected: Moderator,
W. A. Waterman; Town Clerk, J. T. McCorrison; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
the Poor, S. J. Gushee, W. A.
Waterman and Geo. Grinnell; School Committee, Frank Mears; Town Agent, S. B.
Conant; Auditor, Geo. E. Wentworth.
Unity. The annual town meeting was
held March 11th and the follow ing officers
were elected:
Moderator, Crosby Fowler;
clerk, E. D. Chase; selectmen, assessors
and overseers of poor, James Libby, Walter
Hurd, Fred Fuller ; treasurer, L. H. Mosher;
collector, Dutton Fowler; superintendent
of schools, E. M. Soule. Appropriated for
schools, $1,000; roads and bridges, $2,000;
support of poor, $1,200; Memorial day, $25.
Knox. On account of irregularities in
the warrants for the annual meeting held
March 1th. other warrants were posted and
another meeting held March 10th when the
following officers were elected:
Moderator, W. D. Elliot; Clerk, Newell
White; Selectmen, assessors, etc. A. M.
Shibles, S. G. Tilton, E. J. Vose; Treasurer;
B. L. Aborn Supt. of Schools, II. A. Shibles;
Collector and Constable, W. P. Wentworth;
School committee for 1 year, E. R. Wentworth ; for :t years, G. A. Ingraham. Raised
for care of poor and town charges $1600; for
repairs of roads and bridges,$1200; what the
law requires for schools; $175 for school
books.

Ruby A.

Cross of Camden is

visiting

Mrs. M. P. Weed went to Augusta Monday to reside.
William Gilbertson and family have moved
to Barre, Vt.
Mason i. Stevens spent
from Bingham.

Sunday

at horn*

Miss E. H. Patch went to Boston
for a short visit.l

Monday

Roland V. Follett and wife of Rockland
spent Sunday with F. A. Follett.
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham goes to Boston
this week to buy spring
millinery.
A. H. A. Groeschner of Watertown,
Mass.,
arrived

Saturday

for a short visit.

Charles R. Hill and wife of Winterport
visited friends in Belfast last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Clark returned
from a week,s visit in Boston.

1.

Farnsworth of Beddington, the only clerof the House, was the next speaker
resubmission, and his effort was the
oratorical and argumentative gem of the
afternoon.
;
“The will of the people,” he said, “cannot be reformed by law. The only way to
make Maine a temperance State is to get at
the hearts of the people. Rum selling can
he stopped only by educating people not to
buy rum. The present law is beautiful in
theory, but a complete failure in practice. I
believe in resubmission for the sake of the
agitation for temperance, even if the law is
not repealed.
1 have been threatened by
temperance people, b' am not to be fright- Major.
ened, as are some men here, who will not
He was a member of the Board of Pension
vote as they think on this question. Our
Examiners during two administrations, one
is
as
bad
as
license
present system
any
sysPresident Cleveland’s first term : and
tem can be. Let us stand by our coiTscienoes being
for fifteen years was acting assistant surand take the consequences.”
in
the United States Marine Hospital
Great applause was awarded the clergy- geon
i service for the Belfast district.
man legislator, who is one of the most popuIn politics he is a Republican.
I
lar members of the House. J
Gardner of Patten warmly resented the
Tribute to Lieut. Chenery.
insinuation that any member would vote
against his own judgment and conscience;
also the attack by resubmission speakers Naval Alumni
Spread Upon Their Minutes a
upon the W. C. T. TVs attitude and upon
Testimonial to Their Comrade’s Noble
others not able to reply upon the floor.
Character.
Bennett of Hollis spoke briefly and eloFaithful to the friend of his youth, for
quently against resubmission, lie declared
that the enemies of prohibition have pro- whom he lived a life of self-denial, Lieutenant Commander Leonard Chenery died the
posed no remedy.
“Free rum, low license and high license otherday. Some of his fellow officers, memare only three links of the same sausage
bers of the Naval Alumni Association, met
stuffed with meat of the same hog.”
last Thursday night at the University Club
The last speaker of the afternoon was and placed on the minutes of their society a
Weymouth of Biddeford, who took the tribute to the memory of one whose nobility
stump for the amendment in 1885, but now of character they knew so well.
As a boy, Leonard Chenery, then strugregarded the prohibition law as a mistake
which ought to be corrected.
gling for recognition, was befriended by a
At 5.30 the aye and nay vote was called man who did much to aid him. The kindfor and taken. A vote “aye” was for the ness of the benefactor was never forgotten
substitution of the minority report and by the naval officer, and years afterward,
therefore a vote for resubmission. The call- when his friend was incapacitated for work
ing of the roll was followed with great in- and was reduced to poverty, the Lieutenant
terest.
There was a burst of applause Commander, then retired, learned of his
when Speaker Manley voted “no,” and more predicament.
The pay of a lieutenant commander on the
applause when the result, yes, 34; and no,
84 was announced. There were 20 members retired list is not large.
The naval officer
paired and 13 absent and unpaired. Fol- w as himself not in good health, yet he shared
what he had with the friend of his early
lowing is the vote:
Yes—Bradford, Briggs of Hudson, Carle- days, supported his declining years and
ton, Clark, Cordwell, Cramer, Dirgle, Deer- helped his family.
It was a story which he never told. Only
ing, Dillingham, Farnsworth of Beddington,
Irving, Kaler, Kelley, LaLiberte, Libbv of a few of his intimate friends knew it, yet
Burnham, Littlehale, Maddocks, McNam- year after year he bore his double burden.
ara,
Parkhurst,
Pattangall, Plummer, The name of the man whom the Lieutenant
Powers of Pittston. Randall, Ross, Sa- Commander repaid is withheld, for friends
bourin, .Shaw,
Sutherland, of the naval officer wish that it he not made
Skidmore,
Thomas, Thompson of Bristol, Trickey, yo- public.
This is the eulogy adopted by the Naval
gell, Walls, Williams—34.
No—Adams, Allen of Sanford, Andrews Alumni:
of Norway, Andrews of Rockport, Ballard,
“We have heard with profound sorrow of
Beal, Be nett, Bodwell, Boothby, Brewster, the death of Lieutenant Commander Leon
Briggs of Harrison, Cain, Carr, Carson, aid Chenery and, in seeking expression for
Chase, Cook, Crosby, Cushman, Dearborn, our sense of loss, feel that no formal stateDodge, Dudley, Eaton, Farnsworth of Pem- ment, collectively made, can fitly set down
broke, Fellows, Foster, Fuller of Auburn, the personal grief this engenders. Many of
Fuller of Kennebunk, Gammon, Gardner, us knew him as a boy at the Naval School
Gilmore, Gooding, Green, Hammond,Harris, and saw him win high honors in his class;
Harvey, Haskell of Lewiston, Hinkley, Hix, others were his shipmates and messmates on
Hodgkins, Hoxie, Hurd, Jackson of Jeffer- various stations, and all have witnessed in
son, Jackson of Monson, Kneeland, Knowl- late years his patience under grievous phytou, Lawrence, Leathers, Libby of Poland, sical sufferings caused by exposure and
Libbey of South Berwick, Little of Mon- hardships in the line of duty. All of us can
mouth, Loud, Manley, McDougall, Mead, hear affectionate testimony to the brave and
Minot, Morin, Noyes, Page,Peabody, Petten- kindly spirit that became even braver and
gill, Pike, Porter, Pratt, Purington, Putnam nobler as the end drew near. We recall
of Dixfield, Putnam of Houlton, Russ, San- with honest pride the stern sense of
duty
born, Smith, Somes, Sprague, Staples, Stev- that during the Spanish War kept him at his
ens, Sturgis, Swett, Thornton, Tornquist, post, despite
ailments
which
made
physical
Tufts, Walker, Walter, Weatherbee, Webb, every day end in all hut helpless exhausWhite of East Macliias, White of Naples.—84. tion.
Since his death we have learned a
The following pairs were announced: story of tender charity and of ennobling selfLittle of Lewiston, yes, with Allen, no; sacrifice that he hid from the world, but for
Bird, yes, with Dobson, no; Moulton, of which the world is better. To all his friends
Bowdoinham, yes, w ith Coffin, no; Davis, —and these were, all who knew him—he
yes, with Mayo, no; Wilson,yes, with Fred- leaves the example of a hero*and the loving
erick, no; Hyde, yes, with Hill of Belfast, memory of a true sailor.”
no; Hill of Exeter, yes, with Spofford, no;
Lieutenant Commander Chenery was adMoulton of South Portland, yes, with llas- mitted to the Naval Acliademy in 1861. He
xell of Windham, no: Burrill, yes, with was graduated in 1865, and
subsequently serThompson of China, no; Weymouth, yes, ved on the Swatara and on the Pensacola.
with Scaininon, no.
He was once commandant of the Mare Island
Absent: Boyd, Brackett, Dunn, Farrell, Navy Yard, and for a year connected with
Fay, Hutchings, Jones, Low, Merritt, the United States Hydrographic Office. He
Phoenix, Powers of Fort Fairfield, Sargent, was retired in 1881. In the war with Spain
he was recruiting officer.
Young—13.
[New York Herald March Kith.
Resubmission was again in the foreground
of debate March 15th, but the scene was
A Boom for Islesboro.
changed from the House to the Senate. The
only speech made w as by Senator Staples of
John P. Bragg, leading
“Mayor”
Knox.
He said that he was in favor of re- hotel owner and first selectman of citizen,
submission because he believed it best for Cove, Islesboro, and one of the best Ryder’s
known
the cause of temperance, in which he was a men of the
Penobscot bay towns, arrived in
practical believer. He w as ready to vote to Bangor on Thursday night on business conincrease the penalty for the first violation to nected with his
hotel, The Isleborough,
#500 and for the second violation to a year’s
purchased last season and which he is now
imprisonment, and he would vote to take rebuilding and renovating according to the
away the discretionary power of the court. latest and most approved plans. Mr.
Bragg
The fact is known by every man who
says that Islesboro is going to have one of
knows anything that the prohibitory law, the best hotels on the coast
when he gets done
so far as suppressing the
liquor traffic is repairing the Islesborough. According to
concerned, is an absolute failure. There present plans the house will have new plumbare more rum shops in Maine to-day,” deing throughout and will have
convenclared Senator Staples, “than there were iences in this line which it hasmany
never
twenty-five years ago. In every county and ed before. Then, too, the house will beenjoyrenoin nearly everv town liquor is sold in viola- vated from cellar to
attic and will be painttion of the law.
You know that the prohi- ed and
After this is
throughout.
papered
bition law is the laughing stock of every done new furniture and
furnishings will be
sensible man in the State.”
procured and by that time everything will
The yeas and nays were not ordered but a be
for the opening for the summer
ready
division shipped that three Senators, Staples season. The house w ill be under the direcof Knox, McFadden of Lincoln and Mc- tion of Mr.
and his partner, Mr.Preble
Farland of Piscataquis, werelin favor of re- and will beBragg
managed by an experienced
submission.
hotel-man from Boston.
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NUMBER 12

The spring meeting of this society will be
held in Brooks Friday, March 22nd. There
will be an interesting program, with music
by the Brooks Band and local singers at
each session, and an exhibition of winter
fruit, to which all are invited to contribute.
Following is the program:
11 A. M.—Opening exercises.
Paper—“Plant Growing for Garden and
Lawn,” W. H. Allen, Augusta.

Only Three in Favor

The whole of the afternoon session of the
Maine House March 14th was devoted to
the resubmission debate.
The hall was
packed with spectators, Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens, Sheriff Pearson and many well
known temperance people being among
those present.
Nobody had any idea that
the resubinissionists could muster the necessary two-third’s of the House around
their standard, or even one-half, but there
was a general eagerness to hear the arguments and to see now the two sides should
arrange their lines. The debate was opened
by Mr. Kelley of Lewiston, who spoke for
lilty minutes in vigorous denunciation of
the present law and urged that the whole
matter be again submitted to the people at
the polls.
He declared that he was a consistent temperance man and that the prohibitionists are inconsistent since they quarrel
among themselves and the present law is
favored by the rum sellers.
Tbe law, he
said, has had fifty years of failure and disNo individuals or officers are regrace.
The
sponsible for its non-enforcement.
people do not want it enforced and they
want a change.
The officers who try to enforce the law are driven from office as
Sheriff Pearson will be in Portland. Drunkenness is on the increase in Maine.
Whiskey can be had anywhere, even in Portland.
If it were not for the moral cowardice of
the people of Maine and the members of
this legislature, declared Mr.
Kelley, “this
great moral question would be submitted to
the people and they would vote for high
license, letting each'municipality have local
optimi and settle the question for itself.
Let the people have a chance to express
themselves.”
Great applause greeted Mr. Kelley as he
closed.
Foster of Oakland was the first speaker
against resuhmission. He declared that the
present law is all right and that there is no
public demand for a change. Overwhelming defeat at the polls would meet any attempt to repeal the prohibitory law. The
8,000 people who have signed the remonstrances represent many times that number.
Sprague of Easton declared that this is
the most important matter of the session.
He held that the 3,000 petitioners for resubmission include all the rum sellers of Maine.
“Vote for resubmission,” he said, “and the
State will be flooded with rum. Let us vote
against it and enforce the law.”
Davis of Waterville declared that the
prohibitory law is an injury to Maine, a
dead letter, a failure and a menace to the
cause of temperance. He urged the taking
of the liquor question from politics and
making it a local question in each town.
The towns now free from saloons are not so
by virtue of law, but by their own choice.
The next speaker was Cook of Vassalboro, of good old Quaker stock. He asked:
“Why not repeal every law which is broken ?
The law is all right. A license law would
be evaded and broken. The influence of the
women is all on the side of prohibition and
this should weigh with us. Prohibition is
the settled policy of the State. Nothing has
so built up the Republican party as the support of this law.”
White of Naples followed in a brief speech
defending prohibition, and quoting statistics
against the license system as promoting

:
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Saturday

Mrs. S. B. Fletcher and son, Sewell B.
have gone to New York to spend the school
vacation.

Clyde A. Carter of Portland spent last

Sunday

with his mother at the home of Mrs.
H. A. Carter.

Mrs. R. F. Peirce returned Saturday from
visit to her sister, Mrs. H. R. Childs of
Everett, Mass.
a

Mrs. L. M. Kenniston and
granddaughter,
Miss Ida Heal of Camden, are
visiting
friends in this city.

Joseph L. Ilavner went to Portland Saturday to attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs.
Fitz W. Gilbert.

Walter E. Brown returned to Boston Mona sad journey to Belfast with the
remains of his wife.

day from

Miss Ellen D. Townsend is spending her
vacation from teaching in the High school at
her home in New Haven, Ct.
James Otis Kaler, well known as the author of books for boys, has been re-elected
superintendent of the South Portland
schools.

Capt. Frank Welch and Capt. Jonas ft,
Ferguson went to Hyannis, Mass last Friday to join sch. Henry Whitney as captain
and mate, respectively.
Misses Grace Pendleton and Isabel Towle
arrived home last week for a vacation of
two weeks from teaching school in Greenville. They will return to-morrow.

Henry Staples lately received from his
brother Marion photographs of the latter’s
establishment in Joplin, Mo. Mr. Staples
started in the real estate business Jan. l,
1879, and now does an extensive business.
Jordan W. Coombs arrived home from
Boston last Thursday. He left his son-inlaw, Jerome Brown, very ill from the effects
of blood poison, which became complicated
with erysipelas last week.
Miss Cora McC’rillis was able to be moved,
to another room March 10th, the first tune
she has left her room for ten months. Her
friends are greatly encouraged, as they can
now see a gradual gain in her condition.
Wilbur York of Yinalhaven has recently
been offered a line salaried position as school
teacher in the Philippines. lie is a graduate
of the class of ’94, Yinalhaven High school,
and since leaving school has taught several
successful terms.
Mrs. Charles Moore of 4.~> Cedar street ena 90th birthday anni
versary March 11th. Seldom has Father
Time dealt so gently as with this estimable
lady. She is an ideal type of advanced age
in its most pleasing form. With ever} sense
preserved to a wonderful extent she bids
fair to observe many more birthdays. She
received congratulations, fruit and (lowers
from relatives and many friends.

joyed the privilege of

Nathaniel Robbins of Deer Isle celebrated
bis 102d birthday anniversary March loth,
A year ago “Uncle ’Thaniel” celebrated his
centennial. Since that time a search of the
towai records and comparison with other
events disclosed the fact that he was born
in March 1799, instead of 1SOO, as previously
supposed. Mr. Robbins keeps pretty closely
to his house now, but still enjoys remarkable
health for one of his years, and talks interest
ingly of the past with his many visitors. In*
the’sametown lives Mrs. Salome Sellers, who
will be 101 years old next October.
Both
these centenarians were born in Deer Isle
and have always lived there.
They were
schoolmates.

Capt. Robert F. Patterson and Eldovus F.
Mahoney arrived home Friday from New
York, where they arrived March 12th in sch,
Anna Pendleton, after a long and stormy
voyage. Capt. E. S. McDonald, first officer,
and W. W. Carter, steward, remain with
the vessel until the captain returns, about
two weeks hence. The schooner sailed,
from Darien with lumber for New York,
and when within 40 miles of her destination
encountered a terrific gale and was blown
off, losing sails and receiving other damage,
finally making port at Bermuda Feb. 21st,
24 days out from Darien. After repairs
there she resumed her voyage to New York.

CITY

GOVERNMENT.

A special meeting of the City Council was
held Friday evening to act on a few matters.
The committee on highways reported on
the petition of Geo. A. Gilchrest ami others
for a discontinuance of so much of Miller
street as is east of Front street. The committee had given due notice and held a.
hearing, on the premises. They recommended that the street be discontinued as
0 a stink. The annual town meeting was asked for, but that the sewer now located
held March lxth. Geo. 11. VYitherle w as elect- I across the land is not to be disturbed. The
ed moderator, making the 39th time that he report was accepted. This section of street
has acted in that capacity at tile annual
is short and very steep and has not been
meeting. The following officers were elected: I
Selectmen, Assessors,Overseers of the Poor,I used as a street for several years. It is beBennett I>. Perkins, John F. Hea, John S ! tween the property of the Belfast Fuel &
Snow; Town Clerk, J. 1’. Hooke; Road Com- ]
Co. and Mr. Gilclirest’s marine railway.
missioner, John M. Vogell; Treasurer and; Hay
Collector, John N. Gardner; S. S. Commit- By the discontinuance the land reverts to
tee, James F. Hooper, II. II. Woude, Brad- those owners, and gives Mr. Gilchrest a.
ley Mograge; Engineers of the Fire Depart- needed addition on which to continue his
ment, John M. Vogell, chief, Augustus C.
Coombs, C. Edward Morey; Town Agent, shipbuilding. It also removes a source of
George M. Warren; Auditor, George II. danger of pecuniary loss to the city on acWitherle.
count of accidents.
Vinaluavkn. Moderator, T. J. Lyons;
The following petition was received and
Clerk, O. P. Lyons; Selectmen, Assessors
and Overseers of the Poor, 0. P. Lyons, A. prayer granted:
The Improvement society of Belfast ask
L. Pierce, E. H. Bradstreet; Treasurer, L.
R. Smith; Auditor,C. E. Boman ; Road Com- that a professional forester*whom they wish
be permitted to trim and p(ace in
missioner, G. M. Grifteth; Chief of Fire De- to employ
condition the shade trees of our city;
partment, W. II. Clark; Constable, W. C. proper
Norton ; Truant Officers, W. C. Norton, M. also any planting of trees which in their
H. Brown, A. B. Wooster; Member of judgement may be deemed wise and improve,
School Committee, F. S. Walls. Appropria- ing. The Society also calls attention to the
tions : For support of poor, $2,200; salaries reckless mutilation of trees on Northport
of town officers, $1,200; incidental expen- avenue by the Telephone & Telegraph Co.,>.
and
that the
Government take

beg
City
$400; public schools,,$3,000; high school,
proper measures, as other cities have done,
$900; text books, $450; roads and bridges, to
future
prevent any
repetition of this de$1,500; sidewalks, $300; clearing roads of struction.
snow,$200; fire department, $800; public
Per order Committee on Forestry.
library,$400; reduction of town debt, $1,500;
'The Boards then adjourned their last,
observance of Memorial Day, $75; repairs
on school buildings, $350.
meeting of the municipal year.*
ses,

Vincent, S. H. Clark, and Miss Cath-

CHAUTAUQUA ASSEMBLY.

Hew York Fashion*.

erine E. Oliver.
Annual Meeting: of the Board of Truateea.
One of the great movements in popuThe reports of the departments show lar education is the rapid introduction
The Chautauqua
All C. L. S. C.’s of of Nature Study.
a prosperous year.
Belfast, and possibly those who know Summer Schools have given a good deal
something of the beneficial influence of attention to this subject, but in 1901
of this system of education, may be in- will be peculiarly fortunate in securing
terested in this report of the twenty- the co-operation of the Nature Study
eighth annual meeting, which was held Department of Cornell University rein the city of Cleveland, Ohio, January cognized as the leader in this movement.
10th. Clem Studebaker of South Bend, The Ithaca School of Nature Study will
Ind., President; Wilson M. Day of also be a concentration of the teachCleveland, 1st Vice President and Chair- ing staff and special students at Chauman
of the Executive Board; Dr. tauqua.
There is an increased demand among
Geo. E. Vincent, Chicago, Principal of
Instruction, with other oflicials, were American young men and women for
This demand
instruction in Spanish.
in attendance at this meeting.
The total receipts for the year were will be met by the Chautauqua summer
The total assets of the schools in the so-called Pan-American
#93,219.61.
Chautauqua Assembly, Dec. 1, 1900, course designed to offer instruction in
elementary Spanish, in advanced Spanwere shown to be $459,220.38. The total
liabilities are $194,099.53, leaving a net ish, and in certain commercial courses
surplus of $265,120.85. During the year in which writing of business letters in
valuable and extensive improvements Spanish and the usages of South Amerihave been added to the local plant can commerce will be taught.
From these reports some idea of the
of the Assembly at Chautauqua, N.
Y., to the amount of $54,305.76. These standing and importance of Chautau-

power-house, a new
pumping station, complete re-wiring
of the grounds and the introduction
of electric lighting into the various
public buildings, the construction of
up
an iron bridge and the opening
of the south allotment, the sinking of a
-raswell.tlie con. truction of a public artesian water-system, and many other improvements that the growing needs of
the assembly demand.
The report of the department of mstmetion showed that during the assembly season of last year 351 separate
include
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The total enrollment of students in the
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It cures dandruff also.
It always restores
color to gray hair,—
all the dark, rich color
of early life. There is
no
longer need of
your looking old before ’your time.
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“As a remedy for restoring color
to the hair I believe Ayer’s Hair
Vigor has no equal. It has
given me perfect satisfaction In
every wav.”
Airs. A. AI. Strehl,
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the Doctor.

lie will send you a book on The
Hair and Scalp* free, upon request.
If you do not obtain all the benefits
you expected from the use of the
Vigor write the Doctor about it.
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Dr. J.C. AYER.
Lowell, Maas.
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Black velvet belts are new and

pretty;
plain and shaped wider at the back.
Others are straight and narrow, showing
embroidery or a gilt or irridescent band
in the centre, the clasps being either in
i silver or gilt.
some

river was rapidly increasing in size from
the branch rivulets. The road on the
<
LONG SILK COATS
opposite side of the river was in sight
“The Athe- most of the way, and while I was con- j are again shown; but capes exist only
Denominational
;
Houses,
has
exerted
a
notable
influence
it
years
mum” a spacious hotel beautifully situ- sidering the advisability of building a for the convenience of middle-aged
among the convicts in the regeneration ;
fire and preparing for a night in
i
persons, or carriage wear, so great is the
of life and character. Active circles ated amid broad lawns and equipped camp
the forest the mail carrier came along
popularity of the suit jacket, supplehave also been carrying on the work for i with every modern convenience, the
“Jewett Home” offering free accommo- j and told me that I would reach a house mented by silk or cloth Etons. The
years in the Argentine Republic, Chili j
and the Hawaiian Islands. Jamaica in : dationsfor young women, and five hun- by going another mile.
prettiest designs in foulards or printed
After going about twenty rods farther
the West Indies, Yokohama, Japan and dred cottages, many costing from Si,500 !
silks, having been reproduced in challies,
India report large new circles. Chau- to $5,000 each. A daily newspaper is | the road crossed to my side of the river. ; are in great demand, and lovely little
!
When I got to the next house I learned Dresden
tauqua readers are also pursuing the published with reports of lectures and
sprigs of the gayest pink or
that to avoid another ford I must cross softest blue but increase the
courses in Mexico, Venezuela, Portugal,
Chautauqua news.
variety.
1
The number of visitors last summer the river on a foot log and take a trail Eddysilk is both novel and attractive in
England, France, Germany, Finland,
to the next house, where I stopped for all new combinations of
'Alaska, Porto Rico, Cuba and the Philip- was over 40,000, who are interested in a |
stripes, dots,
pines, and other foreign islands and great variety of pursuits, who are the night. The man lived in a good waving lines,floral or “all over” designs,
countries. Last summer over 120 Chau- grouped according to congenial tastes, white house made of lumber split and and with special advantage replaces
shaved on the place. He told me that those
flimsy silks that are so unsatisfactauqua Assemblies were Held in 34 who represent all parts of the country
The durable qualidiff erent states and Territories, the and not a few foreign lands, who go after the next small stream I would tory in the wearing.
attendance at which aggregated a mil- thither led by many different motives, have no further trouble, as all streams ties of this fabric are indeed a strong
1 got him to take me point in its
i ion of people. Thus the Chautauqua and together create a community in were bridged.
fayor, and since by its lustre
across that stream as it was only three- it falls in with
which
social
interas
physicial
exercise,
present ideas it is being
radiating
literary
agencies operate
centers for the intellectual and social course, recreation in many forms, ear- quarters of a mile from his house. The rapidly purchased for entire dresses or
f ife of the people of this and other lands. nest study, heartfelt worship all have a next stream had a good foot bridge independent waists. A lustrous finish
and 1 noticed an old pony grazing about pervades every department of fashion,
It is announced that Francis Wilson, fitting place.
the vacant buildings near. There was a from
xhe comic opera star, whose lectures at
millinery goods to hosiery.
Officers' Licenses.
foot log across the next stream,
large
last
summer
the
MILLINERY.
upon
Chautauqua
but about a foot of water was running
works of Eugene Field attracted wide
An important order to mariners lias
In millinery, small flowers are a reattention, has become so interested in been issued by the Treasury I iepartment over one end of it. I have since learned cognized power, used in circlets beneath
the Chautauqua idea that he has joined on the recommendation of the steam-, that a man was drowned not far from the brims of lace straws or
clustered at
boat inspectors who recently met in
there. At all events, I took the pre- the side
the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific
of turned up brims, especially
Washington and which will be of great caution to
go back and put a withe “button
Circle and along with his other pro- interest to all men engaged in coastwise
roses,” which are lovely on
fessional duties is pursuing this course trade. Heretofore a captain of a sailing around the old pony’s neck and ride white net
chiffon. Everything tends
vessel
could
not
be
licensed
to
a
third him across. He had to swim but took
of reading and lias organized a Chautautowards extreme softness and lightness;
mate’s position unless lie had served a me
across all right, and I sent him back
qua Circle among the members of his year or more as deckhand on a
illustiated by Neapolitan lace braids,
steamer,
but under the new order men serving on with many thanks. On my right was those of
company.
mohair, and the flimsy fabrics
the river. On my left the bank was so
Among the new features planned for sailers may be made commanders and
previously described.
mates of steamers under certain con- steep that it would be uext to
impossitihe Chautauqua season next summer ditions. The
Verona Clarke.
order, which has been sent ble to climb it. Another stream had
nay be mentioned the Chautauqua to Customs Collectors throughout the
two small logs across it, but the water
Dramatic Club. This institution will country, reads as follows:
T he American Kitchen Magazine for
“No original license as master of ocean was in the road about a rod before I March is an
>>e organized for tire special study of the
eminently practical and
or coastwise steam vessels shall be is- could
get to the logs. There were no helpful number. It opens "with an artidrama, and during the summer a num- sued (except as hereinafter
to
cle
provided)
giving plans and suggestive id eas for
ber of tirst class dramatic entertain- any person who has not had at least three houges and no persons passing. The “Two Kitchens.” In
the article on
which
had
me
across
the
brought
ments will be given in the large amphi- years’ experience on sea-going or coast- pony
Twentieth Century Housekeeping”
It will also be a matter of wise steam vessels, one year of such ser- last stream had returned. There.was will be found many hints for saving the
theatre.
vice to have been as chief mate of such no other
way except to go ahead. I took housewife’s time and strength. Isabel
interest to dramatic students to know vessels; nor shall
F.
any person receive an a stick for a cane and held
gives an interesting account
myself up as of Hymas
that Mr. Joseph Jefferson has been in- original license as chief mate of ocean
the Louisa M. Alcott club, showing
as possible to the bank but when I
close
or
coastwise
steam
vessels
who
has
at
an
address
the
Chaudeliver
what has been accomplished with a
vited to
not served at least three years in the stepped on the log it rolled and let me class of
girls taken from poor families,
tauqua Assembly next summer.
deck department of such steam vessels, into water knee
It became so by some earnest women. Mrs. Lincoln’s
deep.
J ii view of the proximity ot the Pan- one
year of such service to have been as
that I stopped for the night department, “From Day to Day” preAmerican Exposition (distant but two second mate of such vessels. Applicants stormy
sents its usual installment of choice and
about
2
for
license
as
o’clock, and that night the tested recipes.
second
mate of ocean or
hours ride; and because of the fact that
coastwise steam vessels must have had river rose 8 feet. Roads and
bridges
many people will doubtless make Chau- at least three years’ experience on such
were under water.
Mail boxes put out
A Good Cough Medicine for Children.
tauqua their head-quarters and from vessels, one year of such service to have for the
mail carriers to leave the mail
“I have no hesitancy in recommending
there visit Buffalo, a number of lectures been as quartermaster or third mate no
such vessels. Applicants for license as in were apparently in the river. Though Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy,” says F. P.
m the Pan-American Exposition will
third mate of ocean or coastwise steam within two miles of Woods I could not Moran, a well-known and popular baker, of
The
Petersburg, Va. “We have given it to our
x? given at Chautauqua in 1901.
vessels must had at least three years’ hire horse or boat to
go that day and children when troubled with bad coughs,
realty co-operation of the Pan-Ameri- experience on such vessels as a mariner was
also
whooping cough, and it has always
obliged to wait until morning.
or quartermaster.
It is provided, howcan authorities has been secured and it
given perfect satisfaction, it was recom1 am now seated by a warm lire at mended to me
that persons whose experience at
ever,
by a druggist as the best
is believed that important suggestions
sea has been on sail vessels of over 700
tiie hotel in Woods. I could plainly see cough medicine for children as it contained
the
visitbe
will
instruction
and
given
gross tons may be licensed on the follow- the Nestucca river a few rods to the no opium or other harmful drug.” Sold by
A. A. Howes &. Co.
ors.
Special cheap excursions will run ing conditions:
north were the view not obstructed by
Twice Proven.
who has had
to
the
“Master—Any
person
from
ExposiChautauqua
daily
five years’ experience on such sail ves- three grocery stores and a drug store.
From the Vindicator, Rutherfordton, N. C.
tion so that resident visitors can go in
two
sels,
years of which must have been At the west the ceaseless roar of the
editor of the Vindicator has had occathe morning, spend the day at the Ex- as master of such sail
vessels, may be ocean is somewhat deadened by a ridge ®The
sion to test the efficacy of Chamberlain's
to
the
and
return
licensed
as
master
of
ocean
and
quiet
coastPain Ha]m twice, with the most remarkable
position grounds
of sand several times as high as the
wise steam vessels.
results in each case. First, with rheumatism
shores of the lake in the evening.
in
“Chief
in the shoulder from which he suffered extown.
Over
that
who
highest
has
building
Xlie C. L. S. C. Assembly season for had five Mate—Any person
years’ experience on such sail ridge of
about three-fourths of a cruciating pain for ten days, which was resand^
a
most
lieved
with two applications of Pain Balm,
be
to
: 901 promises
interesting vessels, two years of which he has served
mile away, they tell me is the wreck of a rubbing the parts afflicted and realizing inand successful one. Special attention in the capacity of chief mate, may be
stant benefit and entire relief in a very short
licensed as chief mate of ocean and vessel which was loaded with lumber up
time. Second, in rheumatism in thigh joint,
will be given to the important matter of
on the Columbia and bound for San
coastwise steam vessels.
almost prostrating him with severe pain,
devotional
at
the
religious addresses
“Second Mate—Any person who has Francisco, but lost its rudder and was which was relieved by two applications,
The particular topics which had three years' experience on such sail
with the liniment on retiring at
hours.
driven ashore. The crew were lashed rubbing
night, and getting up free from pain. For
will be emphasized next summer will vessels, one year of which has been in
the capacity of second mate, may be to the rigging when the vessel came sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
Be those taken up in the C. L. S. C.
licensed as second mate of ocean and ashore and they had but just got them
They coastwise steam vessels.
work in the autumn following.
Every family should have its household
off when a terrific gale broke the huge
and
social
literature
medicine chest, and the first bottle in it
“Third Mate—Any person who has
include the history,
masts
to
There
is
a
saw
mill
be Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup,
splinters.
should
had
three years’ experience on sail vesSubjects
life of Germany and of Italy.
sels as mariner may be licensed as third here, and cheese factories are scattered nature’s remedy for coughs and colds.
will
be
directattention
to w hich special
mate of ocean and coastwise steam through the
A Sure Sign. “I am certain that Minnie
country. The cattle must
to marry Frank.” “Wha t makes
ed, in view of popular current interest, vessels.
browse for most of their living,as there intends
vj-e China and the far East, the diployou so certain?” “I heard her scolding
is not much land under cultivation. him
for sending her such valuable presents.”
vmtic relations of the United States,
Fresh salmon is worth 1 1-2 cents per —Harlem Life.
and the study of pirds and animals. FiWidower (introducing middle-aged and
pound. We are hemmed in by abrupt
nal arrangements with speakers are just
children, and
wealthy fiancee) “Come here,
For Infants and Children.
hills, and it has been so rainy that I give
this lady a kiss. This is the new mamoeginning to be consummated. Among
have not cared to get out in sight of ma I promised to bring you.” Little Tomthose who have been engaged for next
my ; “But, papa, she isn’t new'.”—Tit-Bits.
old ocean.
Geo. M. Cole.
are:
summer
Amory H. Bradford,
Triumph. “She seems so happy. Did
Woods, Tillamook Co., Oregon, Feb. she
Bears the
marry for love or for money ?” “Neither.
Robert S. Mac Arthur, Booker T. Wash1901.
She
took him to spite a lot of other girls.”
25,
Signature of
Times-Herald.
—Chicago
ington, S. Parkes Cadman, P. S. Henson,
/
If you are scrofulous, dyspeptic, rheuJ. M. Buckley, Francis E. Clark, Wm.
A wheelman’s tool bag isn’J complete
Women love a clear, healthy complexion. matic, troubled with kidney complaint, gen- without a bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
H. Drummond,Wm. S.Crawford, Leland Pure blood makes
it. Burdock Blood Bit- eral debility, lacking strength, take Hood’s Oil. Heals cuts, bruises, stings, sprains.
.Powers, Bertha Kunz-Baker, Leon H, ters makes pure blood.
Monarch over pain.
Sarsaparilla.

j

Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.

/ms

thing
you
may

since the trail was used. In one place short skirts also the binding just alluded
where the trail was plainly visible the to is equally important because of its
brush had grown up so thickly that one durability, as the skirt with every step
could scarcely get through it. It was falls against the shoe and the edge if
not properly protected soon wears away.
getting late in the afternoon and begin-

among its

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

children have thin
hair.
But this does
not make it necessary
for them to have thin
hair.
One

burned over years ago and are now is so trying that the ends are now left
covered with stubs, logs and bushes in wide open, and a soft mousseline or
|
places. There were deep gulches run- chiffon collar, (oftjen crossed with narning down to the river. These were row gilt braid) fills the space. The turncovered with bushes or trees and logs. down collar with revers is also used;
therefore these matters depend somethe business life at home inspired and In the centre was a small stream of
what upon individual taste. The blouse
encouraged; for the surroundings of water. As the trail had not been used
front is depended upon for silks or wools,
this Chautauqua town, located on the for several years I could not follow it
and these are made with drop skirts,
shore of the beautiful lake are pro- through this thick growth of bushes,
i nouneed by all who visit this Assembly but would find it every time after cros- the soft S. II. & M. bias velveteen on
This “Summer City,” sing. Often, looking up or down the corduroy binding showing about an
: as delightful.
of an inch below the edge and
> with its wooded terraces
fringing the mountain side,I would see a short piece eighth
that charming and durable finish
giving
been
cut
from
a
which
had
in
clearlies
log
Lake
shores
of
1,400
;
Chautauqua,
essential to an elegant costume. For
above the sea level. Prominent ing the trail. Many logs had fallen

buildings are the great Amphitheatre seating over live thousand
people, with a large chorus gallery and
md enthusiastically pursued in many of | pipe organ; The “Hall in the Grove”
She Eastern States, as well as in the for literary and scientific lectures; the
states and territories of the middle and | Museum, Pier House, Arcade, Admin;
far West. Over260,000 readers and 50. istration Buildings, Alumni Buildings,
nod graduates have taken advantage of ; College, Kellogg Memorial Hall, Iligthese Home Reading Courses. One of | gins llall, Pedagogical Building and
tie' most remarkable of these Reading Xorinal Hall, Boys' Club Building and
reies is located in the prison at Still- Gymnasium under the charge of Diwater, Minn., where for the past ten rectors of Yale University Gymnasium,
report of the Division of Chautauqua
Home Study showed that the reading
courses were
energetically extended

MY ENTIRE STOCK OF

id thin
La*r

|

possesss:,,00 season-ticket,
ed sufficient physical endurance, might
have attended at an average cost of one
and one half cents for each feature.

ing

CLOSING OUT SALE.

Lots of

Milli-

revers; the sleeves are sometimes slashed almost to the elbow on the outside,
and two or three inches deep on the
I took the train at Dundee Tuesday
inside, always set off by a soft under
evening,Feb. 12th, and reached Sheridan sleeve.
to
it
is
in about an hour. As
expensive
GILT EMBROIDERY
get a team through the mud at this in
fancy leaves on each shoulder, collar
season of the year, I started to walk to
and cuffs, and sometimes on the back of
AVoods, at the mouth of the Nestucca
the jacket, are a great set off; or bias
river, a distance of about 40 miles.
satin folds may have a gilt cord placed
I
were
roads
the
quite muddy
Though
this being particularly
reached Dolph the next noon. Here I against the fold,
with light-brown satin. A very
took the road which the guide-boards pretty
intended for a
said was the shortest road to AVoods, stylish crimson suit,
but had gone only a short distance when young girl, had an Eton jacket cut all
around in tabs, stitched at the edges and
I was told the road crossed the little
fastened
to a wide gilt belt, which showNestucca river several times in going a
ed between the tabs. A second gilt band
few miles. Learning that there was an
was inserted across the front and back
old trail half way up the bluff which led
of the jacket, with similar tabs half conpast several of the fords, I took the
the gilt band. The cuffs had two
trail and had no trouble following it for cealing
narrow gilt bands, and the neck was in
a mile or more.
Sometimes I was 100

business man; each and all find some
I line of reading or study adapted to
their need. We know no place where

|

Ways of

Materials.

ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

systematical
reading and home study. C.
comes to all, the busy houselone reader, the teacher, the
of

Trimmings.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Dark blue in several shades and “royal
blue” are favorite colors for spring
tailor suits; not because they are fashionable hues and generally becoming,
but gilt trimmings show to greater
advantage on blue than on brown,
crimson, black or gray. Where elaborate
trimmings are employed the Eton
jacket is usually selected, and blue and
white embroidery almost cover the

table and harmleee. 25 cents A
BOTTLE; $1.00 FOR FIVE.
L 8. JOHNSON * CO., Mm, Mam.

those who know little of the influence
extension

Gilt

nery.

When you feel blue or look
yeUow one little pill once a day
will cure Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Constipation, all
and
Bowel ComLiver
plaints. Make the blood clean,
beautify the complexion. Vege-

for popular education may be given
and

Salta.

Making. Capes. Jackets.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
Representing Over Twenty Million

Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSLK.vn'U-

Light
is your

as

Fairy

a

cooking if you

use

the

Security Bonds fori as!
jySTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
or*. Administrators and Trustees | Correspondence solicited I Real estate bouuht

right Baking

FIELD & QUIMBY,

Powder.
Here is

a sure

formula:

CHARLES H. FIELD.

GEORGE

m-1.11)',

A

2 lbs. Three.Crow Cream Tartar 70

78c

Cost
making 3 lbs. Best Baking Powder at
26c per lb.
contain
some

Insurance Agents,

8

I lb. Three Crow Soda

All

Baking Powders put

Starch,

some

Ammonia,

a cost

up in

BELFAST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, UP S I
MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

IN

cans

A;

S

Alum,

some

Phosphate. By making your

OFFICE
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JAMES PATTEE & SON
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own

pure

Three Crow
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STEAM BOILER, LIABILITY AND HEALTH.
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♦ PURE*

Next Peoples National Bank, Main Sir,

COHPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1838.
Manf 'rs and Dealers in Pare Food Article*

ROCKLAND. ME.

Gross assets.$4,004,914 52
Deduct items not admitted.
7,270 36

assets....$4,057,644 16
LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.$ 741.080 60
Unearned premiums.
1,889,134 49
All other liabilities.
314,432 94
Admitted

The Point
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k

Total.$2,914,048 03
250,000 oo
capital.
892,990 13
Surplus over all liabilities.
Cash

I

Total liabilities and

Insurance

Watertown, New

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
Real estate.. S 507,737 29
Stocks and bonds.
2,8su,483 2o
119,314 30
Cash in office and bank
Bills receivable
5,06182
2,208 54
Agents’ balances.
3,739 71
Interest and rents..
402.584 99
Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.
23,784 02

injurious, ingredients and you do not
something that does not raise the food.

you avoid

BIRD

Agricultural

OF NEW YORK.

Three Crow Soda

JOHN

Casualty Company

The Fidelity and
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pay for

Temple,

h
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surplus.$4,057,044
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ASSKTS, Df'Tli
Real estate.
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash, in office and bank...
Rills receivable
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitb

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES, 1).
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
Total.
capital..
all liabilities

Cash

Surplus over

Total liabilities and surplus.
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Ag

SON, Agents, Belfast.

JA/1ES PATTEE &

_

German American Insuran

Mercantile F. & P. Insurance Company
OF NEW YORK

OF BOSTON. MASS.

ASSETS, Deceml

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
..§
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Uncollected premiums.
..

and for 40 years \
the fact has been
daily proved and ver*
ified. The True“L.F."
Atwood's Bitters.
Red Letters

“L. F.”

on

Yellow

They

Cure

184.100 00

335,983 00
24,242 73
24,300 82

568,632 55
568,632 55
31,1900.
LIABILITIES,
15,523 39
Net unpaid losses. $
122,466 04
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
6,295 90
Gross assets.. .§
Admitted assets..$
December

Label

HOME TREATMENT

Total.S 144,285 33
400,ooo oo
Cash capital.
‘24,347 22
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and
JAS. PATTEE &

surplus.$ 568,032
SON, Agents. Belfast
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....FOR....

Chronic Diseases
And The Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases of the
Blood, Nervous System, and
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,

Bladder,

Lungs,

Stomach,

Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic
and Reproductive Organs,
together with every form of
Most cases
Skin Disease.
quickly relieved and permanently cured by the Great Multipathic Specifics.
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were considered hopeless have been cured by these Great
Remedies. During May and June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at his Boston office Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of $3 wiM
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address,
CHARLES H. MITCHELL, M. D.,
218 Tremont street,
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,
Boston, Mass.
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

FOR SALS.
The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
DUNTON & DUNTON.

Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

FOR RENT.
The rooms on Main street over the store of H.
L. Lord and American Express Co. Can be made
connecting. Will be altered to suit tenent and
all modern conveniences put in.
ARNOLD HARRIS,
137 E. 54 Street, New York, N. Y.

...THE...

Real estate.
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank
Interest and rents.
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...

...

Uncollected premiums.
Gross assets.
Admitted assets.
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Unearned premiums.
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Total.
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Cash
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Total
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Total.
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Importers of Salt.
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Dr. John Stevens
OPERA

quality of[

OFFICE HOURS:
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and Sundays

Anthracite and
Blacksmith
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ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED
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I>r. Williams’ Indian Pile O'1';','
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and !
absorbes the tumors, allays tin1
"
acts as a poultice, gives instant
liams’Indian Pile Ointment is r * I .'
>■;<
Piles and Itching of the private
1
ingelse. Every dox is guarantee v
gists, sent by mail, for 60c. and t If'1
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s,
Forsale by R. H. Moody.
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We had
M■ „n, Feb. 17,1901.
t..lChed the coast, about to bid
to Spain when—at the
.immendation of a party of

8|l>!

fi^rKdieu

it"’!“
stv

tourists whom we met at
cancelled our passage on

,

f!

\

[(*

and retraced our
.,;R steamer
\et. -the only Honda.” Why
esitate, after

Dons,

of the

n,;

a

to

give

repaid. NoW-a-days you
tail from Malaga as far as
v

dirty little station at the
of rugged rocks, where
ride begins. It is only a
iy straight up and down,
s from eight to twelve

according

to location

much the guard

w

In

most

can

countries

run, outside seats are
tenable and cost more
de
But it is the reverse
.. ;e
people avoid fresh air
and wrap themselves up
in the slightest breeze.
:norwards that six pesetas
price for outside seats
side; but foreigners are
are

more, on the supposition
■st have plenty of money,
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travelling? The Gowas certainly invented

-iiev
al

of

us

sarcastic turn of
like a razed canal-

a

more

■arh, and its great height
n-rously top-heayy appearre no springs to speak of,
largest of its several comx
persons sit facing each
ix and windows are invari-

■

ant

everybody who can
kes continuously; while
mot add their quota to
■1 odors by exhaling garlic,
'ey all means, though icy
upper Sierra chill you
Even there vile smells
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strip of leather
tween the luggage and
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the turnout compensates
light inconveniences! The

onductor,

is as pompous

:d as such an
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a

Your

Cough and Avoid

Future Trouble.

We Will Guarantee That We
Can Do It For Yon.
Our Vinol is the Remedy for all
Pulmonary Affections.
Vinol is a preparation that is deto take.
It consists of a delicate table wine
in which has been dissolved the active
curative principles that are found in
the liver of the live cod. and to which
cod-liver oil owes its reputation as a
remedy for coughs, colds and all wasting diseases.
If there is any one who has a cough,
a tendency to ta«e cold
easily, or a
dread of consumption, we would like
to have them call and permit us to explain what we know about Vinol and
why we believe it will cure all such
troubles more surely and quickly than
any other remedy ever given to the

licious

public.
Following

is a letter which has just,
come to hand and which shows how
beneficially Vinol acted in one instance:
I had a severe cough of long standing. I was advised by friends to give
your Vinol a trial, which I did. Before
taking it I had tried many other remedies for coughs without obtaining any
relief. With Vinol it was different. I
have now used four bottles of it, and
am pleased to say my cough has almost
entirely left me. I have been decidedly
benefited by its use in every way. Very
truly yours.”—H. E. Small, Boston,

Mass.
Vinol acts beneficially upon the di-

gestive

organs, enabling them to obtain for themselves the elements from
which are made firm healthy flesh
tissue, sou nd muscle, strong bone structure and pure blood.

We recommend Vinol unreservedly.
If you will call on us at our store, we
will tell you why we have such faith in
this new wine of cod-liver oil.
We guarantee that if you suffer from
any symptoms thaUindicate troubles for
which we know Vinol is intended, we
will refund to you your money if you
don’t find Vinol helps you.

A. A. HOWES &

and

-1

CO,

Pharmacists of Belfast

rued with silver coins in-
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Andalusian hat,

or
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important

Spain. He wears
Mowing trousers,
quantity of scarlet
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Stop

one

.,-ached only by stage over a
But
1 dangerous Sierra.
made the trip without
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OFTEN ARE THE BEGINNING
OF CONSUMPTION.

track,

far from the beaten
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_%_

whole year

week to seeing one of the
The rea„vs ;■ the world?
tow travelers visit Ronda is

it

CHRONIC COUGHS

some-

Hat-

a

an enormous

whip

as

the

profession and sceptre of
aid his mouth
ah
II

continually

and original

strange

gest dimensions.

•istant”—who does

His soall

the

-rt of

dead from exhaustion on
the way.
the well of Honda”
acquired such
a fearful
reputation during the Moorish
wars
that many defeated
S S S is a combination of roots
Spaniards
committed suicide rather than be con- and' herbs of great curative powers,
demed to carry water
into the circulation
up its dreary stair- I and when taken
removes all manner
case. Retribution came
and
searches
out
at last, however,
of poisons from the blood, without'
and the victims, driven
to death in its
the
least shock or harm to the system.
cavernous recesses, were
avenged—for
On
the contrary, the general health
it was
through “La Mina de Tajo that
begins to improve from the first dose,
a chosen
detachment of the Castilian for S. S. S. is not only a blood purifier,
army, in 1485, surprised the “Laurelled but an excellent tonic, and strengthCastle of the
Moors, impregnable to ens and builds up the constitution
ordinary assault—not only by its natural while purging the blood of impuri- ^
all diseases of a
position, but from the strength of its ties. S. S. S. cures
blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
fortifications.
Rheumatism, Chronic Sores and
At the bottom of the
gorge it is al- Ulcers, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
ways twilight, being only
twenty or Rheum, Herpes and similar troubles,
thirty feet wide to perhaps 150 at top. and is an infallible cure and the only
The foaming torrent sends wind
antidote for that most horrible disease,
and
spray whistling through the dark de- Contagious Blood Poison.
A record of nearly fifty years of
file with a
deafening noise that com- successful cures is a record to be proud
pletely drowns the human voice. Gazing of.
S. S. S. is more popular today
upward, the bridges at the top look as than ever. It numbers its friends by
if suspended in the
air, and the people the thousands. Our medical correson them like motes in
the sunshine. pondence is larger than ever in the
Fig-trees cling to the sides of the history of the medicine. Many write
precipices as if growing out of the to thank us for the great good S. S. S.
others are seekliving rock, and at one point midway an has done them, while
All
advice about their cases.
ing
ivy-covered castle stands upon a narletters receive prompt and careful
row ledge that
apparantly can be reach- attention. Our physicians have made
ed only by balloon.
Looking closely we a life-long study of Blood and Skin Dissaw some
moving specks beside the eases, and better understand such cases
castle, which proved to be a flock of than the ordinary practitioner who
of no one disease.
goats
probably strayed from some makes a specialty
We are doing great
careless shepherd, who dared not scale
good to suffering
the heights to recover them.
humanity through
The magnificent citadel of
our consulting deRonda,
which once covered as much ground as
and invite

partment,

the

Alhambra,
only one tower you to write us if you have any blood,
I or skin trouble. We make no charge
and a few feet of wall left
standing.
for this service.
The tower is of
extraordinary height and
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
and contains intact the
has now

Ijwhatever

solidity,

guard-

and sentry boxes of the Moorish
soldiery. From its summit the view is
room

of

one

unparalleled grandeur.

1 have
many famous view's—from various
points in the Andes; from the castle of

seen

Chapultepec overlooking the valley of
Mexico; from Corcovada above the bay
of Rio de Janeiro,—but never
anything
to compare with this.
Far above, the
sharp peaks of the Sierra rise range
upon range, their ridges heaped together in wild confusion like the billows
of a mighty ocean suddenly turned to
stone.
Relow lies the city, with its

NERVITA PILLS

Restore Vitality, Lost Vigor and Manhood
Core Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Mem,
ory, all wasting

diseases,
all effects of self-abuse or
excess and indiscretion.
A nerve tonie and
PILLS
blood builder. Brings
the pink glow to pale
cheeks and restores the
fire of youth. By mail
'50c per box. 0 boxes for CTS,.
82.50, with our bankable guarantee to cure
or refund the money paid. Send for circular
and copy of our bankable guarantee bond.

60

60

Nervita Tablets™^

Immediate Remits
(yellow label)
concentric walls—outworks of three naPositively guaranteed cure for Loss of Power,
or
Saracen
and
Shrunken Organa,
tions; Roman,
Undeveloped
Spaniard, so Varicocele,
Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia, Nervous Prostra
distinct in blood and religion; its mas- tion,
Hysteria, Fits, In sanity. Paralysis and the
sive houses enclosed and barred like so Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium of
Liquor. Bv mall in plain package, $1.00 a
many seraglios, and its lovely alameda, box, 6 for $5.00 with our bankable guar*
antee bond to cure in 30 days or refund
fragrant with roses and myrtles, orange money paid. Address
and oleander trees, though overhanging
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
a cliff w hence is a sheer descent of alClinton A Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.
most a thousand feet to the valley.
The very heart of the town is pierced
by the frightful chasm, its walls scarred
and seamed by the action of the eleIf You are Weak,

IT IS GUARANTEED

ments,

mysterious depths, to
which the sun never penetrates, believed to be haunted by ghosts of the
wretched captives who perished there
and its

the mountains of Andalusia, and move
fearlessly over paths where the less sure

footed mule will not venture. They are
preceded by a trained leader, which
wears a bell and seems to be conscious
of the dignity of his position, for, if one
of his companions try to pass him he is

green and smiling
which the (luadalevin,

Nervous,

Irritable,
Dyspeptic,
Can’t Sleep

Vega, through
(“deep stream”)

longer a roaring torrent—black as
Styx—having escaped from the Tajo,
glides tranquilly over its marble bed
amid wheat-fields, gardens and groves
of lemon, citron and olives, cherries
and peaches. The primitive mills which
line the river for miles had been grinding almost continuously for nine hun-

Eat,

or

no

dred years, while their builders have
been long, long forgotten. Think what

history has been made during that
period! Nations have risen and fallen,
a

new

come

SMITH’S
CRE5N

MOUNTAIN

into

greater prominence

than the

old—and still, like “the mills of the
gods," those ponderous wheels go round,
furnishing food for passing generations.
Scattered over the adjacent valley are
as quick with his heels in a stinging kick
numerous
circular
threshing doors
aimed at the offender’s ribs as the mayplatforms, slightly raised above the
Guided by the
oral is with his whip.
ground, from forty to eighty feet in dishrill cries of the drivers, the leader
ameter—upon which wheat is threshed
turns to the right, or the left, as directby means of the trillo, a kind of drag,
ed: and on arriving at the gates of a
furnished with
and drawn
—

"

■

for its inhabitants not only
the Arab type of features, but those

preserved

scended

1

!!,,ii

ii

n

of

M‘

of

the rent in the hills is callis
the
gallery, or tunnel, known as
ed,
“La Mina del Moro,” cut down through

the

!"1 to Ronda passes through
nt
scenery, sometimes skirt-

.dge

j''

suspenders.

dizy precipices,

anon

Tajo,

as

the solid rock to the river

by Christian

passions which, matured under
burning sun of the East, have de-

fierce
the

with

undiminished

through thirty generations.
are

violence
The men

remarkable for stalwart forms and

sinewy limbs,

the result of

and mountain exercise.

plain

food

The women,

with olive skins and

languishing eyes,
degree; and
strip
sky
while their faces cannot by any stretch
nil again ascending to breezy
of imagination be called beautiful,
mills with noble views of the erses the
perpendicular precipice zig-zag their superb forms realize Hogarth’s
no
Nerras and the African moun- fashion. It is very steep and by
ideal of feminine perfection.
Large
tln-ir snowy peaks glittering in means
safe, the steps being rudely hewn, families are the rule in this
of the
part
Min- like a coronet of diamonds,
indisoften
and
slippery with moisture
world, twenty to twenty-live children
Jh>e Mediterranean shining betinguishable, as light comes in only at being not uncommon.
After passing Las Cuevas—a intervals, through apertures pierced in
Fannie B. Ward.
'I hamlet
whose inhabitants live the rock on the riverside. But of course
aud eke out a precarious existthe risk.
OA9TORXA.
you must go dow7n it, whatever
/> The Kind Von Haw Always Bought
begging from travelers—we At the bottom is a large tank, where the Bean the
n

down into dark ravines from

depths only

a narrow

of

slaves at the command of Ali Abou
Melic, in the year 1342. The passage is
five feet wi.de by seven high, and trav-

are

coquettish

to the last

■

-I

n

_

1

s

tin-

jei

■

i,L s't'lit of
the castle and town of

Inal! ^longing
f ttie

to the

hereditary

do-

tamily of that name, from
!*’fung Eugenie de Montejo.Counfehe, afterwards Empress of

captives filled their

water jars and then

bore them up the weary ascent on their
shoulders. Scourged at every step by

cents

cure

their cruel masters, half starved and
otherwise brutally treated,many of them

March.

Idol.

•Beecher, Lyman.
Vol. 1.

Works. 2 v..
Lecture on popular

208. B 39

atheism.
Vol. 2.

Sermons.

A Girl
wm

GREAT

BARGAINS
in ALL POOPS

Bowman, Isa.
Story of Lewis

Carroll told for
young people by the real Alice
in Wonderland.
Illustrated.

1900...
•Bruce, Alexander Balmain.
Synoptic Gospels. 1897. (Expositor’s Greek Testament.)..
•Bushnell, Horace.

Grt

B-D 666

225.4 N

Christian nurture. 1888. 208. B 9-4
God Jin Christ. Three discourses.
With a dissertation on

..AT..

Will "go” until she drops, and think
she’s doing rather a fine thing.
Very
often the future shows her that she was
the
foundation
for
laying
years of
unhappiness. When the back aches,
when there is irregularity or any other
womanly ill, then the first duty a woman
{owes to herself is to find a cure for her

language. 208. B 9-1 ^ailments.
$ The use of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite PreLiterary varieties. 2 v.
Vol. 1. Work and play. 1881. 208. B 9-2 ascription in cases of womanly disease
will insure a prompt restoration to sound
Vol. 2. Moral uses of dark
health.
It regulates the periods, stops
1886.
things.
208. B 9-3
unhealthy drains, heals inflammation
Nature and the supernatural.
and ulceration, and cures female weak..

208. B 9-5

•Cheyne, Thomas Kelley.
The Book of the prophet Isaiah.
1898. (Part 10 of the Polychrome Bible.)... 220.5 P-10
Clark, H. H.
Joe Bently. Navel cadet.
352.13.2
Cook, Grace Louise.
Wellesley stories. 1901.
217.28
Crawford, Francis Marion.
Zoroaster. A novel. 1897.
C 85-8
Defoe, Daniel.
The life and surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe of
York, mariner. Illustrated by
G. Cruikshank.
352.23
•Dods, Marcus.
Gospel of St. John. 1897. (Expositor’s Greek Testament.).
255.4 N
Field, George Warren, Memorial
of.
Frepared by John S.
Sewall and others. Containing also a Sermon by Dr.
Field on the Problem of the
Book of Job.
B-F452

Iligginson, Thomas Wentworth.
Young folks’ history of the
United States.

1887.
Howells, William Dean.
Literary friends and acquaintance. A retrospect of American

973. H 5

authorship. Illustrated.

1900. B-H 83-3
Howells, William Dean.
A modern instance. A novel.
H 83-2
Modern Italian poets. Essays
and versions. With portraits. B-H 83-2
My literary passions. 1895. B-H 83-1
H 83-3
Ragged lady. A novel.
Their wedding
A
journey.
novel 1891.
II 83-1
Their silver wedding journey.
1899. 2v.
H 83-3
Mather, Cotton.
Magnalia Christi Americana,
or the ecclesiastical history of
New England. (1620-1098)1820.
2 V. 277.4 M 4
Munn, Charles Clark.
Uncle Terry. A story of the
Maine coast. 1900.
239.9
•Outlook: a weekly.
1897 to
date. 051. Ou 9
•Savage, Minot Judson.
The evolution of Christianity.
1900. 209. Sa 9
•Wellhausen, J.
The Book of Psalms. A new
English translation with notes
and an appendix on the music
of the ancient Hebrews. 1898.
(Part 14 of the Polychrome
Bible). 220.5 P-14
•Westcott, Brooke Foss.
Social aspects of Christianity.

anti

one

you. Ask your druggist—50
dollar.
Write St. Albans

St. Albans, Vt„ about
GUARANTEE. Mention this paper.

Remedy

Co.,

201.0

W

COME AND GET
OUR PRICES.
THE BEST.

ness.
It makes weak women strong,
sick women well.
Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
Pierce, by letter, free of charge. All
correspondence absolutely private and
confidential.
In his thirty years and
over of medical practice Dr. Pierce, assisted by his staff of nearly a score of
physicians, has treated and cured more
than half a million women.
Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
*1 will drop you a few lines to-day to let you
know that I am feeling well now. writes Miss
Annie Stephens, of Belleville, Wood Co., West

three times as large
other on the market.

Call and get

Crip Begins
or

Worse follows !
its beginning.

But meet

Grip

Gross assets. ...9
Admitted assets.9

at

All other

liabilities.

..

Passes

THE_

liabilities and surplus.$ 830,423 93
Eastern Department, Frank A. Colley General
24
Central Street, Boston, Mass.
Agent,
3\vll*
North German Fire Insurance
of

Company

Hamburg, Germany.

ASSETS, December 31,1900.

Mortgage loans.9
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.
—

Gross assets.
9
Admitted assets. 9

LIABILITIES, December

o’clock this afternoon.
marked the

the

37,930 05
287,544 43
is,772 75

1

344,247 23
245,404 21

Total.
.9
over all liabilities.
..

Department,

<

The

Delaware

Insurance

Company

OF PHILADELPHIA

ASSETS, December 31, 1900.
Heal estate.$ 108,333 42
Mortgage Loans.
128,700 00

C9C9A ^CHWLATE
(QROCERS

Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Hills receivable
Interests and rents..
Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.

EVERYWHERE-

..

DOLLARS

Fnearned premiums.
All other liabilities

ex-

presented to the public.

It Will

Issued

on

SUNDAY,
riARCH 31.
It will

include about

forty pages of

beautiful color and half-tone.
ART AND LITERATURE will combine to make
this number attractive and interesting. It
will be a number to look forward to, to
enjoy
and to preserve.
IT WILL CONTAIN many special
tures in prose and picture.

Easter fea-

ORDER AT ONCE

The Great Easter Herald

Bend, Ohio, Aug.
20, 1833. He was brought up on his
father’s farm, spent two years at Farmer’s College near Cincinnati and graduated from Miami University in 1852.
He was admitted to the bar and in 1854
settled in Indianapolis, which had since
been his home.
In 1860 he was elected reporter of the
Indiana supreme court, and while holding this position assisted in raising the

70th Regiment of Indiana Volunteers,
of which he was appointed colonel in
1862.
During the first part of the war he
had no opportunity to distinguish himself, but later he showed such conspicuousgallantry in several important battles that he was recommended for
pro-

SENSE

1865 he was in command of his
brigade and when he was mustered out
in June, 1865, he held the rank of brevet brigadier general.
After the war he resumed his former
office of reporter of the supreme court
at Indianapolis. In 186S he declined a
third election and resumed the practice
of law. In 1872 he made
many political
speeches and in 1876 was nominated by
the Republicans for Governor of Indiana, but was defeated by the Democrat-

Undivided profits.*.

1,860,000 00
660,248 39
30 352 33
19*264 87
39
226,902 31

Is the title of

106*,666

$4,381,313*79

President, Edwin Warfield; Vice Presidents H.
Crawford Black, Jos. R. Stonebraker,
B.
Platt, Thos. A. Whelan; Secretary and Treasurer
Herman E. Bosler; Harry Nicodemus, Asst. 8ec>
retary and Treasurer; Thomas L. Berry, second
Asst. Secretary and Treasurer.
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Win ter port, Me

a

booklet

by

an

advertising expert.

Both

needed to make

are

advertising successful.
The Journal is
its

patrons

on

ready to advise with
advertising and to

prepare advertisements
their requirements.

to

meet

755,099 20
702,s75 no
105,790 85

surplus... $1,504,305
IllLL, Agent, Belfast, Me.

11

Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

ASSETS, December 31. 1900.
Heal estate.
$

20.000 00
1.035,S5o 00
15.000 00
1,689,072 05
290,43.5 14
102,702 19
Agents’balances. 262,145 80
Interest and rents..
9,419 44
Uncollected re-insurance.
5,971 5U
All other assets.
1,750 no

Mortgage loans

..

Gross assets.$.3,441,340
Deduct items not admitted.
54,900
Admitted assets

24
04

$3,386,445 00
LIABILITIES, December 31.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 171,904 25
..

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..

681,844 20
.35,230 24

Total.
$ 888,978 0!»:
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1.497,466 91
Total liabilities and
ALEX. II.

surplus.$3,380,445 00
NICHOLS, Agent. Searsporl. Me..

Advertising Pays
There is n time in every life when opportunities
seem to conn freighted with blessings of special
fortune to each one of us, and very many are fore-

sighted enough to grasp this opportunity, and
very much better their condition

In

Niglit Was Her Terror.
“I would cough nearly all night long,”
writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate of Alexandria,
Ind., “and could hardly get any sleep. I
had consumption so bad that if 1 walked a
block I would cough frightfully and spit
blood, but, when all other medicines failed,
three 81.00 bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery wholly cured me and I gained 58
pounds.” It’s absolutely guaranteed to cure
Coughs, Colds, La Grippe, Bronchitis and
all Throat and Lung Troubles. Trice BOc
and fl.OO. Trial bottles free at R. H.
Moody’s drug store.

o;;.5,st30
50,22090

—

Republican Journal Pub. Co.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

If You Are

Buying_
Watches,
Clocks,

Jewelry,

in

life and

are

thrown out of the old rut into a bright avenue of
existence, and right here in your midst is the
in the shape of a'Darmeut Cutting
opportunity
School where each pupil is taught separately how
to Draft, Cut, Put Together, Baste all kinds of
garments worn by ladies and children. also
Featherboning and fancy cording for trimming, in

all its wonderful ways.
A great many are attending the school, which
occupied one room at first, then took a second
room and within a week have been obliged to
move into the third room to accommodate the
pupils. One can hardly realize the value of tin
school until they visit it and sec what it is like
and the great interest manifested l>> the pupils
in it. Quite a number arc fitting themselves for
teachers and will open schools in other locations
(and the opportunities arc w mderfuL others an
fitting themselves to do their own work, wliik
some expect to do dressmaking lor a business.
.'11 are are getting the very largest value and
aid seem to think that this opportunity is certain
ly the cream of existence for them, and are
bound to get all they can out of it. You are
cordially invited to visit our school and sec il
there isn’t something in it that will interest you.
School Monday, V ednesdav ami Friday afternoons and evenings over Frank Knowltou’s score.
High Street, Belfast, Me.

ThE DIAMOND

Sterling or

..

Premium reserve.
Claims in process of adjustment.
Claims reported, but proof not filed
Claims not admitted.

11
it

Collateral loans
Stocks and bontls.
Cash in office and bank
Bills receivable.

motion.

ic candidate, “Blue Jeans” Williams.
He was a member of the
Mississippi
river commission in 1879, chairman of
OUT MARCH 31.
the Indiana delegation at the Republican National convention in 1880, deSURETY BONUS.
clined a cabinet position under Presiand
Co.
of
Fidelity
Deposit
Maryland. dent Garfield, and in 1881 was elected to
Home Office, Baltimore, Maryland.
the United States Senate, which office
he held until March 3,1887.
He was mentioned for the
FINAN C1AL STATEMENT December 31,1900
Presidency,
in 1884, and in 1888 he received the ReRESOURCES.
Real estate, (Fidelity building)
9 600 000 00 publican nomination on the eighth balState and Municipal Bonds. 1,620*086 00 lot and was elected.
In 1892, when a
Stieet Railway Bonds, (Balto. City)
810*460 00 candidate for re-election, he was deRailroad and other Bonds. 1,010*116 00
feated
Grover
Cleveland.
National Banks’ stocks.
by
23*696 00
He then resumed his practice of law
Agent*’ debit balances, less commissions ..
89,066 46 and was counsel for Vefiezuela in its
Premiums in course of collection,
At
(home office)
8,316 63 boundary dispute with England.
Cash in office and banks.
319,684 71 the time of his death he was a member
of the world’s peace conference held by
$4,381,31379
request of the Czar of Russia.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock (paid in).$1,600,000 00

Surplus

capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Boston

breath

the son of

913 01

Total liabilities and

He was uncon-

John Scott Harrison and the grandson
of President William Henry Harrison.

amples of high class journalism
ever

...AND...

He was born at South

the most beautiful

I

MEIA ILl.E ('.

was

1. 2.: is 00

LIABILITIES. December 31, 1900.
Net unpaid losses —.$ 03,00700

from life of the

Benjamin Harrison

50,000 00
893,0-15 50
1.57,007 14
32927
2.457 57

Gross assets.
$1,504,305
Admitted assets.si,5O-i.:;05

Total,.§

deep

589,651 44
589,651 44

31,1900.

Cash

great statesman. Near relatives and
several old and tried friends were at the
bedside when the end came.

OF 1901....
It will be one of

passing

13,616 60
2,OSO 43
65,274 51
82,413 65

Total liabilities and surplus. .9 589,65144
Eastern
Frank A. Colley, General
Agent, 24 Central Street, Boston, Mass. :iwn*

f

Away at Indian-

scious to the last and a

55.000 00

371,266 25

Net unpaid losses. 8
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

Surplus

Indianapolis, Ini>., March 13—
Gen. Benjamin Harrison, former President of the United States, died, at 4.45

EASTER
NUMBER or
NEW YORK
HERALD

292.410 38
500,000 00
38,013 55

Total

Harrison Dead.
The Ex-President

81
ot>

116,269 57

Total.
9
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Drops Cure in One Minute.

Healthful1.1'

830,423 93
830,423 93

LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses.9
50,668
Unearned premiums.
125.472

have a bottle on hand.
25 cents, 50
cents, $1.00; the largest size cheapest.
At all druggists. Take no substitutes.

Pike’s Toothache

City of New York.

ASSETS, December 31.1900.
Stocks and bonds. 9 533 337 m
Cash in office and bank.
56'>7r>'r»
Bills receivable.
>\ :>rso»
Interest and rents.
2 067 71
Uncollected premiums.
216,830 31

Better to

quickly.

Insurance Company

Fire

of the

Hale’s
Honey of
Horehound
and Tar
cures, and cures

FREE sample of

FOR THE COHPLEXION.

with

cough,

a

Manhattan

backache, depression.

headache,

any

niEi Mi

Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on
receipt of 21 one-cent stamps to pay expense of mailing only. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

with cold in the head

as

Only 25c.

Va. ”1 feel like a new woman. I took several
bottles of
Favorite Prescription and of the
‘Golden Medical Discovery.’ I have no headache now, and no more pain in my side; no
bearing-down pain any more. I think'that there
is no medicine like Dr. Pierce’s medicine.”

the

apolis.

Henry*

Paterfamilias: “Tommy, stop pulling that
poor cat’s tail.” Tommy: “I’m not pulling
it, pa. I’m holding on to it. The cat’s pulling it.”—Tit-Bits.

Book*.

Lyman.
Christianity
and social problems. 1897_ 335.7 Ab

..■.

And will

*

their excellence, and the climate for its
Its isolated position has
salubrity.

New and Old

Abbott,

•Presented.

■

rushing
Projecting
laced up like corsets over several stone mills, erected during the
uses, and gay-hued handker- dominion of the Moors, which from the
hieir heads.
Their swarthy dizzy heights above look like children's
"He-!•..»ked exactly as if dressed for building blocks, and the men passing in
1 1
urus, in knee-breeches and and out with sacks of grain and dour
jackets, cut so short that ou their shoulders seem “scarce so gross
quite meet the red sashes as beetles.” The greatest curiosity of

BELFAST FKEE LIBRARY.

1887._

RENOVATOR

world has been discovered and

running driver, known
whose duty it is to urge on
>ed mules by pelting them
ip hill and down dale, go
well. There is a postioe arduous position, being
ight and day without rest,
spikes,
by
town halts the whole file until he has
horses driven at a gallop.
The grain is
r him the sobriquet of “the
orders to proceed.
cleared of chaff by being tossed into
Most picturesque of all
Just before sunset we entered Ronda
the air from broad, shallow baskets—an
O'hi
the hair having been clipHanked
a
Moorish
gateway
through
sides in fanciful designs
extremely laborious method, but adby two circular towers, and clattered up hered to
everywhere in Spain, because
--zags, arabesques, flowers, the main street with a
grand parade, ot the
—all accurately portrayed
ignorant prejudice existing
amid a storm of curses delivered by the
’••d to imitate embroidered
against modern machinery.
conductor and zagal, who had been savFrom the gateway of the Alhambra
it is a gypsy art, seen nofor
an
hour
with
a
view
wind
their
ing
a street leads past the bull-ring, (the
such extravagant perfecto this crowning effort. How shall one
ii
practice has descended describe the strangest and most pictur- most popular institution in Itonda), to
the newest bridge which spans the Tajo
ml father to vagabond son,
It stands on a
esque city of Europe?
at its narrowest point. But tins “modMimes. The mules are also
steep rock, encircled by the Guadalevin
*
bedizened with
jingling river, which foams and dashes through ern” structure was built in 1751. It
consists of one impressive arch of 110
''i.
ussels in all the colors of the
a narrow gorge, seven hundred feet be’■[l
feet; and the architect celebrated its
their harness weighted with
low. This stupendous rift in the mounE
completion by accidentally falling from
h1 brass nails, arranged in patcut
the
scimas
if
looks
which
by
tains,
the parapet and being dashed to pieces
If the shoulders of each are
etar of Roldan to render impregnable in the chasm
below.
I I1'11 three huge bunches of wool
the favorite stronghold of the Moors,
;
Descending by San Pedro street, you
"i\.
purple and green. Our is crossed by two bridges—one over a
reach the “Casa del Rey Moro,” built in
I 'iss.-ugers, a company of young
century old, the other of much greater the year 1042 by Al-Motadced, who is
to
Ronda for some fies-••ing
antiquity. The town, built on both said to have drank his wine out of
insignificant part of the sides of the chasm, is surrounded by
jewel-studded goblets made from the
1
women wore short skirts,
triple walls and divided into three wards, skulls of those whom he had himself
coarse, black flannel, with each of which is separately walled and
•'
decapitated.
f scarlet cloth, cut saw- constitutes
itself.
small city in
a
The fruits of Ronda are proverbial for
i. above the hem;
red or
stream are
over the
-a

Oldest and Best.

(The

us

France. It is a place of great antiquity in the
merciless crusade of the Fifand contains some Moorish “remains,” teenth
century. Beyond the city spreads
but we could not tarry to see them. At the

wash-bowl,
'd-brimmed, a distant retaevery league we encountered a pair of
il xieau sombrero. He keeps
civil guards, the national military police■or conveniently at hand,
who are kept busy in this district watchfrequently ascertain the
ing for smugglers and protecting the
ion of his cherished spitroad from highwaymen. Now and then
I
believe
atcliers”
the girls
we would overtake a score of more
u'li are plastered in double
of donkeys, laden with charcoal and
each side of his saddleplodding along Indian tile, their owner,
a nee, and are manifestly
ais heart. Tucked snugly stretched out, fast asleep, upon the panand held secure by hair niers of the last one. These always
stillness of spikes, are misused animals are indispensable for
the transport of merchandise through
garettes for the day's use.
than

| fell

OARMENT CUTTER CO.

Plated Ware,
You will always find a
A| in CTHDP
first-class selection at_v/Uiv ulUKL
We will

give you at least ONE HUNDRED
CENTS WORTH OF GOODS for.
Do you want more?

One Dollar.

Can you do better than having your eyes examined free of charge? GLASSES furnished
at HONEST
VISION

PRICES

We do first-class
but how

and

PERFECT

GUARANTEED.
repair work.
good.

Not how

cheap—

H. J. Locke & Son,
BELFAST NATIONAL BANK
P.

O. SQUARE.

BLD'G,

•

I shall be in my office in Memorial building for
the purpose of receiving taxes, Mondays and Saturdays, until further notice, from 8.30 to 11.30
m. and from 1.30 to 4.30 r. >1.
At other tunes call
at my residence, No. 39 Miller street.
M. C. HILL, Collector.
Belfast, January 10, 1901.—3lji

For Sale at

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate a
the foot of Main street known as the Danie
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close tha
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor..
Belfast. December 19.1900.—51

TOI REPUBLIC*!! JOURNAL

Pub. Oo.

with some standard
apparatus.” The brief paragraph on the public
}
schools presents in a few words the
Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a need for better school buildings, which is
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
more fully set forth in the report of the
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one school
committee, not yet published. A
inch length in column. 75 cents for one week, and
26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
new departure in regard to the collection
of taxes, a paragraph on the board of
The State tax has been ‘assessed for health and the
importance of its duties,
1901 at $927,725.94. This is at the rate
and a suggestion with regard to the
of 2 3-4 mills on the dollar, and is an
reaching out for new industries comincrease of about $20,000 over 1900.
plete the message, which concludes
with the expression of the Mayor’s
"Dr. Small is the fourth physician
‘‘earnest desire that the affairs of the
not the third, as stated last week—to
shall still be conducted on ‘purely
city
be elected Mayor of Belfast. We overlooked Dr. Richard Moody, who was business principles.’

Businesl°Maniger

—

Mayor

in 1860.
OBITUARY.

The American

Publishers’ Association is trying to devise a plan to stop

cutting the price of books. When they
accomplish that we hope they will devise a plan to cut the magazines.
McKinley and Ilanna drew the line at
Pettigrew.—Portland Argus.
■the line must be drawn somewhere,
and in this case we think it was drawn
about

right.

Lunches for the members of the Boston school board cost the city $1,600.30
last year. That would pay the salaries
and expenses of the
committee for a year
000.30 in the treasury.

monthly article

The

Belfast

school

and leave $1,-

that tells of Wo-

men's (Tubs in The Delineator is devoted in the

April number

clubs of Maine.

to the women’s

It shows that

they

are

doing splendid

work in many progressive lines and are taking strong part in
all local and State improvements.
We

regretted

his death that
a

when the news came of
had not material for

we

adequate obituary of LieutenCommander Leonard Chenery, and
are glad now to publish the testi-

more

ant
we

monial of the Naval Alumni to their
comrade’s noble character. It is a
tribute of which any one might feel

proud.
Carnegie seems to have a monopoly
•of the library held, and if his money
holds out bids fair to supply njl needs
'll this line.
Now let some multi-miliionaire enter the sehoolhouse field. In

Died in Bristol, Me., March 14th, Capt.
Wm. McClintock aged 92 years, 1 month.
The death of Mr. McClintock deserves more
He was born in the
than a passing notice.
town he died in, and in a house but a hundred feet distant from where he breathed
llis boyhood days were passed on
his last,
the old farm, but about the time he came of
age he took to the sea and for many years
sailed out of the port of Belfast, in command of the schooner Democrat, and later
of the brig Arixene; two of the large fleet
of vessels which made Belfast the thrifty
marine port it was during the middle of the
The loss of the Arixene in
last century.
Nov. I84r>, and the hardships of the few
days after the disaster of his vessel and before the rescue of her crew by the schooner
Montreal, caused him to quit the sea. In
the meantime Mr. McClintock had married
In
Miss Hannah D. Staples of Searsmont.
184(> they left the old Staples homestead in
where they had lived several
I Searsmont,
j years, and took up their residence on the
old farm in Bristol, where he resided until
his death, lie belonged to that sturdy race
of pioneers who combined farming and seagoing and made the coast of Maine famous.
Sterling integrity and a sunny, genial disposition placed him at various times in positions of trust, all of which were honorably
Mr. McClintock was a man
discharged.
who kept pace with the political times in
which he lived, and by careful reading was
able to form strong opinions of his own and
hold them against all comers. He is the
last of the family who have made Bristol
It may well be said
their home since 1771.
of him, the world was made better by his
having lived in it. lie leaves an adopted
daughter, Mrs. Angie M. Sprowl. He was
buried beside his wife, his father and others
of the family, in the Harrington church
yard, the services being held on Sunday

many places a modern school house is
morning.
needed more than a library. Belfast is
the fortunate possessor of a free library, but sadly needs a new school

building.

Milliouaries will please take

Edward L. Eastty was frozen to death in
the woods in Stratham, N. H., March 13th.
He had been employed in a shoe factory in

notice.

Brockton, Mass., and on January 10th, disappeared from his boarding house. Search
Murat Halstead’s tribute to Harrison: was made in the
vicinity and word was sent
“For a quarter of a century Benjamin to his friends in various places but no trace
Harrison was one of the four great law- was found until he was accidentally disyers of Indiana.
Hendricks, McDon- covered frozen in the woods. Deceased was
ald and Thompson were the other three. a son of the late Prof. W. E. Eastty, at one
As former President Benjamin Harri- time a well know n elocutionist. The young
man lived in this city several years, working
son was the head of the Bar of the nafor Critchett, Sibley & Co. About twelve
tion. That there was no braver man at
years ago he had a hand badly crushed in a
the front in the civil war than Benjacrimping machine in the shoe factory, but
min Harrison those who were with him
recovered the use of the member. He went
on the firing line testify.”
to Brockton a few
later and has since
“Harrison was a democrat in his nature and sympathies, not an aristocrat.
He scorned plutocracy in all its garbs,”
says the Boston Herald. His democracy
was

not

conspicuous when
Indeed,

he

occupied

worked there.
and unmarried.

years
He was about 35 years old
_

Sirs. Lucia Gilbert died at her home in

Portland, March 15th, at the age of 08 years.
She was a daughter of the late Jacob Hav-

and widow of Eitz W. Gilbert of Bel
plained of him then that he was decid- fast. One son and one daughter, Samuel
and Mrs. Lizzie Havner, both of
edly the reverse. We doubt now if the S. Gilbert
survive her; also three brothers
Boston Herald’s eulogy would have been Portland,
and two sisters, Joseph L. Havner of Belquite so fulsome had not Mr. Harrison
fast, Jacob 11. of Portland, Charles M. of
been a severe critic of the present adStaten Island, N. V., Mrs. Jennie Dow of
ministration. The Herald is naturally Council
Grove, Kansas, and Mrs. Mary Ilsley
“agin the government.”
of Portland. Mrs. Gilbert was a lady of
many line qualities and had a host of warm
The new city government, organized friends wherever she was known.
The
Monday, is practically the same as that funeral was held in Portland Monday.
of the past two years. The only im-

the White House.

it was com-

ner

portant change outside of the make-up
of committees is the election of Francis
H. Welch as chief of the tire department, to succeed W. R. Ford, who has
employment m Massachusetts. Mr.
Welch has had previous experience in
this position, and was most zealous in
the performance of its duties. Aiderman Chas. P. Hazeltine continues as

Mrs. Amy Brown died at her home in
Boston March 15th, of consumption, at the
age of 26 yeai s and 4 months. She was the
daughter of Capt. Darius and Mrs. Annie
Berry of Stockton Springs and the wife of
Walter E. Brown, formerly of Belfast, who
survives her. They have no children. Her
father and her brother Richard are away at
sea, her mother lives in Stockton Springs,
and one sister, Mrs. Florence Lovejoy, in
chairman of the important finance com- Rockland. The body was brought to Belfast,
mittee and the committee on sewers, where funeral services were held Sunday,
tluerman Perkins remains at the head Rev. A. A. Smith officiating, at the residence
«f her husband’s father, S. D. Brown, No. 9
of the committee on fire department
Court street.
and city property and is chairman of

by-laws and police
Jefferson Ilobbs, a prominent citizen of
regulations; Alderman Knowlton, chair- Brooks, died March Kits, after a brief illman of the committee on highways ness with pneumonia, aged 72 years.
Mr.
and bridges and sidewalks; Alderman Hobbs was past commander of the local
strout. on lights and cemeteries; and Grand Army Post. He formerly lived in
tlderman Hatch on public schools and Iowa. He is survived by live children.

.the committee on

■nrolled ordinances.
The message of

Mayor Small, printed

another column, will commend itself
to all who are interested in the welfare

in

city. It is imbued with a proper
public spirit, and its suggestions and

of our

recommendations should command general approval. As to the finances of
the city Mayor Small “would recommend liberal appropriations for all purjooses, but not prodigality.” What he
-says of roads, bridges and sidewalks

naturally

approbation, as it
policy The Journal
advocating for years past. A
meets our

is in line with the

has been

city

cannot afford to let its streets and

sidewalks deteriorate,

even

if it has to

increase the tax rate to keep them in repair. A stranger must be unfavorably
impressed with a place that has neglected roads and walks, and would not regard a few7 mills difference in the tax
rate as counterbalancing such a condi-jon of affairs. We also heartily agree
•with the Mayor when he says: “Work
•on our sewer system, which w7as suspended last year, should be resumed
this season with as large an appropriation as can be spared for this purpose.
“The poor always ye have with you,”
and the paragraph relating to the city
pqpr will appeal to the humane. The
suggestion that “the city ultimately
own

and control

a

suitable almshouse
productive farm,

in connection with a

THE

CHURCHES.
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Following is

an

abstract of the business

mum

Published Every Thursday Morning by the

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

PROBATE COURT.

i

care and subsitence at a miniAt the Unitarian church next Sunday the
of the Probate Court for Waldo County,
cost,” is a good one; and so is the March term, looi:
pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, will preach at
10.45 a. m. Sunday School at 12 u.
suggestion in the paragraph on the fire
Estate of Albert Rackliff, Unity; will apdepartment, that individuals should proved ; U. H. Lainson appointed executor.
Gospel meetings are held at No. 58 High
Estate of Mehitable N.cliols, Searsport;
and Friday
“more generally provide themselves
will approved; Annie Nichols appointed street Monday, Wednesday
at 2.30
chemical fire
and

best of

BELFAST. THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1901.

Republican Journal

placing the same under a competent
superintendent and thus secure the

Mrs. Nancy Pitman died March 2nd after
an illness of
one week with pneumonia.
She was born on the farm now owned by
Frank Barker, and has been a life-long resident of Appleton. Besides a large circle of
friends she leaves a brother, William Ripley
of Searsmont; a sister, Mrs. Cordelia Dyer
of New Hampshire; two sons, Ira of Belfast and William of Appleton; live daughters, Mrs. Syntha Butters of Denver, Colo.,
Lucinda of Stoneham, Mass, Mrs. Julia
Chaples of Appleton, Adna, who has had
the sole care of her mother for past six
years, and Helena of Lowell, Mass. The
funeral services were held at her home
March 15tl,, Rev. George Jenkins officiating.
The floral tributes were beautiful and
showed by their number in what high esteem the deceased was held.
The remains
were laid to rest in the cemetery on the
Ridge. Deceased was 83 years and 9 months
old.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Hiram Stevenson is
spending a few weeks with her daughter,
Mrs. Judson Wiggin.John Ayer has
closed his engagement in Brewer and is

executrix.
Estate of Philip R. Gilkey, Searsport; will
appioved; Pronell P. Gilkey appointed executrix.
Estate of Fred Clark, Prospect; will approved; John W. Pendleton appointed executor.
Estate of Bridget McCabe, Belfast; will
approved; J. E. Kealy appointed executor.
Estate of Samuel T. Greenleaf, Palermo;
Eben P. Boynton appointed administrator.
Estate of Chas. E. Dyer, Searsmout; Geo.
B. Dyer appointed administrator.
Estate of Robert M. Oliver, Freedom; H.
H. Lainson appointed administrator.
Estate of Camilla M. Elwell, Northport;
Emma J. Marshall appointed administratrix.
Estate of Edmund II. Nealley, Monroe;
Calvin H. Nealley appointed administrator.
Estate of Gustie L. Nealley, Monroe;
Ashur H. Mayo appointed guardian.
Estate of Mary K. Cox, Belfast; William
H. Clifford appointed guardian.
Estate of Isaac M. Boardmau, Belfast; license granted to sell real estate.
Estate bf Caleb Lamb, Belmont; license
granted to sell real estate.
Estate of Alice E., Gladys L. and Mabel
A. Fernald, Lincoluville; Minnie E Fernald

appointed guardian.

—
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,*The Kind Yon Han Always Bought

TTdSZSife

Sundays

will be held at the Peoples’ MisFrye school house, Miller street,
Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All

Meetings
sion in the
every
are

welcome.

away.
A

Plymouth

Rock Record.

To the Editor of The Republican
I started Dec. 8th, 1900, with 39
Plymouth Rock pullets. From Dee. 8th to
Feb. 26th they laid 134 dozen and 8 eggs.
In the month of January they laid 619 eggs.
I think the quality, as well as the quantity
These
of the eggs, should be considered.
eggs are very large and brown. Some of
I have althem measure 7| inches by 6iways been very successful in the poultry
business, and am one of the few who think
E. H. Myrick.
hens pay.
West Troy, March 18,1901.

Journal:

Stops the Cough
and works off the Cold.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
S cents.

cure

Iyr36

a

Price

way, when she sent for the doctor she
wanted.
It all came about in this wise:

Early last winter she

stricken

was

down with the grip, which left her very
weak and without appetite.

WAIT FOR US.

The sight of food nauseated her.
lady with whom she was stopping,
realizing that it is almost as hazardous,
to neglect the effects of the
grip as the
disease itself,
the effects commonly
being a low, vitiated condition of the
A

WE ARE IN BOSTON THIS

—

Rev. G. E. Edgett of the Methodist church
will exchange pulpits next Sunday with
Rev. Norman La Marsh of Castine. The

evening service will be specially for the
young and Mr. Marsh will sing a solo.
At the mid-week prayer meeting at the
North Church this, Thursday, evening, a
portion of the time will be given to the study
of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians,
with special attention devoted to the fourth
chapter. The Sunday services will be as
follows: Sermon by the pastor. Rev. G. S.
Mills, at 10.45 a. m; Sunday Sehool at 12 m.;
C. E. Meeting at 0.15 p. m.; topic, “What I
owe to Christ,” 2 Cor. 8:9; 1 Peter 2:21-25;
lecture by the pastor at 7.15 p, m.; No. 7 of
the series on great events in church history,

Estate of Jason R. Ryder, Islesboro; ad- ‘Savonarola in Florence.”
ministrator’s inventory returned; license
The young people of the Methodist society
granted to sell personal estate; petition for formed two societies at the parsonage Monallowance presented.
Estate of Richard A. Gurney, Belfast;ad- day evening. The Brotherhood of David
ministrator’s inventory returned; license and Jonathan will be devoted to athletics,
granted to sell personal estate; petition for reading and the general impovement of the
allowance presented.
members.
G. A. Dunning is president;
Estate of Samuel Cole, Winterport; alLeslie Follett, vice president; Clarence
lowance of $(117.33 granted to the widow.
Estate of Joseph E. Elms, Belmont; al- Read, secretary and Fred Condon, treasurer.
lowance of $178.75 granted to the widow.
The Methodist Rainbow Society is benevoEstate of Mary A. Libby, Belfast; order
lent in its work and is composed of young
of distribution issued.
11.
Eben
Fernald, Lmeolnville; ladies. Mrs. G. A. Dunning is president;
Estate of
order of distribution issued.
Rena Black, vice president; Miss Frederica
Estate of Timothy P. Kelley, Winterport;
order of distribution issued; first and final Cook, secretary.
account of administrator allowed.
The services at the Universalist church
Estate of Atlie .1. Tibbetts, Palermo;. will
presented; Ansel B. (Hidden named ex- next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
ecutor.
A. M. regular service, preaching by the pasEstate of Lucy A. Clark, Lmeolnville,
will presented ; George S. Clark named ex- tor; at 12 m. Sunday school; at 0.15 P. M.
ecutor.
Young Peoples’ meeting; at 7.30p.m.second
Estate of Rufus Walton, Belfast; will in the series of vesper services, with adnamed
executrix.
Anna
Walton
presented;
dress by Dr. John Stevens, City Physician;
Estate of Joshua A. J. Lincoln, Searsmout; will presented; Lyceua L. Tead subject, “Medicine as a Profession for
named executrix.
Young Men and Women.” These vesper
Estate of Mary Neal ley, Monroe; will
services are given by the young men of the
named
exWarren
L.
Nealley
presented;
ecutor; petition presented for appointment church, and are of interest to young and
of Calvin 11. Nealley administrator with old. All seats free, and a cordial invitation
will annexed.
is extended to all. Special music will be
Estate of Levi Bagley, Troy; petition
given.
presented for allowance to widow.
Estate of William B. Morse, lTnity; petiThe Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip
tion presented for allow ance to widow'. Adwill give a free entertainment at the First
ministrator's inventory returned.
Estate of Eugene A. Boulter, Unity; pe- Baptist church Tuesday April 2nd, at 7.30
tition presented for license to sell real es- p. m., consisting principally! of Bible and
tate.
Estate of Sarah E. line, Burnham; peti- miscellaneous readings by Prof. S.W. Ingalls
tion presented for license to sell real estate. of Auburn. Prof. Ingalls is an eleocutionist
Estate of Daniel McManus, Knox; peti- of marked ability, lias given readings before
First and
tion for distribution presented.
many of the most prominent churches and
final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Oliver G. (Titchett, Belfast; the higher institutions of learning in the
first account of executors presented.
State, and has been greeted by large audiEstate o( Isaac D. Mixer, Belfast; first ences. He comes endorsed
by the Dean and
and final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Charles Meservey, Morrill; Faculty of Cobb Divinity School, Rev. F. M.
eighth and final account of administrator P reble and C. S. Patten of Auburn, and by
presented.
the pastors, people and press, wherever he
Estate of James II. Webber, Monroe; first
has appeared.
All should avail themselves
account of administratrix presented.
Estate of Fred A. Hurd, Winterport; of the opportunity to hear this talented
first account of administrator presented.
reader.
Estate of Eliza A. 1). Burlington, Belfast;
first account of executor presented.
The lirst of the series of vesper services
Estate of Robert G. Campbell, Winterwras held in the Universalist church last
port ; first account of trustee presented.
Estate of Asa lioothby, Jackson; final ac- Sunday evening, and was well attended.
count of administrator presented.
The church choir and the Excelsior InstruEstate of Alphonse Flanders, Northport;
mental Quartette furnished the music, and
license granted to seli real estate.
Estate of Etta M. Houston, Burnham; the congregation joined in singing the;
executor's inventory returned.
hymns. The special music included “EvenEstate of Jane Palmer, Monroe; adminising Song” by Mozart, by the Instrumental
trator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Charlotte H. Carter, Belfast; Quartette, and a solo, “Consider the Lilies,” j
by Tapliff, by Mrs. Jesse II. Webber. The !
guardian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Maude Clark, Troy; guardian’s address of the
evening w as by Hon. Geo. E.
returned.
inventory
Estate of Edward R. Parkman, LTnity; Johnson, Judge of the Probate Court, on
first and final account of administratrix al- the subject: “Law as a profession for young
lowed.
men and women.”
He opened with the
Estate of Kate tV. Carter, Belfast; first
and final account of administrator allowed. statement that the success of any person in
Estate of Eliza Childs, Moutville; first life depends largely upon a right choice of a
and final account of administrator allowed. profession or calling. The sooner this choice
Estate of James R. Gross, Thorndike; is made the
better, as the education can then
first and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of James W. Colson, Morrill; first be directed along lines that shall best help
account of administratrix allowed.
to the desired end. The law is one of the
Estate of Henry L. Kilgore, Belfast; final oldest and
most honorable of all the proaccount of administrator allowed.
Estate of Emily Peirce, Belfast; first aud fessions. There are in it, however, members
final account of administrator allowed.
who are neither ornamental nor useful, but
Estate of Clarissa B. Carver, Searsport; the
speaker believes there are as few' specifirst and final account of administrator almens of Judas and Ananias in the law as iu
lowed.
Estate of Richard E. Patterson, .Sears- any profession. The successful lawyer is
port ; second account of executor allow ed’.
absorbed in his subject. It is his last thought
at night and the first iu the morning. Good
judgment and a general understanding of
Prohibition in Monroe.
the principles of law are necessary. The
lawr is a sharp and severe school. It furAt the annual town meeting held in Monnishes not the occasion for the exercise of
roe March 4tli, it was voted by an almost
brute strength, but of mind working upon
unanimous vote that the public sale of inmind.
The lawyer must ever be on the
toxicating liquors should cease in town. II.
alert to counteract the moves of his opponR. Dawson, the moderator of the meeting,
ent.
Although appearances in the court
was chosen chairman of a committee of five
room sometimes indicate otherwise, the best
to act with the selectmen and was given the
He chose of feeling exists among the members of the
power to choose the other four.
C. C. Moody, Tolford Durham, W. S. Par- legal fraternity. The practice of law tends
The committee met to broaden the intellect; it shows one that
ker and Frank Nye.
March 8th and II. R. Dawson and Edwin there are two sides to every question. LawJenkins were authorized to see the county yers are often blamed for taking doubtful
officers and see what could be done.
They cases, when the blame lies with the client in
went to Belfast March 9th to see Sheriff not fully stating all the facts, especially such
Norton and carried with them a certified as might count against him. The law'yer
They asked should know all the facts in a ease. He is
copy of the vote of the town.
him if he could stop the open sale of liquor under a solemn oath not to divulge the
He was secrets of his clients, and can more easily
in our town and he said he could.
then asked if he would, and he replied in the combat his opponent by knowing both sides.
affirmative. Now, after nearly three years Lawyers are brought into contact with all
of a public nuisance in town, in eight days classes of human nature, especially the
after the committee got to work the rum darker elements. Law is a great leveler. A
shop was cleared out, the United States young man, in entering the law, must make
license cancelled and Monroe once more up his mind to wait patiently for business,
Mr. Daw- perhaps for months, but if he perseveres,and
was without an open rum shop.
son told the town on the 4tli of March if
has the necessary qualifications, success will
they would give him the expression of the come. Judge Johnson does not believe the
town, and they wanted the business stopped, law is a suitable profession for young
he would see that it was stopped or the women. It is not in the nature of things
blame would be laid where it belonged, for a woman to practice law and at the same
Now Mr. Dawson time make home happy. She should educate
without fear or favor.
says the town will be clean for one year, at herself along lines that will tend to make a
This does not look as if the prohibi- happy home. He closed by repeating the
least.
tory law is a failure, or that there is any advice given in the opening, for young men
desire to submit the rum question again to in choosing a profession or calling to choose
If the people do not want rum wisely and choose early.
the people.
sold in their town they have only to say so
The address next Sunday evening will be
out loud, so it will be heard by the rum sel- by Dr. John Stevens, Jr., on “Medicine, as
lers, then elect some man you can trust to a profession for young men and women.”
see that he does hear and he will be glad to
A Compliment for Our High School.
fold his tent like the Arab and silently steal

Freedom.

visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. W.
Ayer ...Mrs. Perkins has again taken her
place in the Academy—A Lodge of Knights
of Pythias was formed here last Friday eve:
_Harry Bangs of Portland is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Knowles Bangs
Miss Irena Sibley has been quite ill the past
week_The Ladies’ Circle has adopted the
year plan....Mrs. John Mitchell is very poorly— Rev. W. F. Berry of Waterville will
deliver a lecture at the church next Friday
evening.

evenings at 7.15 o’clock,

and 7.15.

The Doctor She Wanted*
Intelligent women are always doing
bright things, and Mrs. A. A. Libby, a
competent nurse, at Pownal, Me., did
a bright thing, and did it in a
bright

To THE J5EHTOB OF THE JOURNAL: After attending the entertainment given by
the senior class, B. H. S., last Friday even-}
ing, I realized that Belfast was Sleepy
Hollow no longer. Our city should be justly proud of the graduating class of its High
School.
We who attended that school in
the seventies under the reign of “William
Augustus” were considered smart; but the
present superior advantages have developed in our sons and daughters talents far exceeding our own. Principal Howard has a
fine family, even if his roof tree does not
shelter them; and Misses Townsend and
Field are to be complimented for their share
in their success. /
The good fellowship between superintendent, teachers and pupils made the evening
most pleasant. Let us hope that this is not
their last appearance before they stand in
the Opera House to receive their diplomas,
and bid adieu to their school life.
L. M. H.

blood, impaired digestion, loss of appetite and strength and increased susceptibility to disease,—said she must

have

a

lady”, said Mrs. Libby,
March 7th, 1900, “if she would get the
doctor I wanted. She said she would,

When

we

get home

Ever shown in

Yours truly,

Champion

3 Year Old

MARSTON C., 2 19:
As 3 Year Old.

Four year old trial 2.

3 00
12 24

3

YEAR OLD RECORD 2.23 BY

Paid State tax for 1900
827 GO
402 04
county tax for 1900
Selectmen’s orders. 4,253 90
Town bonds $200, interest and
273 00
premium $73.
to State treasurer dog license..
23 oo
to T. Hillings and R. E. Patter30 oo
son, State pension.
Cash in treasury.
341 35
48

F. A. Dickey,

1901.

selectmen’s report.
Resident real estate April 1, 1900..$109,810
Non Resident. 140,495
Resident personal estate.
10,181
Non Resident.
865

00

$273,351

00

TOWN

FOR

YEAR

(X)
00
00

ENDING

4, 1901.
Town officers bills. $573 84
Cemeteries.
10 87
Roads and bridges
1,082 15
50 14
Temple Heights streets.
300 no
Wesleyan Grove streets.
Police.
14 00
3 00
Decorating graves.
MARCH

Stationery.
Sheep killed by dogs.
Tramps.

Ilall rent.
School teachers wages $.804 40, transporting scholars $173 50
Repairs on school houses.
Wood for schools.
School books.
Janitors bills.
Ballot clerks.
Board of License.
Abatements.

Watering troughs

Tax deeds.
Poor bills.

Storing road machines.

7 09
21 50
5 25
8 50
977 90
13 07
37 75
:!8 02
1838
8 00
7 75
100 05
0 00
4 00
401 43
.3 oo
827 63
402 54

....HERBERT F.

SMITH, North Belfast.

$5,516

92

Outstanding Bonds.$1,000

00
00
65
50
10

OF7TOWN.

Interest due June 4th.
School fund to be apportioned.
Orders to be drawn on acct. of poor.
School fund unexpended.

40
361
80
13

GKORii

Insurance
OFFICE

IN

BELFAST

BUILDING,
IttAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINfc,

Westchester Fire Insurance

Company

.$3,005,015 30
liabilities, December 31,1900.

Gross assets.

The greater portion of the crew of the Belmont cup defender will be Maine sailors;
22 having been selected by Capt. Rhoades.
Six of the number sailed on the Columbia,
two years ago, while the rest have all had
considerable experience in handling boats
and sails. The names of the men selected
are as follows, the first six being those who
served on the Columbia: Theodore Thompson, Edward Carman, John Eaton, John

Agents’ balances.
..

Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES,

Decei'ii

Net

Cash

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,005,015 30
12
FIELD & QUIMBY, Agents, Belfast.

..

...

Total..
capital...
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and sui
field & oriviin

Holyoke

Imported and Domestic

SHIRTINGS,

Mutual

hire

OF SALEM, V

Wb HAVE AliAIN SECUR ID
—-

„4,

Interest and rents.
All other assets

Total... $1,485,756 94
Cash capital.
.mono oo
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,219,258 36

-n.
A

ASSETS, De.-mni..
Real estate...
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank..

~~

Uncollected premiums
All other assets.
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES, Dr.Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities
Total.

Which last year proved such a
success. The assortment this year
is more attractive than ever, with
prices ranging from.

20c to $ 1 per

yd.

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surpiFILED & QUIJVIBY, A^-m

...DON'T...
NEGLECT V(>n
TAKE

The material includes.....

KENT'S CElErtl II

MADRAS,
CHEVIOTS,
OXFORDS,
PiyUES ami
LI> ENS,

>

THE BK-i

width from
32 to 44 inches.
m

SPRING
Is

a

MED’HiNE.
1

Perfect Food for the

Permanently Cures all 1
SERVES, HEART,SH
It

and Boats.

Leroy Coombs of Vinal Haven, Me., has
about completed a 27-footer for Roberts Bros,
of Reading. She will be sailed on Penobscot
bay, her home port being Northport, where
her owners spend each summer. Mr. Coombs
has built several other yachts for Massachusetts parties.—Boston Globe.

ASSETS. Doceini
Real estate
Moitgage loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank

unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities

98

Sir Thomas Lipton’s Shamrock II. will be
equipped entirely with blocks made in the
United States.

S!aP-

INSRUANCE C)v

unpaid losses.$ 113,142 24
Unearned premiums. 1,290,360 44
All other liabilities.
62,254 26
Net

Resources over liabilites.$1,051 73
Yachts

r

U>

OF HARTFORD. COS'

assets, December 31,1900.
Real estate.. .$ 225,000 00
588,962 50
Mortgage loans
Stocks and bonds
1,782,450 00
Cash in office and bank.
122,392 56
275,470 74
xVgents’ balances
Interest and rents.
10,739 50

RESOURCES OF TOWS.

$2,546

;ORJE>

OF NEW YORK.

THE AUENCY K)R

I1BV

Agents,

NATIONAL BANK

$1,495 25
Due from A. F. Elwell, Collector
on Commitment of 1900
2,225 04
Cash in Treasury.
321 94

M«t

FIELD & QUIMBY,
CHARLES H. FIELD.

State tax.
County tax.
Orders drawn by Selectmen. 4,280 75
LIABILITIES

ELECTIONEER.

TERMS $15 00 TO WARRANT.

EXPENDITURES.

OF

*

BY PIEDMONT 2.17; DAM, MAIDEN

37

Total receipts.$6,151 48

EXPENSES

Trotter.

07

ment of 1900. 3,049 93
Received from State' pension refunded.
30 00
Received from State Treasurer, dog
licenses refunded.
19 62
Received from State Treasurer,
school fund.
36165
Received from sale of cemetery lots.
16 00
Received from town clerk, dog and
other licenses.
39 00
Received from road commissioner,
lumber sold.
4 00
Received on account of sheep killed

No. of Polls 140. Rate of taxation
18 mills. Polls pay $2.50 each.

she them before

...PEARL BROOK FARMS.

TREASURER.

...

f

NEXT DOOR TO CROCKERY STORE.

Following is an abstract of the town reports, March 4,1901, by politeness of .). R.
Hurd, Treasurer, and H. W. Elwell, Chairman of Selectmen:

Northport, March,

buy mostly

CARLE & JONHS

The

$0,151

We shall

It will pay you to wait and

NORTHPORT NEWS.

by dogs.
Received taxes paid to treasurer....

Belfast.

chasing

directlyand

OF

shall have the choicest
nn

we

WAISTS AND DRESS PATTERNS, noi«aiin

blood, ridding it of all impurities and
making it rich and abundant, and is
positively unequalled for renovating
and building up the whole
system, curing all scrofulous diseases, catarrh,
dyspepsia, kidnev complaint, and restoring health and strength after the
grip, pneumonia, and all prostrating
or
debilitating sicknesses, also after
vscarlet fever, diphtheria, and other
blood-poisoning diseases.
Don’t fail to take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It will surely do you good.

RECEIPTS

1xq

...SUMMER FABRICS...

."

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
that acts
peculiarly on the

By cash in treasury March 1, 1900... $349
Received from Collector, commitment of 1899. 2,266
Received from Collector, commit-

ftp,v1

[SPRmGtAWDlSUMMERlGOODS:

doctor.

“I asked the

and I asked her to go and get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She laughed at
such an unexpected turn; but got the
medicine and I began taking it. My
appetite came back, I began to grow
strong, and now I am well and have
not had a bad cold this winter.
But there is more to be said.
Some time previously, Mrs. Libby
had taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh and headache, by which she had
been greatly troubled, and it quickly
relieved her and, to use her own words,
did her a world of good.

WEEK

of

Customers are allowed exclusive
pattern if desired.

Ggfr^Sainple books
inspection at

are now

right

ready for

The Misses Ellis,
107 flAIN street.

LIVER,

H

KIDNEYS anil U
As

an

APPETIZER ami l>

equai.

Dyspepsia, Headaeo*
Neuralgia ami •
Of tile If
Are relieved by a few
cured in a short time l»\

1
"

PRICE. 300.

Steel

Ceilings

Edmund

..AND..

Side’ Wall Finish.

Wilson,

COY DRliti
Wholesale Agent,

In making the usual spring repairs don’t forget
.Billings, Charles Gray, Cyrus Thompson,
that a Steel Ceiling is what you need to cover that
George Conant, Thomas Eaton, Mont. unsightly plastering
(which is likely to fall any
and economical
Haskell, F. U. Eaton, James Robbins, Win- time). It is the most desirable
material made for all classes of buildings, new or
fred llow, William Morrell, Belcher How- old.
without
Easily applied
removing plastering.
ard, Frederick Joyce, Marshall Thompson, Designs from the simplest to the most elaborate, CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
in both ancient and modern art.
Jeremiah Eaton,Fred Smith,Gardner Green,
size
of
room
for
estimate.
Send
lmll*
$33,000
SURPLUS,
Clarence Dow, Charles Baxter and Edwin
FRANK H. PARK, Agent,
llh‘
Wood. The men expect to leave for Bristol
BSFOS1TSI5O00
Box 220, Searsport.
some time next month. The following
Deer Isle men have shipped in the Lawson
t* V.
Sate deposit boxes tor rem at r
cup defender, Independence: Walter Eaton,
FOR
FARM
SALE
a
year.
98
Aleck
Emerson, Florestan McCauley,
AT CITY POINT.
Our new vault is unequale';
Charles Bray, Arthur Young.
Consists of about ten acres of field and forty of and UNEXCELLED in ^
land. Two
house with

Excursions to Buffalo.

Col. W. A. Kimball, Maine’s popular excursion manager, has just returned from
Buffalo where he has arranged to run 30 excursions, leaving Boston every Wednesday
via Boston & Maine R. K., through Deerfield
Valley add the Great Hoosac Tunnel. The
books giving rates,&c.,will be ready April 1.
He has opened an office at 18 Temple street,
Room 1, Boston, where he would like to see
all readers of The Journal and anyone else
who is going to the Pan American Exposition.

wood and pasture
story
thirteen rooms, shed and barn. Unfailing supply
of spring water in the kitchen. Pleasant location, about five minutes walk from station and
postofftce. To be sold cheap for cash to close estate of the late M. W. Forguson. Apply to
J. W. FERGUSON & CO., Belfast.
3ml0

FOR

RENTr-

end

burglary in the

country.

renting boxes can :
privilege of taking their box
Those

bank.

~

FOR SALE.
sloop rig,length
YAPHT
TAOnl, 11 feet, in in>1

ov-i

recently occupied by the Condon
Banner Shoe I new sails and new rigging
Manufacturing Company” and
wheel and port holes. Can l»; ;
C. O.POOR,
Store.”
E. L. MACOMB hit
March
|. lOtf
29,1900,-13tf
Belfast,
The store

fdCt

'iX

■

1,
■*
*

1

'i

OF BELFAST.

Flounders are now taking the hook, and
in the market in goodly numbers.

are

,m>ications.

the spring
.ure enough
It*6
through the winter;
h'Vheurn the peeper yit
lS*r<,,1„\
nut ral liinter,
\v: ■'■■{ i, lint, as I knows on, shook
icy shackle,
T! ', „a. ,n the barn to-day
Jut
tithin' tackle.

Tf^wal

umt,h on bluebirds’ hints,
weather bureau fakirs;
ail-tired sure o’ spring
1
v
w turn up the acres.
"'': .,l‘ pjeious like when hens
healthier cackle,
I
I -ure spring’s on the way
!i: ■! gits out his tackle.
,,

i‘“

1

!?$;

the liverworts
os.,
through the mosses,
‘1
'!
".-h an’ hazel twigs
i„ watercourses,
,,„ids alive with song,
, os' cheery crackle,
.-.iiig processions pass

V

-'ts

out his tackle.

t has put up
retail trade.

shad of the
11

600

1

season were

in

lias bought what remain
Belgian hares of Capt.

.t

U.
r

The W. C. T. U. will meet this,Thursday,
afternoon at 2 o’clock to take action in regard to the coming anniversary meeting
and supper.

Advertised list of letters
remaining i„ the
Belfast post offloe March 19th:
Ladies—Miss
Rena E. Bragdon, Mrs. Eli Ellis.

Some time ago The Journal published an
article about ginseng, a root that is in high
favor with the Chinese and which finds a
ready market in that country. We were
told the other day that $1,000 worth of this
root had been sent out. of W aldo county during the past year; but Bill Jones is dead
and we cannot prove it.

tons of ice

vt Saturday.

ij.',

Mrs. John
MeKnight of

Hon. Joseph Williamson, who administered the oath of office to the members of the
new City Council, performed a like duty for
the first City Council of Belfast, in 1853,
and has done so nearly every year since. L.
H. Murch, City Clerk, begins his 17th year
in that position.

„.e

]

the Republican Mayor
printed last week, making

for

Among the interesting papers presented
s
at a meeting of the Maine Historical So-36.
irity
ciety in Portland, Thursday, was one by
ommittee will meet this, Judge Williamson of Belfast on an unpubii mn, at 3 o’clock for reorlished chapter of Democratic history in
■;,;I attendance is desired,
Maine. The paper is the story of the sucof Belfast people are in- cess with which the late ex-Senator Brad>teel trust, as holders of bury of Augusta saved the Maine Democracy from committing itself to the Rebellion
util Tube Company.
in 1801. Mr. Bradbury fought the Maine
a i ii iii the market.
They
Copperheads in the State Democratic conr ihail last year in size,

;h

\

up in

*'

price.

25

vention.

cents per

Mr. C. H. Maxfield of Belfast, manager of
the Belfast Opera House, has leased the
Fairfield Opera House and will run the
same in connection with the former house.
Mr Maxfield has proved himself to be a
very popular and enterprising theatrical
manager and the people of Fairfield and vicinity will have an opportunity of seeing
some of the very best theatrical attractions
on the road, the coming season.—Waterville
Mail.

J. G. Lambert, Esq.,
of the annual report of
.-era of the town of Stockto

;

\

[k-1'
>i

the Belfast Humane Socheck of £100 from Mr.
the executor of the estate
a

■

The next social event in order, now that
the hospital fair is nearing its close, will be
the presentation of the opera, the Pirates of
Penzance, the week of April 22nd. There
will be a full orchestra, and a east including
the best local talent. Negotiations are in
progress for presenting the opera in Camden and Rockland. The next rehearsal will
be to-morrow, Friday, evening at 7 o'clock.

ra_au.

L)}:.

■

riginal

Chinese

laundry-

returned here from China
.same business at the old
-ireet.

Z

Stockton Springs has
the stock of Staples &
underwear, hosiery and
-amds, which lie*will sell
Jle will
low figures.
n ;lie near future,
!'

■

I

Burned to Death. Albert Daggett,
who has lived alone for the past two years
in the old Stickney house, about half way
body called the Excelsior between
Washington village and Stickney
tette has been formed in
Corner, was burned to death last Sunday
inbers are 11. A Drinkmorning. Mr. Daggett, who was hi years
1* M. Drinkwater, clari- ;
old and a pensioner of the Civil War, is supvl, cornet; J. Lee Patterposed to have gone to sleep on acouch while
They are at work on some smoking. The house was
entirely consumed
They gave a selection and but a remnant of the old man’s body
the Universalist church i
He is survived by
was found in the ruins.
one brother Washington, who lives in South
Martin Nickerson, aged 13, Liberty, and a sister, Mrs. Anath Light of
man Everett A. Nickerson ! Belfast.
met with a very severeacciNorth Belfast. Our people had an opt last Thursday. He was !
portunity last week to realize how much
d hay from a sled when his
they prize The Journal. The package due
ghtened hy a steam whistle at tile Waldo P. O. failed to
appear last
A bale of hay fell on the
Thursday morning, consequently much disIt arm, breaking both bones
appointment was manifest. As one person
near the wrist and just below
said, “Life isn't worth the living without
1
received prompt attention The Journal
Thursday morning.” People
th of Searsport, and is now
continued to call at the office all day; but
s could be expected.Mrs.
the same answer had to be given to all, “No
from a chair in which she
Journals to-day.’' The papers came Friday
nx aeurtain, last Thursday,
morning and life soon resumed its normal
:
i' left knee.
condition.Mr. W S. Hatch slipped and
t it, Winter.
The Journal fell
upon the ice last Thursday morning,
ned the fact that February
cutting a gash over his left eye and otherlie coldest month for half a
wise bruising his head. He was unconcan now add the statement
scious for a short time and it was with great
t 1900-’01, has given us thus
difficulty that he got into the house. He
on.-ecutive period of sleiglisoon rallied, however, and was able to be
Snow came Nov. :15th to a
about during the day
Capt. J. B. Ferguand has not been off since,
son and (.apt. Frank Welch of Waldo went
been but few days in which
to Boston Thursday to resume command of
not go better than wheels
their vessel, which is engaged in freighting
traveled streets.
On the
between home ports and New York_
1 country roads there has
Frank R. Russ went to Worcester, Mass.,
is
sleighing for 115 days, last week, where he has a situation in the
ut 18 inches of snow on the
Asylum.Miss Rose Wood went to Camf : the past month there has
den Thursday, w here she has employment.
-now for ease and comfort
_Mrs. Abby Philbrick, who has spent
the winter ill Morrill with her brother,
■ii’..
There has been some Joseph R. Meats, arrived home last Friday.
the columns of the American -The Ladies’ Aid Society was delightfulr between a
Belfast corre- ly entertained last Wednesday evening by
Maitland B. Smith of Hart- Mrs. Hattie Furbish, Mrs. Janies Roberts,
niieerning the latter’s horse, Mrs. E. 0. Merriam and Mrs. H. C. Bailey.
and the local trotters,resulting .Hatch Bros, shipped a car load of fish
challenge from Mr. Smith: barrels last week to Gloucester, Mass. They
have contracts for future shipments.
me great pleasure to match
against either “Uaroldson,”
Steamer Notes.
Charles W. Morse,
or “Becker” for a purse of
.le contest to take
place over who is prominently identified with the
e Waldo
County Agricultural American Ice Company, has bought 1,400
h a date as might convene the
of the 2,500 shares of the Kennebec Steam'■
Sept. 1, 1901, A future date
est seems necessary from the boat Company at $15 per share; par value,
The deal is the largest and most im\pect “Marston C.” to make a $100.
the stud, which he has alportant in the steamship line in Maine for
ien!;
beck for $100 is on deposit in many years. It includes the Eastern SteamV
The Republican Journal, Bel- boat Co.’s route between Bath and Boothbi
citing to be covered.
bay Harbor. J. B. Drake will continue as
M. B. Smith.
president of the company. It has also been
ms. Sch. Annie L. Hender- reported that Morse has an option on a conved at Camden recently from troling interest in the stock of the Bangor
!i hard pine, has been bought Steamship Co., and the transfer would soon
1 !
Hall and William Farrow be made, he having to deal with but one
H. M. Bean of Camden, A. H. owner who holds a majority of the stock.
and Baker & Morrill of New The plan as outlined is to bring the Kenneice was $52,000. The vessel bec & Boston Company, the Bangor Steamminded by Capt. F. C. Hall, and ship Company and the Manbatten Steam■altered to bring hard pine lurn- ship Company all under one management,
nswick, Ga., for the Bean the latter company to operate a line of
unden and the C'arleton sliip- steamboats between New York, Boston and
iiiiul. A portion of the cargo Portland. By this arrangement the comial for the construction of a panies can work in harmony and economito be built at Rockport the cally. The officials of the Bangor & Boston
The Henderson was built Steamship Company deny the report as to
tssu, and was recently reclass- their line.It is reported that the Joy
years. She is in first-class Steamship Company has bought the steamer
fiOJn
Hark Thomas A. Goddard, Tremont from the Portland Steamship Comii
| froui Rosario Nov. 29th with a
pany, and will place her on the New York
aaies, arrived at Boston March and Boston route in connection with the
i n .. She was blown off and had Old Dominion.
The Tremont is 260 feet
!l 1
Capt. Park, the commander long, 37 feet beam and of 2,023 net tons
j
'essei, is a brother to Capt. Park of burden. She was built at Greenpoint in
&
1
Huiie Lewis, which put into Ber- 1883_It is announced that Bath,
Phipps'i month
while on a similar voyage. burg and Georgetown parties along the
C harles B. Dix of
McKay & Hix, Kennebec river have begun the organize
s,. ;‘il'a
probably only ou4 vessel will be tion of a steamboat company for the purp1 '*choir yard in Bucksport this year. pose of establishing a route between Bath
wi"
a five-master of about 1,500
and Popham Beach—The Penobscot arH.
longer than the last one built rived from Boston' last Thursday, one day
j,
the George C. Thomas, and late on account of the storm.
She return1
"“frying capacity 350 tons greater.... ed the same night and was back here on
l
""
'eaziey of Bucksport has made the time Saturday morning—Steamer Ina E.
"Plt‘"n llf s°h. E. J. Pendleton on Collins, Capt. Crockett, is on the mail and
“t,.
i tlie
repairs. He reports that the passenger route between Rockland and Maw,,r(i very thorough and that in tinicus while the regular boat, steamer W.
K'bpcts the vessel is as strong as G. Butman, is undergoing extensive repairs.
*li,
>l" was
launched.Sch. Maria .Steamer Sylvia is at Rockland for an
IV1,,
“rived Sunday from Mt. Desert to overhauling and will go on the Rockland
iua,
,11” lor the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.... and North Haven route the first of April....
..
Davis arrived Saturday from Capt. Otis Ingraham of steamer Penobscot
tj,, l11"
i. lumber
loaded for New York_ remained at his home in Rockland over
I,
1
‘«»sel to leave any port this season Sunday and took charge of the boat on her
tJr j.
I*1'. 11 " s«riled Saturday from Perth Aiii- trip to Boston Monday evening. Captain
Aiidi-f.v •? the three-masted schooner Ingraham will command the Penobscot un•lt |" theD?er "itli a cargo of coal. The til the 9th of April, when he will come home
eil°bseot shows no signs of leav- 'and wait until the new City of Rockland
% a« j
goes on the route.
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The church bells were tolled last
Snnday
at 2 p. m., the time of ttie funeral of exPresident Harrison. The clergymen made
reference to the dead statesman in their seror

prayers.

The North Waldo Agricultural
Society
will hold their annual cattle show and
fair
at Unity Oct. 2d and 3d, 1901. The
trotting
classes have not been decided on
yet, but
liberal purses will be offered.
The

Rheumatism.

Peirce* formerly Mrs. Abbie
MontcIhlr.N. J., is dangerously

Gentle; men—Charles Kaheasl, W. H. Marshall
The Belfast Livery Co. has
bought one
sorrel horse of 1100 pounds of E. R.
Conner
a pair of greys of Marshall
Wentworth of
Brooks; and a bay of Miles Tower of Searsport.

mons

“HU

a

A part of the material for the book cases
for the Waldo Law Library has arrived and
the remainder is expected daily.

The stockholders of the Clough Charitable Veteran Association are requested to
meet at the Home, Windermere Park, Unity,
March 23d at 10 a. m.
An accident to the
building calls for immediate action.—A.
Stinson, Pres.

•>

rh

Miss Mary Ax Patterson of Boston is
guest of Miss Fannie Chase.

County Commissioners

held an adjourned session yesterday to attend to a few
matters of routine business. They will contract for wiring the extension of the court
house for electric lights soon.
A large flock of wild geese passed over
this city Monday evening, flying southward,
and very low. They had evidently been
farther north looking for open water, and
not finding it were returning.
The Crosby dining-rooms on High street
have undergone a complete renovation, including new and handsome wall and ceiling
paper, and are otherwise made attractive to
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby’s many patrons.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. E. P. Alexander, 24 Court street, Monday, March 25th, at 2 p. m. Lesson chapters,
22-23 and 24 in “Rivalry of Nations” and
chapter 9 of Greek History. Author, Byron.

pair of horses driven by Adoniram
Grant broke through the ice while crossing
Pitcher’s Pond Monday. Both horses were
pulled out, but one was dead. Everybody
was surprised that the horses broke through,
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Harry W. Clark is putting in new front
doors and making other improvements at
his clothing store on Main street. He is to
move his department of ladies’ garments
from the McClintock block to rooms over
Owen’s clothing store.
New advertisements have been posted for
bids for carrying the mails between North
Iselsboro and Belfast. The schedule calls
for 12 trips per week from June 16 to Sept.
15, and 6 trips per week the remainder of
the year. Bids will be received until April 2.
There will be a rehearsal of the Parlor
Musical Society at the Universalist vestry on
Monday evening, March 25th. As this is the
first meeting since January it is important
that every member of the society be present.
It is hoped that hereafter the rehearsals
will be continued regularly.

It

cure.

never

does harm.

Mrs. C. S. Brackett and daughter Gail
visiting at II. H. Cilley’s.

are

Earle Bessey and Harry Brown returned
to Pittsfield Saturday to attend the spring
term at the M. C. I.

Sidney MeTaggart, station agent at Cherryfield, made a short visit to his father, J. B.
The members of Sunlight Juvenile Tem- MeTaggart, this week.
ple were given a party at the home of the
A. E. Chase and wife have been in MasSuperintendent, Mrs. E. P. Alexander, Satsachusetts the past week. They witnessed
urday, March 16th. An entertainment of
the performance of Ben Hur at the new
music and recitations was given, after which
Colonial Theatre, Bo ston,'and visited friends
cake, ice cream and chocolate were served. in Boston and
Bridgewater.
The Temple is very prosperous and new
Charles Gibbs and Edwin Godding started
members are added at each meeting.
They
Forsyth, Montana.
Pensions have been granted as follows: Tuesday for
obtain employment in that vicinity
Renewal, George K. Jewell, East Troy, $12; expect to
Edwin Gibbs, who went out a year ago, is
original, widows, etc., Nellie S. Bagley,
about 100 miles from there.

Liberty, $8; Jesse Priest of Northport, 3rd
Maine Battery, increase to $17 per month
M. J. Dow is in Washington county in
from April 18, 1900; James H. Robinson, the interest of the Good Templar organizaCastine, Co. B, 1st Maine Cavalry, increase tion. He is a veteran in the work, and was
from $14 to $30 per month from Oct. 19,191X1. Grand Chief
Templar in the early days of

Shampoos Cuticura Soap
and Light Dressings
of Cuticura

This treatment at
removes

stops falling hair,

once

crusts, scales, and dandruff, soothes

irritated, itching surfaces, stimulates hair follicles, supplies the roots with energy and nourishment, and makes the hair grow upon

a

sweet,

wholesome, healthy scalp when all else fails.
Millions of Women UseCuticura Soap

Assisted by CUTICURA OINTMENT for preserving,
purifying and
beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts, scales and
dandruff, and the stopping of falling hair, for softening, whitening
and soothing red, rough and sore hands, in the form of baths for
annoying irritations, inflammations and chaflngs, or too free or offensive perspiration, in the form of washes for ulcerative
weaknesses,

and many sanative antiseptic purposes which readily suggest themselves to women and mothers, and for all the purposes of the toilets
bath and nursery. No amount of persuasion can induce those who

purifying
Maine Masons will be interested in learnF. A. M., of Camden,
its hundredth anniversary
Friday, May 31st. Reuel Robinson, Isaac
Coombs, Fred M. Richards and the officers
of the lodge comprise the committee of arrangements, and that ought to settle the success of the event at the very outset.
The Ancient Order of United Workmen
paid Mrs. Lucy Staples .52,000on March 14th,
the amount of protection carried by her
late husband, Edwin A. Staples, in that orThe charter of Enterprise Lodge has
der.
been draped in memory of deceased brothers
since Jan. 3d and will continue so until
The members were Geo. H.
April 28th.
Copeland, Edwin A. Staples and Loima C.
1’oor of Enterprise Lodge and Assistant
Grand Supervisor Hurt. Andrews of Augusta.

The
genuine has
this picture on it, take
no other.
If you
have not
tried it, send for free
It is requested that the entire membership
sample, its agreeable of Tarratine
Tribe of Red Men assemble at
will
taste
surprise the headquarters of the Tribe at the Knights
you.
of Pythias hall next Monday evening at the
regular meeting, which will be attended by
SCOTT & BOWNE,
several officers of the Maine Red Men,includChemists,
ing Great Chief of Records, W. E. St. John
N. Y. of Portland, Senior Great Sagamore, Francis
409 Pearl St.,
II. Welchand District Deputy Great Sachem,
50C. and $i.oo ; all druggists.
Elisha II. Haney of Belfast. Arrangements
will probably be made at this meeting for the
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

SAVE
YOUR
HAIR
With
of

have once used them to use any other, especially for
preserving and
the skin, scalp and hair of inlhnts and children. No other

Secret Societies.

that Amity Lodge,
habit ing
is to celebrate

of health.

Cod Liver Oil

Lordship.”^,

Entvrtalnmeut by the Senior Clue, Belfast
Blah School.
The drama “Hie Lordship” was presented
by the Senior class of the Belfast High
school In Memorial hall last Friday evening,
and the attendance was an agreeable surprise to the members of the class. The
first plan was to present the drama in the
High school hall before a few friends of the
school, but owing to the difficulty of getting
a piano into the room it was decided to present the play in Memorial hall. The ohange
was a beneficial one for the class, for the
hall was crowded, many of the audience
standing outside in adjoining rooms and in
the corridor. The play was finely presented,
all the parts being well taken. The cast was
as announced in The Journal last week.
The Class Orchestra gave the following
musical selections between the acts:
Emil Ascher
Jolly Tramps’ March,
E. Beyer
My Little Love,
E. Holst
Happy Birds’ Waltz,
Under the Double Eagle March,
J. F. Wagner
Favorite Schottische,
Wm. Aletter
1901 Waltz, (Dedicated to the class 1901, B.
H. S.)
J. C. Clement
Nicodemus and His Banjo,
Emil Ascher
Following are the members of the Orchestra: Violins, Misses Ethel Strout and
Inez Carter; clarinets, Chas. Harmon and
Almon McMahan; piano, Miss Edith Davidson.

medicated soap

be compared with it for all the purposes of the toilet, bath and nurThus it combines in ONE SOAP at ONE PRICE, viz.,
TWENTY-FIVE CENTS, the BEST skin and complexion soap, and the
BEST toilet and baby soap in the world.
sery.

Complete Extern;il and Internal Treatment for Every Humor, $1.25,

Consisting of CUTICURA SOAP (25c.). to cleanse the skin of crusts and scales and
•often the thickened cuticle; CUTICURA OINTMENT (50c.). to instantlv
Itching and Irritation and soothe and heal, and CUTICURA RESOLVENT (50callay
). to cool
and cleanse the blood. Sold throughout the world.

The Great Clearance Sale
vjr

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS

District school of instruction for Red Men
which will be held in this city for the benefit of the tribes in this district, which includes
the tribe at Bangor.
Prospect

Vii.t,age.

Mrs.

M.

E.

C.

Libby will entertain tlie S. 15. I. S. this,
Thursday, afternoon.Mr. W. S. Killman
and daughter went to Bangor shopping last
week-There is to be a masquerade ball
at the Grange hall March loth_1. F. Gould

and Fred Lane were in Belfast on business
last Saturday.Farmers are improving
this poor sledding in hauling from Belfast
their fertilizer for the coming season
Messrs. Everett and Charlie Gray and Miss
Catherine L. Littlefield are very sick with
the grip
Jerry Grant’s many friends are
pained to learn of his severe illness, lie
lias pneumonia.Horace and Myron
Clark recently bought a “Cyphers Incubator,’’ and are planning to hatch one thousand chickens the coming spring
Mrs.
Geneva Gross is enjoying the heat from a
new Glenwood Range.Everett
Littlefield jammed his hand quite badly last week.
.Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Ward visited Mrs.
Sarah Clarke March 17tli... Miss J. M.
Clarke was at the corner last week doing
dressmaking for Miss Ada Clarke.Miss
Hannah Clarke called on friends in North
Searsport March 14th-Mrs. M. J. Littlefield entertained a company from Frankfort
March 16th.

compounded is to be compared with it tor pre-

ever

serving, purifying and beautifying the skin, scalp, hair and hands.
No other foreigi or domestic toilet soap, however expensive, is to

IS STILL GOING ON AT

Colburn’s

Shoe

-®-

Store,

*

AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL
APRIL 1st.

—

—

—

New Advertisements.
See advt. of the order in Maine and has traveled extenTO CUKE A COLD IN ONE WAY.
Sanford Howard, Belfast, agent for Asphalt sively, lecturing and organizing lodges both Take Laxative Broino
Quinine Tablets.
Ready Roofing. It was applied last season in Maine and other States.
All druggists refund the money if It fails to
to many buildings in Belfast and vicinity,
The spring meeting of the Maine Porno- cure. E. W. Grove’s signature is on each
and has been thoroughly tested by many
logical Society will be held in Brooks Fri- box.
years’ use. Prices reasonable. Apply to S.
day,March 22nd, at Grand Army hall. The
Howard, corner of Pearl and High streets. exei'cises will
begin at 11 o’clock a. m. and
The champion 3-year old trotter “Marscontinue through the afternoon and eventon C.” will make the season at Pearl Brook
ing. An interesting program will be proFarms, North Belfast. See advt. for further vided in the evening. The
society is a
particulars
Joseph Wight has a reposiworthy one and its objects are of great and
on
free
from
and
dust
street,
tory
Wight
growing importance to the people of Maine.
dirt, where he will store carriages, furni- The fruit exhibition will be interesting and
ture, etc., at a reasonable price. Leave or- instructive and a good attendance is expectders at Swift & Paul's, Masonic Temple...
ed. Any information in regard to it can be
IS
Carle & Jones have an unusually large line had of C. E. Lane, A. B. Stantial or M. S.
of prize wall papers and window shades in Stiles.
stock, and have just received a new line of
to Metal and all Other
Brook$ has lost two of her most substan5 and 10 cent goods
Carle & Jones are in
tial and respected citizens within a few
Boston this week buying spring and sumdays in the deaths of Jefferson Hobbs and
mer goods and will .return with a choice
A. Fenlason. Both were veterans of the
line of summer fabrics, including waists W.
civil war. Mr. Hobbs was a member of Co.
and dress patterns, no two alike
A nice
Thoroughly tested by many years use.
fresh stock at the Cold Storage market. Big F, Fourth Maine Volunteers, known as the
Brooks Company, and always regarded
bargain sale all day next Saturday—U. G.
Adapted to all kinds of buildings, on
with affection here. After the war he lived
Morrill, Belmont, Me., wants first class Anslant or fiat roofs, piazzas, etc.
in the West, returning to Maine about fifgora cats, 7 to 15 months old—See notice
teen years ago. Mr. Fenlason was a memNeeds
no painting.
of Assessors of Belfast.
ber of the Eighteenth Maine and participatWill
not
affect the taste of water.
ed in the desperate fighting of his regiment
Wedding Bells.
at Spottsylvaniaandin the front of PetersA good fire protector.
Shales-Hurd. Lendal T. Shales and burg, where were made the largest regiMrs. Louise Hurd, both of this city, were mental losses of the war. At the bloody
married yesterday, March 20th, in Bellows and reckless charge at Petersburg he was
Composed of Natural Asphalt Felt, ReFalls, Vt. Mr. Shales is a well known busi- wounded three times in less than ten minfined Asphalt and clean, white sea gravel.
ness man of .this city, and has been a mem- utes,and was in a hospital for months before
ber of the board of aldermen for the past becoming convalescent. He has lived in No coal tar or other combustible substance
two years.
His bride is the widow of An- Brooks about five years, having charge of used.
drew A. Hurd of East Belfast, a lady of the grist mill of Swan, Sibley & Co.
Applied last season to many buildings in
Belfast and vicinity.
sterling qualities and highly esteemed by
Newspaper Notes.
all who know her. The many friends of the
HaTTitiCES Reasonable.
4w12
contracting parties extend congratulations
Editor Campbell of the Ellsworth Enterand good wishes. Mr. and Mrs. Shales will
go on a wedding trip of two weeks, and on prise is receiving the sympathy of his
their return it is understood they will reside brother newspaper men in his recent loss by
lire
in East Belfast.
MAINE,

...ASPHALT...

—

g@“Now is the

time to

Shoes at wholesale

buy your

prices.

Boots and

Everything
place,

is

Remember the

marked down.

COLBURN’S SHOE STORE,
81

SOMETIME
SOMEWHERE

nAIN STREET.

You will have to purchase
something in
our line for

your house

—

READY ROOFING
..

Superior
Compasition Roofings.

—

Why not take advantage
large line of

of the unusual

....

Prize Wall Papers and
Window Shades
have

in stock

we

ROOM PAPERS 5c., 6c

7c. to 12c

SHADES 12c. up.

—

S* HOWARD, Agent,
BELFAST,

Waterman-McMahan. James B. Waand Flora B McMahan of this city,
who recently went to Laconia, N. H., w/re
married there March (ith by Kev. Johu B.
Gordon. The groom is the son of Mr. and'
Mrs. Robert Waterman and the bride’s parents are Mr. and Mrs. David McMahan, all
of this city. The newly wedded pair have
many friends in Belfast, who wish them a
happy and prosperous life.
terman

oastorFa.
Kind You Have Always Bought
/*

Bmh the

The Biddeford Daily Journal will be
tur ned over to the Thursday Club, composed
of tlie:.leading literary women of that city
for one day, March 30. They will fill all the
positions in the editorial and business departments and show to the world what women can do in the management of a daily
paper. Miss Cora Belle Bickford will be
editor-in-chief, and her staff will include
members of the club,
some 20
or more
there are 90 members of the club, and
they will even supplant the positions of
the newsboys, selling the papers on the
street.

sacrificed, nearly a dozen
less injured and many
thousands bf dollars damage was done as the
Three lives

Clinical Club

Banquet

The banquet of the Waldo Clinical Club
at the Crosby Dining Rooms, Wednesday
evening, March 13th, was a notable event,
and was served in caterer Crosby’s best
style. Twenty members and guests were
present, and after discussing the menu each
one made brief remarks.
MENU.

Consomme Italian.
Oysters, Blue Points.
Roast Native Turkey. Lemon Jelly.
Lobster Salad.
Macaroni and Cheese.
Cold Ham.
Cold Chicken.
Cold Tongue.
Plain Boiled and Mashed Potatoes.

were

were more

or

Apples.

Oranges.

Assorted Nuts.
Raisins.
,
Tea.
Milk.
Coffee. 1
Millett’s Solution.

A Nice Fresh Stock
.OF.

BOLOGNA,
FRESH TRIPE,
NATIVE PORK,
HOGS HEAD CHEESE,
PIGS FEET,
HAMS, Etc., at

Cold Storage Market.
NOTICE.

$25,000

more.

Swift

db Paul’s.

12tf

JOSEPH WIGHT, Belfast.

<Q
This signature is

WANTED.
on

evcrybox of the genuine
Tablets

Laxative Bromo=Quinine

the remedy that cares

a

cold In

one

day

First-class Male Angora Cats from 7 to 15
months of age. Address
H. E. MORRILL,
lwl2
Belmont, Me. I

5c. and 10c. QoodS

iu5trecdved

chEAI''"‘Q“"w'p'"sc'!“’5
Tl
l\I W
AP
▼▼ M
I lit
not
IV F
5c.:
Basins, all sizes,
nr

CARLE & JONES,

Main Street, Belfast.

H A. Finch & Co.

We Are

Have

just

received

their full line of

consisting

of

Ginghams, Percales

and

Piques,

Also

Wonderful

5c & 10c Goods,

Lamps,
Wringers.
Wooden Ware,

White Muslin and Piques.
Truly

Headquarters
FOR_

Cotton Shirtwaists,

Cor. Pearl and High Streets.

result of a fierce fire that started in the press
room of the Daily Advertiser and Record,
PB“Big bargain sale Saturday all day.
in the seven-story granite front building in
Newspaper Row, Boston, about 9 o’clock
last Friday evening. Mr. Barrett, the publisher and heaviest loser, did not carry a
I have a repository on Wight
cent of insurance. Mr. Barrett said that his street, free from dust and
dirt,
He es- where I will store
loss would be as much as $100,000.
carsleighs,
the
to
other
timates the total losses
tenants
at a reafurniture,
riages,
etc.,
at $25,000 and the damage to the building at
sonable price.
Leave orders at

Stringbeans.

Olives.
Pickles.
Cucumbers.
Radishes.
Hot Rolls.
Ice Cream.
Assorted Cake.
Cornucopias.

Celery.

men

NEW LOT OF

How

Kitchen Goods,

Quickly

C^APHAN’S

Tinware,
The Famous Glenwood

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.

Ranges,
Nickel Plated

Plumbing,
Repairing,
Get

RSo.

PER

BOTTLE,

AT THE DRUG STORES.

tfl

GRAY ELECTRICAL SCHOOL.
Practical electrical course on dynamos, motors, electrical wiring, telephones, storage batteries, electric lighting, bells, etc., taught at Gray
Electrical School, 60 Pembroke St., corner of
Tremont St., Boston, Mass., South End.
Our telegraph course is second to none and the
tuition for same is only $35.00. Send for circular
or call.
Board and room $50.00 additional.
3m8
EDGAR S. GRAY. E. E., Principal.

FOR SALE CHEAP. Sri'«>
Marshall.
Wm. G.

Copper Ware,

Etc.

prices before
purchasing.
our

2®=OPEN EVENINGS.

Mitchell & Trussell,
115 HIGH STREET.
SUBSCRIBE F-UK

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

LITERARY NEWS AND N0TE8.

THE WOriEN OF TODAY.

The New England this month has its
variety of stories and poems. Mr.
Mead’s Editor’s Table is devoted to impressions of Chicago, taking up various
phases of the city's life as they appear
to a New Englander after some years’
absence.

Is Work and Worry Robbing Her of
Health and Beauty?

In the March issue of McCall’s Magazine there are given dozens of illustrations of the most attractive styles,

The

usual

by Those Who Have Found a Means of
Overcoming the Conditions that Bring on

Evidence Given

Premature Old

Age.

vertised in the papers and I decided to give
them a trial. 1 did so and had not finished
taking the first box when I knew that I was
getting better.
“You can imagine the relief I felt when I
tions that denote perfect health. But, un- found that after
years of suffering I was
with
cured. I continued taking the pills
we
see
girls
day
being
every
fortunately,
and the female trouble entirely disappeared.
stoop
or
sallow
languid,
complexions,
pale
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
shouldered and listless, and the question is did more for me than it was claimed
they
of
today would do. Since I first took the
often asked whether the woman
pill^I have
has lost the healthy beauty which was once not needed a doctor or any other medicine;
Almost every theyhave restored my health, strength and
characteristic.
a national
woman at the head of a home pieets daily
recommended Dr. Williams’ Pink
with innumerable little worries in her house- Pilis to my friends and many of them have
used them with good results. I cave them
hold affairs. They may be too small to noto my daughter for female weakness and
tice an hour afterwards, but it is neverthe- they did her lots of good.
My sister used
make
them for nervous trouble and they benefited
less these constant little worries that
her
at
ouee.
so many women look prematurely old. Their
Mrs. Mary K. Burns.
Signed,
effect may be noticed in sick or nervous
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
headaches, fickle appetite, a feeling of con- l!*th day of October, 1000.
George II. Swan,
stant weariness, pains in the back or loins,
[Seal.j
Notary Public.
and the coming
or in a sallow

elastic step
Bright eyes, rosy cheeks,
and a good appetite are the birth-right of
every American girl. These are the condian

York Flat,” “How to Make a Good Pudding,” and “Wedding Anniversaries.”
Miss Ethel Parton contributes a bright
paper to the March number of the New
England upon “Fanny Fern at the Hartford Female Seminary.” This famous
boarding-school was kept when Sarah
Willis, afterwards so widely known as
Fanny Fern, was a student there, by
Miss Catherine Beecher, and Harriet
Beecher, a younger sister of the principal, w as a pupil-student. The relations
of the two girls, destined to be such
famous women, were most interesting,
and Miss Parton’s article is full of merry
stories and letters relating to their old

experience.

Gunton’s Magazine for March has the
following table of contents: The Negro
in Business, Booker T. Washington;
Victoria and her Remarkable Reign,
The Editor; Our Educational Responsibility in Cuba, Leonora Beck Ellis; Review of the Month; The Brotherhood

complexion

of winkles, which every woman who desires
comeliness dreads. To those thus afflicted

The power of I)r. Williams' Pink Pills for
Pale People in the vast number of diseases

strona Words by a New Yoi k Specialist.—“After years of testing and comparison
I have no hesitation in saying that Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart is the quickest,

safest and surest known to medical science.
I use it in my own practice.
It relieves the
most acute forms of heart aliment inside of
thirty minutes and never fails.” JSold by
Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—18
The Proper Thing—Mistress—“I hope I
didn’t disturb you and your lover when I
went into the kitchen last night!” Cook—
“Not at all, mum ! Oi told him that you was
my chappyrone!”—Puck.
Jealous Rivals cannot turn back the
tide. The demand for Dr. Agnew’s little
Pills is a marvel. Cheap to huy, but diamonds in quality—banish nausea, cbated

tongue, water brash, pain after eating, sick
headache, never gripe, operate pleasantly.
10 cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
How'es & Co.—19

A Compliment—The Old Man—“Your
love for my daughter seems to have grown
very fast since you found out I was worth
so much
money.” The Young Man (admiringly)—“No faster, sir, than the subject
warranted.”—Detroit Free Press.
Sores, the outcome of neglect,
blood, have a never-failing halm in
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment.
Will heal the

oi_bad

most stubborn cases. Soothes irritation almost instantly after first application.
It
relieves all itching and burning skin diseases
in a day. It cures piles in ;s to 5 nights. 35
cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Co.—20

Pro-

Philippines; The Independence
posal in Congress; Popular Nominations Law in Minnesota.

Strategy. “Dear,” said young Mrs. Jellus, “I thought you ought to know ; there’sa
married man who is violently in love with

Publishing Company will

in book form “The Love
Letters of a Liar.” by Mrs. William
Allen. They were first printed in The
Smart Set la'st September, and owing to
their charming style and fascinating
“humanness,” at once attracted much
attention.
The social prominence of
Mrs. Allen in New York and in the
South, and the charge—vehemently denied by the author—that they were letters w-ritten to her by one of her admirers, have made them a subject of
conversation in fashionable drawingrooms.
The New York World says:
“All the world is talking about The
‘Love Letters of an Englishwoman,’
but they do not compare with ‘The Love
Letters of a Liar' in brilliancy, knowledge of men and the world, and their

me.” “What?” he cried. “Who is he?”
“If I tell you will give me those earrings I
wanted?” “Yes. Who is it?” “You.”—
Philadelphia Press.

publish

RELIEF IN SIX HOURS

Distressing Kidney

and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” It is a
great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immediately. If you want quick relief and cure
this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lyl9

Expensive—“The

work of legislating for
this nation, and for all the States of this
is
Union,
very expensive,” said Mr.
tarley. “Yes, the frames must come high,”
added Mrs. Darley. “The frames ?” “Yes,
every bill is framed, as you will see by the
newspaper reports.”—Detroit Free Press.

freat

daring.”

Sir John G. Bourinot opens the
March Forum with an able article reviewing “British Rule in the Dominion
of Canada,” in which he points out
that Canada has grown in strength
and prosperity under English control.
All interested in our public schools
should read Alice Irwin Thompson’s
article on “The Superintendent from
the Primary Teacher’s Point of View.”
The writer is evidently one who has
suffered much from inexperienced superintendents and superintendents with
hobbies. A. Maurice Low has a contribution of marked interest on Tabloid
Journalism;’ its Causes and Effects.”
Mr. Low believes that the American
reader's appetite is too healthy to be
satisfied with tabloids.
Other noteworthy articles are "The Growing Powers of the President,” “Labor Conditions in Switzerland,” “What of the
Democratic Party?” lion. Charles Den-;
by: “The Nations in Competition at the i
Close of the Century,” and “The Hopes |
and Fears of Russia.”

“An International Courtship” the new
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melville Kirke, has been described by a leading
London w’eekly newspaper as “a remarkable novel.” It is the story of marriage between American girls and titled Englishmen.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
Fifth Ave.. N. Y. Postpaid SI.00
3yrs24
Visitor to Country Town(who lias been
shown over the church)—“And how long
has your present vicar been here ?” Sexton
“Mr. Mole, sir, has been the incumbrance
here, sir,for nigh on forty year, sir.”—Punch.
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
and Pills for the complexion; in days treatment 5oc., 30 days treatment SI.00. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.

3yrs24.

“YOU CAN IMAGINE
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
offer a speedy and certain cure; a restoration of color to the cheeks, brightness to
the eye, a healthy appetite, and a sense of
freedom from weariness.
From thousands of cases we print the fol-

Table Talk constantly proves itself
invaluable aid to bright housekeep- lowing

an

men

Its subject matter is always timely and practical. It gives economical
menus for each day and adds full and
complete directions for the preparation
ers.

showing what a blessing to
is this celebrated remedy.
as

irlE

wo-

SALESWOMAN.

of the various dishes mentioned in the Why is it Sometiin ^ Difficult for Her
Bill of Fare. An attractive feature is
to be Pleasant.
the illustration with half-tone cuts of
From
the
of
the
how
Minneapolis Journal.
many
special dishes, showing
to garnish and beauty them for the
Have you ever stopped to think that the
table. It is a magazine needed by the position of a saleswoman in a large
dry
housewife every day, for it is the ex- goods store is a particularly trying onel1
ponent of wise and economical living. Not to speak of the many unreasonable de“Delectable Dishes” by Mrs. Burton mands that are made upon her by the pubthe physical requirements are considerKingsland will be enjoyed by progres- lic,
able. Working long hours, being compelled
sive housekeepers, as will also “Cheap
to stand most of the time, and being expectHousekeeping in Paris” and “A Whiff ed to look pleasant regardless of suffering
from India’s Coral Strand and the Far which she may be enduring, is it any wonPhilippines,” “Floral Effects for all der that the weak, nervous women find it
Occasions” and many other articles impossible to follow this occupation. Everythat are practical. The regular depart- one will be interested in the experience of
ments are as usual filled with desirable Miss Neliie M. Tomlinson of 3118 Minneand useful information. Recent issues haha avenue, Minneapolis Minn., who is a
clerk in one of the large dry goods stores of
of Table Talk will be sent free to our that
city. In a recent interview Miss Tomreaders on application to the Table Talk linson said:
J
Pa.
“When I was eight years of age I had the
Publishing Company, Philadelphia,
scarlet fever and it left me with weak kidOuting for March is a winter number ! neys and a complication of diseases. 1 was
so nervous that 1 could not sit quietly in
and draws upon three continents for its
school and would have to go home early
seasonable sports, “Winter in His City every day. Finally 1 became so bad that I
school and did not go for an entire term.
Home,” by Leon Vaudervort, is Quebec ; left
1 had headache all the time and was too
in high revelry, sleighing, snow shoeing ! irritable to talk with
any one. The least
and tobogganing and is fully illustrated, i excitement seemed to make my heart flutter
and a fainting spell would follow. At times
“Norway’s National Sport,” by Tan W. ! 1 became so dizzy that 1 would have to sit
Schreiner, a citizen of Christiania,shows ! down until the feeling passed away. My
a remarkable series of photographs of blood seemed to have turned to water and I
this great sport, taken especially for had no color whatever in my face. 1 was a
mere skeleton and had to lie down several
Outing.
Carrying the Mail Over the times during the day. We called our family
Andes on Skis,” by Johanues Hroft' Wis- doctor and he left medicine, but no better
by, is a story of peril and adventure health followed. I then had one of the best
in the mountains of South America. phj sicians in the city, but he did not help

j

“European Figure Skating by George

me.

“My parents read about Dr. Williams’
Wood (of Oxford) takes the reader
Pink Pills for' Pale People in one of our
to the Swiss Alps,
where the ex- |
papers and thought it would be wise
perts meet in competition; and “Birds at ; city
for me to give them a trial. I began to get
Short Range,” by Leander S. Keyser is i better when I hid taken the lirst box and
the record of what a thoughtful natur-, by the time I had used two and a half boxes
alist learned who fed the wild birds 1 was cured. Befere I took the pills I could
through the snowy season. Winter of do no work of any kind, but now I can pera more genial kind afforded “Louisiana form with ease my duties as clerk in a dry
store 1 think 1 was never before so
Bayou and Marsh Shooting,” by Alex-! goods
well as I am today and it is all due to Dr.
ander Kidd; “Goose Shooting on the Williams’ Pink
Pill for Pale People.
Gulf Coast,” by E. Hough; and “Diving I I have recommended the
pills to many of
for Turtles Off the Florida Keys,” by my friends and they are getting the same
I
will
to have what I
Charles F. Holder.
results.
be
will
be
good
glad
Sportsmen
editied by Vice President Elect Theo- j have said published if it will induce others
who
Dr.
are
Williams’
Pink
suffering to try
dole Roosevelt’s “The Need of Trained j
Pills for Pale People and be cured as I was.”
ad- j
Observation,” which gives
Nellie M. Tomlinson.
Signed,
vice on what to see and how to see it!
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
when afield.
“The Hunting Leopard of ! 2fith
day of December, 1900.
It. M. Thompson,
India,” by Charles E. Clay, tells of its
[Seal.j
Notary Public.
capture, training and hunting. “The
Caribou and Its Home,” by Andrew
A WOMAN TORTURED.
J. Stone, covers the whole range of this
valuable deer; and, “Where Pine Trees
Grew,” by Leonidas Hubbard, Jr., is how She was Saved Irom Death by an
the first of a series of special studies on
Advertisement.
the sporting condition of the West,
which will run through the year, cover[From the Indianapolis News.]
Mrs. Mary iv. Burns of 505 Hiawatha
ing the territory from Pennsylvania to
Ind., is living evidence
the Dakotas.
Anglers will find in- street, Indianapolis,
structions in “The Making of the Arti- of the wonderful power of Hr. Williams’
Pills for Pale People, the remedy that
Pink
ficial Fly,” by John Harrington Keene.
cares where all others fail. For years she
Everybody will be interested in “The endured all the tortures 'of indigestion,
Beginning of Card Games,” by N. O. nervousness and female weakness, a comMessenger; and “The Old and the New plication of troubles that five physicians
in Pugilism,” by Prof. Alf Austin, illus- confessed their inability to cure. Her story
trated from old prints showing the com- is well worth the attention of every woman.
says:
parative attitude of pugilists of the She
“My illness commenced after my last
18tb, 19th and 20th centuries. “Three child
was born. I was so weak and nervous
Dynasties on Tiger Tail” is a little, un- that it seemed I would never get strong.
known chapter of Florida’s history. For twelve years I doctored for female
“Indian Dances of the Southwest,” by trouble, complicated with nervousness and
W. R. Draper, is a study of the one time indigestion. My stomach was so weak that
famous Ghost Dance—fully illustrated. for days at a time I could eat nothing but
troubled with
“Forest Fables,” by Aloysius Coll, is bread and milk. I was also
of the heart and was often so
the first of a series of quaint and sin- palpitation
miserable that I could not lie down. Five
gular and daintily told myths of the doctors prescribed for me and I took many
woods. Interscholastic football is fully kinds of medicine without being benefited.
reviewed and illustrated.
One day I saw Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills ad-

j
j

practical

His Only Way Out—“What did you propose to her for, anyhow ?” “Well, I couldn’t
think of anything else to say, and silence
was become
appalling.”—Chicago Tribune.

Running

Railroad Trainmen, D. L. Cease;
Un-American Statesmanship, The Editor; Vccession of Edward VII.; The
Giant Steel Combination; Cuba and the
Monroe Doctrine; Congressional Reapportionment; “Pacification” in the
of

soon

s’ Standing —ProDeafness for 12
tracted Catarrh produces deafness in many
cafles.
Capt. Hen. Connor of Toronto,
Canada, was deaf for 12 years from Catarrh.
All treatments failed to relieve. Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder gave him relief in
one day, and in a very short while the deafness left him entirely.
It will do as much
for you. 50 cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—17
aa>

accompanied by articles reviewing the
latest in dress. Much matter bearing
upon subjects of interest to the housewife is also given, including the following articles: “Concerning Marketing,”
“Make the Best of Yourself,” “About
the Newr Shirtwaists,” “Life in a New

The Ess Ess

Doctor—“Why have yon deducted a quarter from my bill?” Patient—“That is for
the six cigars you broke when you thumped
my chest."—Philadelphia Record.

TllE

RELIEF

I

FELT.”

due to impure blood or to the derangements
ol tlie nervous system, has been demonstrated in thousands of instances as remarkable as those related above. Nobody who
is suffering can rightfully neglect this way
to restore health.
No discovery of modern times has proved
such a blessing to women as I)r. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People. Acting directly
on the blood and nerves,
invigorating the
body, regulating the functions, they restore
the strength and health in the exhausted
patient when every effort of the physician
These pills are sold in
proves unavailing.
boxes at 50 cents a box or six boxes for
$2.50, and may be had at all druggists, or
direct by mail from Dr. Williams’ Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

The captain of a British ship which
at a New York wharf on Washington’s birthday refused to hoist a flag in
honor of the occasion. When spoken
to in regard to the matter he said the
Mayor of Yew York City refused to
half-mast the city hall flag when Queen
Victoria died. “I believe in reciprocity,” he said, “so I won’t put up any
ribbons for your man Washington.”
The demand for monkeys has grown
in Chicago until dealers find it impossible to fill their orders. Telegrams are
received whenever a new shipment
arrives, advising the owner to set his
own price on the coveted simians.
The
animals are sought by persons who desire to keep them as pets as well as by
owners of circuses.

lay

“Why do you say he lacks knowledge?”
“Of all my friends, when 1 had the grip, he
was the only one that didn’t Know a sure
cure for it.”—Philadelphia Times.
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore,
ltf
secretary.
“There’s one fact,” remarked the Sweet
Thing, “I can’t understand about discovering these new stars.” “What's that ?” asked
the professor, “llow they manage to find
their names.”—Philadelphia Times.

LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver
Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
3yrs24.
Announcement.
To accommodate those w ho are partial to
the use of atomizers in applying liquids into the nasal passages for catarrhal troubles,
the proprietors prepare Cream Balm in
liquid form, which will be known as Ely’s
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
spraying tube is 75 cts. Druggists or bymail. The liquid form embodies th# medicinal properties of the solid preparation.
Cream Balm is quickly absorbed by the
membrane and does not dry up the secretions but changes them to a natural and
healthy character. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., N. Y.

Ward—“Come, now, do you think it possia politician to be honest?”
Statesman—“Oh, yes I suppose it is possible; but
why the necessity?”—Boston Transcript.
ble for

Dr.E. Detchon's Anti Diuretic

The Song of the Saw.
The song is the shriek of the strong that
are slain—
The monarchs that people the woodlands of

Maine;

‘Tis a cry of a merciless war.
And it echoes by river, by lake and by

stream,
Wherever saws scream or the bright axes
gleam,—
’Tis keyed to the rush of the sibilant stream
And the song is the song of the saw.

Come, stand in the gloom of this clamorous
room,
Where giants groan past

us

boom,

aairip

from the

Borne here from the calm of the forest and
hill.
—Aghast at the thunderous roar of the
mill—
At rumble of pulley and grumble of shaft.
And the tumult and din of the sawyer’s
rude craft.

AVfcgetable Preparationfor Assimilating IheFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

r~

Stand here in the ebb of the riotous blast,
As the saw’s mighty carriage goes thunder-

□

ing past;

One man at the lever and one at the dog.
The slaughter is bloodless and senseless the

Promotes

Digestion.CheerFul-

ness and Rest.Contains neither

log.
Tet the anguish of death and the torment of

Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic

hell
Are quavering there in the long, awful yell
That shrills above tumult of gearing and
wheel
As the carriage rolls down and the timber
meets steel.

llKtpe afMd&SAKUELPtTCIlEa
UtmfJem Seed'
Alx. Senna
Roekellf Sdl$
Anise-Seed

f

toil’s homely

tesu*,
HSnaSeed-

)1

Is reft from the flanks of the prostrate King

HfoAryrwwiVwwar

Scream! And
home.
Shriek! And

board is laid bare for

a
a

a

timber for mansion and

dome,

For the walls of

a

palace,

or

Clan ft :d Suanr

use,

Spruce.

|

/

A perfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

And thus in the clamor of pulley and wheel,
In the plaint of the wood and the slash of
the steel,
Is wrought the undoing of Maine’s sturdy
lords—
The martyrs the woodlands yield up to our
swords.
The song is the knell of these strong that
are

I

I

Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

slain,

The monarchs that people the woodlands of

Maine,

And the Fury that whirls in the din of this
war,
With rioting teeth and insatiable maw, is
the saw I
And this is the song of the saw.
—Ilolman F. Hay.

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Lenten Meditation. “Oh, where are you
going, my pretty maid?” “I am going to
church, kind sir,” she said. “What do you
there, I would ask, pretty maid?” “1 pray,
and I think up new hats,” she said.—Detroit

THE CENTAUR

COMPANY.

New

VOR« CfTy

Free Press.

At a Probate Court held at Btlfast, within ard
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
March, A. D. 1901.

Wonders—As for the woman, she found
the chief wonders of Creation not in the
culminating vetebrate, but in the lower
orders of life. “The jellyfish, for instance!”
exclaimed the woman.
How was it ever
got to jell so beautifully ?”—Detroit Journal.

GURNEY,
CLARA
late of Belfast, in

widow of Richard
said County of

A

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Joshua A. J. Lincoln,
late of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for prv.bate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks succes.-dvely in The Republican
Jo.irnal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock before
noon and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approver, and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A

RHODA

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Wa'do, on the 12tli day of
March, A. D. 1901.
J.

MORSE,
OLIVE
MORSE, late of

widow

of

WILLIAM

WALDO
fast,

B.

of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may apj ear at a Probate
Court, to b« held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. I). 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
C it as. P H azh.tj> f., B* gisier.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the 12th day ol March.
A. D.1901.
B. BAG LEV, widow of Levi Bagley, late
of Troy, in said County of Uaidn, deceased,
having presented a petition praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish'd
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
C< urt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
ai ten ol the clock before noon, and show
cause,
it any they have, why the prater of said petition
should uot be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazeltixp, Register.
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"IITALDO SS.— In Court
V?
last, on the l*J;li
Mary A Critchert and l;
tors of the will of (diver
fast, in said County <!t
their first account of afate for allowance.
Ordered, that lioriee t!
weeks successively, in the
newspaper published it:
that all persons interest.
bate Court, to be held
of April next, ann -!.
have, wliv the said an-m
GK< ». I
A true copy. Attest
('HAS. II
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CLARA
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A.
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administration of said esrmOrdered, That notice the;weeks successively, in tit.a newspaper published in i.
that all persons interested
hate Court, to be held at I*..
of April next, and slmu
have, why the said act ..me
GKO K,
A true copy.
Arte-;
(Mias. I’. H
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SS.—in Conrr
on the 12 h
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Croxfonl. adieu.
of Asa Boothby, late <•! .la.
deceased, having present-

Ralph

Unity, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal es-

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. L). 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Rutus Walton, late
of Belfast, in .said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to be published thiee weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of April next at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

out of

A.

a

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journa1, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. I). 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should n< t. be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Affe J.
Tibbetts,
late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lucy
Clark, late of
Liucoluville, in said Count;, of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at 1 eliast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for sai-t County, on the second
Tuesday of April next, a- ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if any the\ have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P- Hazeltine. Register.

allowance

deceased.

!
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Gurney,
Waldo, depetition praying for
the personal estate of said

ceased, having presented
an

1
At a Probate Court held at
the Countv of Waldo. 01.
A.D 1901.
M RYDER. vvi-Imw ,.f
late of Islesboro.ii!
deceased, having presented
;
au allowance out of the ]>»•■deceased*
Ordered, That the said pet it <
all persons interested i»\
order to be published three w.
the Republican Journal, a n«
Belfast, that they may appear
to be held at Belfast, with in
on the 9th day of April
\
the'clock before noon, and m
have, why the prayer of
not be granted.
GEO h .i d
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. P. Ha/i
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ADMINISTRATORS v-i
A
hereby gives notie-appointed Administrator t

\

Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of March,
A. D. 1901.
P. BOULTER, administratrix of the estate of Eugene A Boulter, late of Unity, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at private sale and convey the whole of the real estate
of said deceased described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Beltast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
county, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltike, Register.
At a

ROBERT M. OLIVEl:.
in the County of \\ aid
bonds as the law dire. ;demands against, the est;
desired to present the satall indebted thereto are

immediately.
Ere-dom, March 12.

ment

CLARA

lb

ADMINISTRATOR’S

V

hereby gives notice
pointed administrator ot.
SAMUEL T. GREEN 1.1 v
in the County of Waldbonds as the law directs.
\
mauds against the estate
desired to present the .snail indebted thereto are

immediately
Liberty, March 12. lbu

ment

E:

s noi

Administrator
hereby gives notice
in ted

?:

administrator."
p«
the estate of
BRIDGET McCAl
in the County of Wahl",
bonds as the law directs
mands against the estadesired to present the s:
all Indebted thereto ait
payment immediately.
Belfast, March 12,19")

At

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
theCountyof Waldo, on the 12th day of March,

A. D. 1901.

E. SHERMAN, administrator of the
Lord Salisbury has just celebrated
estate of Sarah E. Doe. late of Burnham, in
CHARLES
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
his seventy-first birthday. He has lived
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presenta child who soils bedding from ineoned a petition praying for a licence to sell at priin three reigns, and just missed living have
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
NOTH'!
tenence of water during sleep. Cures old Atfor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- vate sale and convey the whole of the real estate
in another by being born nine days too and
EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice tier
of said deceased described in said petition.
young alike. It arrests the trouble at
of
day
March, A. D. 1901.
pointed Executor of the la
late. George IV. had just died when once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to of
he opened his eyes on the splendor of Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.
testament of Mary Nealley, late all persons interested by causing a copy of this
A will and
ALBERT RACK 1.1 Klof Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, order to be published three weeks successively
Hatfield House. He has seen seven
in the County of WainThe teacher asked the class wherein lay having been presented for probate, together with in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published bonds
Prime Ministers, and, with one excepas the law directs,
a request that Calvin H.
may be appoint- at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
tion—Lord Rosebery—he is the only the difference in meaning between the words ed administrator of the Nealley
estate of said deceased
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said mands a* ainst the estate
“sufficient”
and
sired
to
“enough.”
with
will
annexed.
“Sufficient,’
the
present the saiu
man now living who was Premier under
County, on the 9th day of April, A. D. 1901,
indebted thereto are reque.answered Tommy, “is when mother thinks
ten of the clock before noon and show cause,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- at
Queen Victoria.
it’s time to stop eating pudding: ‘enough’ is terested
immediately.
if
the
of
said petitionany they have, why
prayer
by causing a copy of this order to be pubFreedom, March 12, lb"
lished three weeks successively in The Republican er should not be granted.
The German papers state that during when I think it is.”—Tit-Bits.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may apthe last year the exports from the
NOTICE
A true copy. Attest:
He Didn’t Know Them. Lucindy Geehaw pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she lias
United States to the Argentine Republic
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
within and for said County, on the second Tuesof
Executrix
the
last wil! e.
New
York
with
her
father): “Thet day of April next, at ten of the clock before
have increased 39 per cent, as compared (visiting
PHILIP R. GILKEY
young feller thet jus’ looked at us so sharp noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the At a Probate Court held at. Belfast, within and
with the figures of the preceding year. an’
for
the
of
on
the
12th
of
Waldo,
then hurried round the corner was Mr. same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
County
day
in the County of Waldo,
This gives America second place among Laeecounter thet boarded with us at the
March, A. D. 1901.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
having demands against
the countries which, do export buisness farm last summer.” Uncle Geehaw
A true copy. Attest:
A. SPENCER, executor of the last
ceasen are desired to prest
(conChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
will of Daniel A. McManus, late of Knox, in
BURTON
ment, and all indebted the:
into Argentine, while the German Em- sciously): “Well, by gum! We’re dressed
said
of
make
immediate'

pire has passed down to the fourth place. up so line he didn’t know us!”—Puck.
England stands first.
sioo
In the post office of some.one of the
Carrie—“Who was that gentleman I saw
large cities there is an unknown clerk you with last evening? A friend of yours?”
who for several weeks has been stamping Minnie—“Oh, dear, no. It was only my
religious texts on the envelopes of the husband.”—Boston Transcript.
mail that passes through his hands.
For Over Fitly Tears.
Business men of New York, PhiladelAn Old and Wei.l-Tried Remedy.
phia and Chisago have been finding
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
lately, printed in purple type across used
for over fifty years by millions of
their correspondence, such admonitions
mothers for their children while teething,
as “Prepare to meet thy God,” or “No
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
man knowetli the day or the hour when softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind
his soul shall be required of him.”
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea,
A big whisky trial has been in prog- Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
ress in Buffalo. The question is whether
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
a certain whiskey is of the required
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
grade. Finally the counsel, who had Syrup, and take no other kind.
been allowed to produce samples in
One on Delia.
this is too

bad.”
“Oh,
court, declared that he would submit “What’s the
matter?” “Delia Jones sent me
them to the jury for test. The atten- a
book
as
a
she
forand
lovely
birthday gift,
tion in the jury box grew suddenly ingot to take out the card of the person who
tense. But the Judge, in evident haste, gave it to her.”—Detroit Free Press.
ruled that such a proceeding would be
improper, and the jury had nothing to
swallow but its disappointment.

PROBATE NOTICES.

Interchange of confidence. “And now,
my boy, don’t have any secrets from your
father. What are your college debts ? Don’t
SS. In Court of Probate, held at Bel
be afraid to tell me the sum total, to the last WALDO
fast, on tte 12tb day of Marcl), 1901. Eliza
cent.” “I won’t, father. The whole amount A. Webber, administratrix on the estate of James
is $5,327.50.” I thank you for your con H. Webber, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented her first account of adfidence, my boy,and I will be equally frank. ministration
of said estate for allowance.
You may pay those debts the best way you

can.”—Chicago

Tribune._

His Reason. Miss Remanz—“Which do
you like best, Mr. Harhead, long poems or
Mr. Harhead—“The long
short ones?”
Mr.
Miss Romanz—“Really ?”
ones.”
Harhead “Yes. They don’t run so much
chance of being published.’’—Philadelphia
I Press.

Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day of
April, next, and show cause, if any they have,,
why the said account should not be allowed.
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
▲ true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltinx, Register.

County

fcS.—In Co urt of Piobate, beld at Belfast. on the 12th day of March, 1901.
Robert F. Dunton, executor of the last will of
Eliza A. D. Burringtou, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration ol said estate for allow-

WALDO

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Bellast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be beld at Bellast, on the 9tli day
of April next, and show cause, if ai.y they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO> E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
SS,—In Court of Probate, held at Bellast, on the 12th day of March, 1901.
Joseph H. Carlton, trustee under the will of Robert G. Campbell, late of Winterport, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account
as such trustee for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be beld at Bellast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 12th day of March, 1901.
R. Peavey, administrator on the estate of Fred A. Hurd, late of Winterport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,

Washington

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if any thev have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
▲ true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Waldo, deceased, having presented

payment

petition praying that this court may determine
who are entitled to the balance of the estate of
said deceased now in his hands for distribution ;
their respective shares therein under said will,
and order the same distributed accordingly.
a

XECLTRIX’S N( TICE
gives notice that she !
Executrix of the last will a.
MEHITBALE NICHOI"
in the County of Waldo. <1having demands against i1
ed are desited to present
and all indebted thereto

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
I
GSO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
J

In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 12th day of March, 1901.
Thomas N. Pearson, administrator on the estate
of Isaac D. Mixer, late of Belfast, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.

WALDO

—

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of April next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cham. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel.

on the 12th day of
March, 1901.
Kingsbury, trustee under the will of
Meservey, late of Morrill, in said County,
deceased, having presented his eight and final account as such trustee for allowance, together
with his resignation of said trust.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican. Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9tb
day of April next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Samuel
Charles

▲ true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine.

Register.

1 b"

Ip

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 9th day of April, A. L>. 1901,

SS

rib"

Searsport, March 12,

j
1

payment immediately.
Searsport, March 12. lbul

1

--

ei

no:

Administrators
hereby gives notice ticadministrator

appointed

<-■

CHARLES E. DYER,

la"

in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law (greets. A
mands against the estate ot
sired to present the same b >
indebted thereto are reque-'*

«;i
mmediately.
Searsmont, March 12. lb"i

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOT*

hereby gives notice that
pointed administratrix of the
THOMAS COTTRELL,

la-

in the County of Waldo, *!*■■
bonds as the law directs, a
demands against the estate
are desired to present the -an
and all indebted thereto are »•

payment immediately
VERENAA
Belfast, Dec. 11, 1900.
NOTICE

The

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that he ha>
ed executor of the last will ami

1

t«

WILLIAM S. BRANN AG A .V
in the County of Waldo, decea-i
having demands against the cstan
ed are desired to present the same
and all indebted thereto are re«i"*”"

payment immediately.
Belfast, Feb. 12,1901.

^ ^
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OF A LOVE STORY.

'^fsTORY

u'lri't' have

got for
the case.”

von

ofinion,in

-MV
U li'lt C&St?."*

us

today?”

remember? The other
you liad received a story
so bad that it was good, and
to print it as
y ere Half inclined
the stuff you receive daily
you

-t
,u

!■;

tnally expected to publish,
me what I thought of the
Tlie writer-man paused.
interrogatively.
rve embodied my opinion in a
u

■

'■

it is.”

i [ f re

with the yellow
mid blue eyes put a tanned
drew out a
into an inner pocket,
mm and handed it to the ele'.fiined Harvard man at the

mii-taced

Zl
iilj
';1

man

..

liP7

lie said.
1 -ft tied himself comfortably

:

«nd read
LOVE STORY.

vrnllY OF A

time there was a brilliant
famous magazine; there was
man whom the editor liked
dories he hated to reject,
,1V of the magazine demandi•
ippened one day that the
about a mat>ie perplexed
ihed the writer-man in to
hini out
-aid he, “I have a story
r
id that it is good. It is a
c imen of
the ‘rot’ that is
want to use it as a sample
; thing we get—of the drivel
voided to publish—it’s a love
a

teli>

uplifting cynicism to re,ed Briggs satirically.
-heer flubdub, balderdash,
it?

.te

Some

foolish old

ippose.”

knitted his brows.
i.plied: “a young woman
lino I teacher.”

beautiful and a school
ited Briggs. "Let me
Ah, it lias two good

•dutifully typewritten
f

and
few

roses.”
After
Hided the story back with
He pondered a moment,
brighten ed.
a

know slip’s young?” he
ialitor unlocked a private
u

me a

short letter giving

a

telling me how
rite the story. I wish the
err
I’d publish it instead
I t’s intensely interesting,
life,

and

suffered the-same as
She also sent her photo
it is.
Imagine that face
nil such rot. It seems a
as

commented Briggs solin B—ville, Texas,” conulitor.
1 you arrange with her?”
"You must, of course,
asun for publishing the
■uIdii’t feelgreatly flattered
to use any of my stuff for
it’s brutal.”
me as that,
•.
it is.
But -there is stick
11 it ion between us editors
employ eccentric methods
nf original.”
even descend to the breaki‘s heart,” said Briggs,
a
flushed. “I am not going
her name, and I’ll pay her
as 1
would Howells or Kip■

■

iled. "My dear boy, you
cell try to console a mother
<.f her child by telling her
"in- would know it was tier’s
It’s not the world he cares

pet, and.she’ll

mourn over

re on account of it’s friendYnii don’t know women, but
know authors. An author’s
be deformed, ugly, even
ui can no more reason him
ds unloveliness than you
a mother of the ugliness
i-liiid.”
ture,” exclaimed Hamilm-

■•!

me an answer—yes, or no.
‘dish it as a terrible exam-

ini

Briggs.
laughed. “Well,

if you’ve
inconsistent fellow I ever
mlit you were trying some
ntric logic on me. Come
later Hamilton steamed
! '"is en route to California;
over
for two days. The
si"P
"ii of his
stay in that city
in a brief note, which bore
mark of a hospital, was
of the doctors, and market ran:

Hamilton: We have here a
'-use of
melancholy—of slow
the case is that of a young
n."st interesting feature of the
Hie patient was thrown into
xeitement by the reading of
ii the hotel
arrivals, in this
■■per.
Perhaps you will be inher, although I’ve no doubt
a mere hallucination.
“Yours truly,
“Sprague, M. I).”
s later the
young doctor re.niton's card. The men shook
then, witliout any “prelimiHamilton said:
xi
ague, I want tosee ttie young
" showed
such alarm at the
my name.”
easier, sir,” replied the docHis visitor’s measure with a
Hjl show you it was, as I said,
I suspect she
.'•urination.
'"•gotten you by this time.”
"iiiig tiie way to a remote cor
room, lie drew aside a cur'id quietly: “Miss Marguer"

■

said the girl in a low, mul!»l marked southern accent,
"half light” filled the apart1

isitor.”
"did Harvard man stood at
side and slightly to the
Ms eyes there shone a

.
'a

,7“
v.

;

great

Hr. Hamilton.” A cry of
from the pillows.
approached the bed. “Won’t

"

w

hy my name alarms you
tenderly. She looked at

k,;(l
hut seemed an interminable
a she
said, half to herself:
.hi a man with a face like

7
;? .'iich

thing?”

(lrlVi"'s,he doctor would have withKI,”*t1 Hamilton, with a motion of

P^hd

of Deep Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.
Miss Jencks leaned both of her dainty
elbows on the table, and looked the
Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, at Sydney,
a
for
moeditor straight in the eyes
N. S. W. Jan 17 for Newcastle and HonoNeed
lulu.
ment,
A G Ropes, Chapman, cleared from New
is
it
bad
enough?”
“Well, then,
The editor and writer-man exchang- York Jan 10 for Yokahama.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
ed quick and significant glances. Here
Kahului Jan 16 for Puget Sound.
was an opportunity the Harvard man
For
Aryan, A T Whittier, sailed from San
had
not
looked
for.
Francisco
Jan 7 for New York.
Cuts
“I don’t know. Perhaps if I were to
Burns
Bangalore, arrived at Philadelphia Feb,
Bruises
put our friend Webb hereto revise it, 27 from Kahului.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at New
he might make it bad enough.”
Cramps
York March 6 from Honolulu.
She laughed.
Diarrhoea
F Whitney, A S Pendeton, arrived
All Bowel
“Well, then, what will you pay me if at Emily
Honolulu Jan 13 from San Francisco.
I let you publish it as an awful examComplaints
from Newcastle, N. S.W., for
Emily
Reed,
It is a sure, safe and quick remedy,
ple?”
Honolulu, at Sydney, N. S. W. Feb 4, redollars.”
hundred
“One
pairing.
There’s ONLY ONE
Gov Robie,- F Colcord, arrived at Sydney,
“It’s yours.”
“But even though we publish the N. S. W. Jan 23 from Tacoma.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
story with a pen name, will not some of from
Baltimore Jan it for San Francisco.
your friends recognize it and so cause
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
mortification?"
you
Davis’.
from
New
Wash., March 6 for
Parry
Miss Jencks chuckled sweetly. “You Cape Town. Whatcom,
Two Bisae, 86c. and 60c.
don’t suppose I was fool enough to let
Manuel Llaguno, D. C. Nichols, cleared
any of my friends know I wrote a love from New York Feb. 28 for Hong Kong.
A N Blanchard, sailed from San
do
Puritan,
you?”
story,
The writer-man and the editor looked Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R
D
Rice, C F Carver, cleared from PhilaOne Love,’ has been favorably considered by at each other calmly.—New York Indedelphia Nov 16 for Hiogo; spoken Dec 21
us.
We want you to let us publisk it anonypendent.
lat
6
N, Ion 29 W.
mously, or under a nom de plume. It suits
Reaper, sailed from Port Townsend Oct 2,
our purpose so well that I shall
pay you
Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
A
Rich
Find.
Strikes
for
it.
Inclosed
‘Kipling prices’
please find
SD Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Honoa check for $100.
I trust you will find this
“I was troubled for several years with lulu Feb
13 for Puget Sound.
fair, compensation.
ohronic indigestion and nervous debility,”
St Paul, F W Treat, arrividat Hong Kong
Yours Truly,
writes F. J. Green of Lancaster, N. H. Jan 28 from New
York.
“John Rat Hamilton, Editor.”
No remedy helped me until I began using
St Nicholas, arrived at Sydney, N. S. W.
The doctor folded the letter, and as Electric Bitters, which did me more good March 4 from Port Townsend.
than all the medicines I ever used. They
State of Maine, L A Colcord, sailed from
the girl took it she said:
have also kept my wife in excellent health
“When 1 received that my dream of for years. She says Electric Bitters are just Hong Kong Dec 10 for New York; passed
St. Helena prior to Feb 17.
happiness was realized. I did not mind splended for female troubles; that they are
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
their publishing it anonymously. It has a grand tonic and invigorator for weak and at Kobe Feb
28 from Philadelphia.
No
other
run down women.
medicine
can
idol.
not
I
did
care
for
but
I
my
fame,
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Port
had labored—oh! so long—over that take its place in our family.” Try them. Townsend Feb 12 from Honolulu.
50d. Satisfaction guaranteed by R. H,
Wm II Conner, J T Erskine, arrived at
story. But, like most women, I couldn’t Only
Fremantle Feb. 22 from New York.
keep it to myself. I had to tell all my Moody.
friends that my story had been accepted
BAKES.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
by the leading New York magazine. I
New York March 2 from Fernandina.
showed them all this letter, and I was
[Deferred from last week.]
Edward May, at Kalului Feb 20 for San
fairly lionized by the simple village folks.
Camden. Fire in the Megunticook wool- Francisco.
1 was pointed out as the young literary
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Port Natal
woman of the State, and some even said
en mill Tuesday night caused damage to the
Jan 12 for Barbados.
I would be a great novelist.
Well, final- amount of about $3,000. The fire started in
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
ly the magazine came.”
the store room, where a large amount of from Pascagoula Feb 15 for Rosario.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
“Everybody in the village had order- wool is kept, presumably from spontaneous
ed one, and Bill Morrison, the stage
Bermuda March 11 from Turks Island for
combustion. The flames were extinguished Boston.
driver, handed them around; but he
Matanzas, sailed from New Y’ork Dec 18
didn't make any comment. He seemed by the automatic sprinklers with which the
in a hurry to get away as soon as be gave plant is equipped before the arrival of the for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, cleared from New Y’ork
me mine, and when 1 called after him
department, but nearly the entire stock in Feb 2 for Las Palmas.
and asked if he bad read my story'and the room was destroyed. The building was
Penobscot, cleared from Mew Y’ork Dec
weren’t going to congratulate me on it
only slightly damaged. Work was resumed 14 for Freemantle.
be seemed not to hear me, but turned so
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Wednesday.
Rosario Jan 23 from Bridgewater N. S., via
quickly away that I was alarmed. He
Buenos
The
scholars
of
the
West
Prospect.
Ayres.
had read my story, though, and this is
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
what he read at the top of it!”
George school, with the assistance of friends,
Dec 12 for New Y'ork; passed St.
Hamilton raised his hand in a depre- gave a very interesting exhibition last Wed- Singapore
Helena prior to Jan 23.
cating manner.
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y’ork
nesday evening. The school, taught by Miss
The doctor took the slip.
It read as Uertlia
Hong Kong.
Partridge, closed Feb. 10th. The Feb 28 from
follows:
Thomas A Goddard, J 11 Park, sailed from
was as follows: Song, America, by
program
Rosario Nov 29 for Boston.
“For a long time we have been on the
the school; rec. by Lillian Grant; dialogue,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
lookout for the most worthless story
Buenos Ayres Feb 13 from Boston.
possible, in order to give our readers an Knowing the Circumstances; rec., Parody
BliIGS.
idea of the kind of rubbish we receive, on Barbara Fritchie, by Will Sparrow; diaand have selected this as the one.”
Leonora, J II Monroe, arrived at Black
logue, Hamilton Bank Robbery; song by
River, Ja, March 1 from Gibraltar.
The doctor stood with the slip in his Walter Gray; rec., by Bertha
Larrabee;
hand. The girl watched his face as he
SCHOONEHS.
Rural Elocution, by Will Sparrow,
dialogue,
read, then said:
Daniel F. Dunever, Henry Clark, James
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
“A whole world, no doubt, laughed at
New Y ork Feb 20 from Jacksonville.
the brilliant editor’s sarcasm. All but Grant, Worth Larrabee; rec., Don’t, Lucy
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Darien
a lone, little village in the backwoods of
Dunaver; tableau, Zekiel and llulda; song March Ci from New Y’ork.
Texas. There were a dozen men there by Will Sparrow; rec., by Jennie Grant;
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at Galveswho would gladly have gone to New dialogue,Why She Left; red, Courting, Irv- ton Feb 27 from New Y'ork.
John
C Smith, Kueeland, arrived at New
but
I
York and shot that editor,
begged ing Harris; charade: dialogue, Picnic Party; Y’ork Feb
23 from Brunswick, Ga.
them not to do so. 1 was dreadfully
A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Havana
rec., by Hattie Larrabee; dialogue, Why
Mary
ashamed. I could hardly look my own
Feb 15 from Brunswick, Ga.
Never
Married; rec, by Charlie
mother in the face. And after all the Aunt Sallie
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Pascahopes they had built on me, too. They Howard; rec.. Buttermilk, Walter Gray; goula, Miss., Feb 28 for Havana.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, at Port Spain
loved me so! but when their compassion dialogue, A Fashionable Tea Party; rec, by
became greater than I could bear I Ruby Larrabee; tableau, Song of the Shirt; Feb 13 for North of llatteras.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, clesred from Pensacrept away alone—alone with my broken song, by Worth Larrabee; dialogue, An in- cola March 11 fot
Philadelphia.
heart—to die here. I hadn’t done any
teresting Proposal; story, Tom, Will SparSallie POn, W II West, cleared from San
thing to deserve it, either. I had just row; rec., by John Monroe; charade; dia- Domingo City for Palenque to load for New
worked at my story, dreaming of fame;
York.
A
and when it was ready I copied it so logue, Reconstructed Man,by Blanche DunTofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Carrabelle,
ayer, Lulu Cole, AY illjSparrow; tableau, The
it
but
and
didn't
roll
or
fold
Fla., Feb 27 from Colon.
it,
neatly,
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
put it between two pieces of pasteboard Reaper aud the Flowers; motion song by five
and then posted it myself. And I wait- little girls; rec., YVinter, Mrs. Clara Clark; New Y’ork March 9 for Charleston, S C.

The Golden Age is
the GOLD DUST Age

"BctinXiUet

and then the editor’s letter
And oh! the joy of it. And then
came.
—and then—oh? the tragedy, the cruelty
of it all.”
She broke into a violent fit of sobbing.
At this Hamilton groaned and turned
ed so

long,

away.
“1 have only one thing to say,” said
“I thank God for givthe girl softly.
ing me the chance to tell you that I for-

give you.”

A sound like the faint echo of a zephyr
escaped her; then a great stillness followed. The doctor moved nearer to the
bed. He bent down and looked at the
girl; then he touched Hamilton gently
on the shoulder.
“Come,” he said.
“No," said Hamilton, “not till I tell
her how I feel, what I will try to do,
what-”
“Your words will have to go to heaven
to reach her,” replied the doctor.
The story ended abruptly.
Mansfield turned tlie page.
“Where’s the rest of it?” he asked of
the writer-man with the red face and

yellow mustache.

“There isn’t any “rest” answered the

writer-man.
“But it hasn’t any ending to it.”
“It has a very logical ending.”
“But, you didn’t give that hrute,
Hamilton, a chance to do anything for
the girl—to make amends.”
“There wouldn’t be any moral to it if
I did,” replied Webb.
“And I’m afraid the readers would be
dissatisfied with the way it ends,” continued Mansfield.
After a pause the writer-man said:
“What are you going to do with it ?”
“I'll give you a hundred dollars for it,
but I shan’t publish it the way it ends—

rather, doesn’t end.”
“What good is it to you, then?”
The editor put his hand affectionately
on the writer-man’s arm:
“My dear boy, you have saved me from
doing a mean thing, a low down mean
thing. I couldn’t find it in my heart to
or

use

the Jencks

girl's story

in the way I

intended. Just think, it might have
broken her heart.
Thank heavens,
man, you have saved her and me.”
He pressed a button.
“Ask the cashier to make a check for
Mr. Webb for $100,” he said to the boy
who

appeared

in response to the sum-

When the check was brought
in Webb folded it carefully and put it
in his pocket.
“Come to lunch with me,” he said.
The brilliant editor rose and put on
mons.

his hat.

peared

At that moment the boy apwith a card. The editor read

it:

“Serena Jencks, Galveston.”
He handed the card to the writer-

man, then turned to the boy.
“Show the lady in. Stay where you
are, Webb.” Then he added: “A good
chance to see the girl.”

tableau, Silent Courtship; song by Flora
and Alberta Dunaver; tableau, Old Folks at
Home; rec., Ships of Faith, Daniel F. Dunaver ; dialogue, An Astonished Negro; exercise, Good Bye, by seven children; song,
Good Night, by school. Music was furnished by Mr. Albert Larrabee, cornet, and Mr.
Chester Trundy, violin, and singing by
Chester Trundy, E. Robinson, Marshall
Nickerson'and Sumner Nickerson. Among
others, who took part in the dialogue, were
Mell Dunaver, Henry George, Josiah Lanabee and Irving George. Beulah Nickerson,
four years old, recited in a very pleasing

tyranny
Washing

—

pedlar's business,and now clams are wanted.
....Murch Clark, with his newly wedded
wife, is stopping at his old home in the Clark
settlement.Chester Clark is about to
build a new house and wants proposals for
digging and stoning the cellar.Selden
Clark has moved into the George Harding
house—The town Monday voted to rebuilt
the Hawse bridge; The stone abutments
built by Samuel and Daniel Crockett 50
years ago have stood the test of time and
done good service. Among the stories told
by the old pioneers about Hawse bridge is
that Mrs. BetseyAnthony, previous to building the bridge 50 years ago, crossed on horseback in the night on one of the stringers.
The planking was gone and the stringers
were under water, but she astonished her
people by arriving home in the nignt from
the Orland quarterly meeting. Another story
told of the Hawse bridge is that a boy named
Pendleton was drowned there. Another
little incident that a boy would remember is
that a dog waded into the water on a hot
day to cool off and was taken with a fit and
was drowned. A boy who worked for us years
ago saw ghosts and hobgoblins under that
bridge every time he went home from my
and it became so serious a matter that
let the boy off earlier in the day.

flace

Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most everybody afflicted in one way or
another. Only one safe, never failing cure—
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50
cents.

MUN YON’S INHALER
CURES
CATARRH
Colds, Coughs,
Influenza, Biv nchitis, Asthma
and all Diseases
of

the Throat

and Lungs.
Vapor are inhaled through

Clouds of Medicated
the mouth and emitted from the nostrils, cleansing and vaporizing all the inflamed and diseased
parts which cannot be reached by medicine taken
into the stomach.

It reaches the sore spots—heals the raw places
—goes to theseatof disease-acts as abalrn and
tonic to the whole system-$1.00 at druggists or
by mail. Munyon, New Yarkand Philadelphia.

The N. K. Fairbank

r

A>

MOTT’S

Mrs. Alice Barnhill Bruce, who rei cently died at Columbus, Ga., leaves
1 nearly 300 lineal descendants.
She was
04 years old.

j

j
j
j

The neat little City of Osage, Kan.,
has three pretty little parks. They are
beautiful and maintained by the women
of the place.

Hares, though considered innocent and
harmless, seem to have some venom. A
man bit by a mad March hare died of
blood poisoning.
Henry H. Rogers of New York has
presented to the Millicent Library of
Fairhaven, Mass., the water works of

that town, valued at from $100,000 to
$125,000, and yielding an annual income
of about $8,000.

While cutting up a poplar at his sawmill in Lee County, Ya., C. R. Kesterton found an augur hole plugged by a
pin. On removing the pin he found in
the hole five $20 gold pieces bearing
dates between 1850 and 1860. The coins
are supposed to have been hid there for

safekeeping during the civil war.
Capt. William Foster, who died a week
ago at Mobile, Ala., brought the last

cargo of slaves to the United States.
For

thirty

years he had

engaged

in the

hazardous business of bringing Africans
to this country and selling them. Capt.
Foster was several times in imminent
danger of being hanged by the Union
authorities for slave-trading.

\

a

digestion and is not troubled by
It is plump, rosy and happy. When
child is languid, and restlessiu sleep, A
J
give it a few doses of

TRUE’S

ImIIBI I

of menstruation.”

Navy Department recently

A

Card.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cola. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
6m42
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
A

Horrible

Outbreak

“Of large sores on my little daughter’s
head developed into a case of scald head,”
writes C. D. Isdell of Morganton, Tenn.,
“but Bucklen’s Arnica Salve completely
cured her. it’s a guaranteed cure for Eczema,

For

Moody’s.

Only

25

cents at R. H.

increase

and banish

vig

“painp
at

Nc

Sale

by

R.

Moody,

II.
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X take your choice from the biggest stock and
X fullest assortment. Our plan of

mmJJ
No. 940-

Direct

\

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
'Caere is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
in every instance. I relieve liunreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further panic ars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or deli cate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon thehea’th. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M.TOLtfAN CO., 170 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.

guaranteed

TlflE
CLEANSING
AND

HEALING
CURE FOR

CATARRH

CATARRH
is

Ely’s

Easy

use.

Cream Balm
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tFlag station.

Single Strap
Buggy

Limited tickets for Boston

Harness.

are

sold

now

at

$5 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Georgs
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager

Price,

\

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE AND HARNESS CO..
Box 772, Columbus, Ohio.

For Women.
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20
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12
Waldo .tl 2 30
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Belfast, arrive. 1 05

insures satisfaction—your money back if you are diasatisfied. Our complete illustrated catalogue, showing X
k many styles of high grade vehicles, harness, robes, X
X blankets and horse equipments, with detailed descrip* X
X tlons of each, mailed free.

\

11 00

Burnham, depart. 10
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harness, you get
jobprofits.
\ gies,
ber and retailer are cut out. By dealing direct
X
with
the
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you
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y
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with a moderate profit added; and you
with leather X making
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F. E. Bootitby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1, 1900.

\

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju
dicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast
within and for the County of Waldo:
All CM E. BURDIN of Searsport, in tile Counaldo and State of > aim*, respectfully
ty of
libels and gives thi.> Honorable Court to be informed that lie was lawfully married to Sadie V.
Burgin. at Urinnell in the State of Iowa, on the
twenty-third day of June, A. L>., 1880, by Rev. W. "Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
Johnson, a minister of the gospel duly author- and Rockland at (about) 2..30 i>. m., Mondays and
ized to solemnize marriages, and ever since said
Thursdays.
marriage has conducted himself towards said ; For Winterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
Sadie V. Burgin as a faithful and affectionate and
Saturdays at (about,) $.00 a. m.. or upon arhusband; yet the said Sadie V. uurgin wholly rival of steamer from Boston.
unmindful of her marriage vows and duty, on the
15th day of August, ls'.fti, at Louisiana, in the State
RETURNING:
of Missouri, committed the crime of adultery
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridavs at .">.00 n m.
with one David Jacobs. Libellant avers that he
From Winterport, at 10.00 a. m.,
12.00
has resided in good faith, in Searsport, in said
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
of Waldo, continuously since December.
FRED
W.
Belfast.
FOTE,
Agent,
1898, being more than two years.
Libellant
CALV1X AUSTIN, Gen'l Supt., Boston.
further avers that he has made every effort in
WILLIAM 11. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston
his power to ascertain tin* residence of said Libelled and cannot ascertain her residence by
reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, Libellant prays he may be divorced
from tile bonds of matrimony now existing between him and said Sadie V. Burgin.
Dated this thirteenth day of March, A. D. 1901.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
NAHUM E. BURDIN.
To the Honorable .Justice of the Supreme .Judicial Court, next to be hold at Belfast, within
STATE OF MAINE.
and for said County, on the third Tuesday of
Waldo ss.
April A. D. 1901:
Personally appeared the above named Nahum
MORSE of Searsmont, in said Waldo
E. Burgi
and made oath that the allegations
O County,
contained in the foregoing libel are true.
respectfully libels and represents that
she was married to Charles E. Morse, then of
Before me,
R. F. DUN TON,
Searsmont, Me., on September 23, A. 1). 1891, at.
Justice of the Peace.
Bar Harbor, Me., by Edward Clark, Esq., a Justice of the Peace, duly authorized to solemnize
STATE OF MAINE.
marriages; that your libellant lias always been
faithful to her marriage vows and obligations;
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. |
that tiie said Charles E. Morse, wholly regardless
Waldo SS. Belfast, March 13, A. 1). 1901.)
of his marriage duties and obligations, being of
the
annexed
Writ and Libel, it is ordered
Upon
sufficient
grossly, wantonly and cruelly
by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, refuses and
neglects to provide suitable maintenthat notice be given to the Libelee by publishing
ance for your libellant.
an attested copy of the same, or an abstract
j And
libellant further avers: that the said
thereof, together with this order thereon, three Charlesyour
E. Morse has gross and confirmed habits
weeks successively in The Bepublican
Journal,
of intoxication.
a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
County of
Wherefore your libellant prays that a divorce
Waldo, the first publication to be thirty days at from the bonds
of matrimony between her and
least before the next term of said Court, to be
her said husband ma> be decreed. The residence
hoi den at • elfast, within and for said County, on
of the libelee is not known to your libellant and
the third Tuesday of April next, that she may
be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
then and there appear in said Court and answer cannot
Your libellant also prays the court to decree to
thereto, if she see fit.
her
the
custody of her minor son. Walter C.
v\ M. P. WHITE HOUSE.
Morse, aged eight years.
Justice Supreme Judicial ( ourt.
STELLA MORSE.
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Dated at Liberty, this eighth day of March, A.
Attest:
3wll
D. 1901.

N

■*

BuVksport,

County

STATE OF MAINE,

^TELLa

and pleasant to
Contains no in-

jurious drug.

It is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
It Opens and Cleanses
the Nasal Passages.
Allays inflammation.
Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores the
Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size 50 cents
at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by
mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New
York.

COLD >N HEAD

ability,

TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

STATE OF MAINE.

Calcedonian
...AND...

OP

Insurance

Company

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND.

Cash in office and bank
Bills receivable.;....
Interest and rents.

Uncollected premiums..
All other assets

The Best and lUost'Practical1 Farmland Fain

ily Paper in tin United States.

CBellevfog
nave at

that every one of our readers should
least one good agricultural and family

we have perfected arrangements wherebj
seud that practical and instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Jonrn 1 ol remarkably liberal term

journal,

as given below. Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Form and Garden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, Tke Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Globe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The Questloa Box
Plauts and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 24 lumbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with

all the latest and most reliable information that
experience and science can supply.

By special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay Tor The Republican Journal one
year In advance, $2.00, Farm and Home will bf
sent for one year tree. The regular subscripts
for Farm aud Home Is 50 cents a year.
Address all orders
4m4«

to

THIS REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUR. CO.,
Belfast, Me,

124,835 07
49390
14.484 15
104,024 98
2,119 50

Admitted assets. $1,910,017

00

LIABILITIES, December 31,1900.
Net unpaid losses. .$ 112,465 46
U nearned Premiums.
919,157 28

Allother liabilities.

09,75188

Total..
$1,101,382 02
Surplus over all liabilities.
809,235 04
...

Total liabilities and surplus.

$1,910,617 66

E. L. Stevens, M. D.,
Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
iar*Oflice hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. m. ^

...

-SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CORE OF....

RUPTURES
BY THE

...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
i.RWIS’
INHALANT

FOR

.ns.
Match 6, A. i>. liHil.
Personally appeared tin- above signed stellla
and
made oath to the truth of the above
Morse,
signed libel and all allegations therein contained.
Before me,
AKTHUH HITCHIE.

Waldo

ASSETS, December 31,1900.
Stocks and bonds. $1,004,060 00

Tetter, Salt Rheum, Pimples, Sores,

Ulcers and Piles.

AM

known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes
pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druscnsts. DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL. CO.. Cleveland, Ohic

we can

Working 24 Hours a Day.
There’s no rest for those tireless little
workers—Dr. King’s
New
Life
Pills.
Million are always busy, curing Torpid
Livers, Jaundice, Biliousness, Fever and
Ague. They banish Sick Headache, drive
out Malaria.
Never gripe or weaken.
Small, taste nice, work wonders. Try them.
25c. at R. H. Moody’s.

or

follows:

Belfast, depart
7
City Point.
+7
Waldo.+7
Brooks
7

They

are

run as

FROM BELFAST.

ILLv omissions,

some

anti-fire qualities.

Boston, will

“LIFE SAVERS” to girls

con-

tests for the purpose of
demonstrating the lasting qualities of
wood used in war-ships treated with the
fireproofing process. Samples taken
from the torpedo-boat Winslow were
employed in the tests. They had been
in use for five years. The report showed that the wood had lost none of its

On and after Oct. 8,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

I flL I

question.
The

ELIXIR

womanhood, aiding development of organs and body.

Joshua F. Chipperfield, the new postmaster at Belleville, W. Va., has just
taken out naturalization papers, after
being in office a week. He was the son
of an English ship captain, and was
born at sea. For many years he has
been a notary public and" in that time
has taken acknowledgments to a large
number of deeds and other papers, the
legality of which may now be called in

cluded

Chicago. St. Louis. New’York, Boston.

•

worms.

PENNYROYAL PILLS

I

in twelve years.

the expenses of the inauguration, but
then it was money distributed.

Company

has sound

k

Well
Child
W

Mrs. Daniel Muldoon of Covington,
the mother of four pairs of twins

Prospect.

—

<1

Worms are the probable cause of
the trouble. If so they will be expelled. If not, True’s Elixir
wil 1 act as a harmless tonic. For 60
years the standard remedy for feverishness, costiveness, sour stomach,
indigestion, etc.. 36 eta. a bottle at
A
druggists’. Write for free book.
UK. J. 1. 1KIK A: CO.,
Auburn, Me. ^
pr
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Write foafree pamphlet^

Ky., is

About £4,000,000 is the estimate for

women

Powder is the greatest boon of the
century to woman, since it lightens her heaviest work. Large package is greatest economy.

NEWS NOTES.

manner.

The storm and cutting hail
kept a large number of our townsmen at
home town meeting day.Fred A. Lane
performed a good feat the other day. With
a pair of horses abreast he hauled a ton of
phosphate from Belfast to Prospect without a slump out by the horses. There are
few men that would care to try that feat
here—Arthur Moore is about to move his
family to his wife’s father’s, N. W. Staples,
near by here, and run his butcher cart from
here instead of Monroe, so as to take in his
whole route in a day and get home at night.
Men are wanted in the quarries, and
everybody who wants work can get it now
on Mt. Waldo or Mosquito Mountain
The
bad going of late has wound up the clam

of all ages from the
of hard housework.
GOLD DUST

that emancipates

PainXiUer

Webb chuckled.
A tall slender girl appeared. She
had large brown eyes and red lips. Her
"
hands were not small, but were well
detained him.
i (1
at:1" Hamilton asked,
gloved, and she dressed in good style—
-i
She held out her
s
you say, doctor,” the girl not New York style.
‘t was an
hand freely to the editor, and he shook
hallucination; but it
''l,> this!”
and
then
She fumbled under
presented Webb.
heartily
“I am just off the steamer,” exclaimaim 7 7,.rew ou*' a sealed envelope
ed
Miss
Jencks
in
an effusive way,
t0
Hamilton. “I didn’t
int 7- f‘l, 7
7
,l! should be opened until my “and the first thing I did was to call to
''u 1 thiuk
learn the fate of my story.”
is
you, of all men,
There was a freshness and innocence
||7 ';,je it.”
about
the young lady that amused the
]
moke the seal and read.
'"
editor.
After a few minutes’ general
t,„
watching him saw a look of
“f-st pain come to him.
conversation, she said:
p
hu nts of the
“Now
tell me about my story—are
envelope had fal!l
hand. They were you going to print it?”
bfaplv 1 Hamilton’s
The editor blushed, reflected a minletter and a clipping. The
•i" ;
then said:
7 ,I!'L| '”itthem up and handed them ute,
“It is an amusing story, but, to be
she gave him back the
said
candid, it is hardly up to our standquietly, “Read it.”
ard.”
I Miss Wentworth: “Tour story,‘His “In other words,” she interrupted,
“it isn’t good enough.”
a

Register

Way

Mr. Writer-man.”

.•Hello.

“Well, if you like to put it that wayyes."

You

IRVING DODGE.
„V I1ENKV

Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss.
Supreme Judicial

Court, in Vacation, >
Belfast, March 13, 1901.
f
Upon the annexed writ, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that notice be given to the libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof,
together with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
the first publication to be thirty days at least before the next term of said Court, to be hold.-n at
Belfast, within and foi said County, on the 3d
Tuesday of April next, that he may then and
there appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
he see fit.
WM. P. WHITEHoUSE,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel with the order of Court
thereon.
3wll
Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

Sewing
flachines
Elegant

SPECIAL

PRICES.

‘Norwood” Drop

Head,

$18.50

“Paragon” St>le No. 2,
Also

a

line of the

$21

00

wonderful

PHTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate relief; it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing eases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price *1.00.
lyl*
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass.
A. A. Howes & Co., Agents, Belfast, Me,

“Standard” Lock and Chain Stitch

...MACHINES...
"SEE ME AT ONCE.

GEO. T. READ,

BELFAST.

|

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Dana Dutch of Newton, Mass., spent Sun-

day in town.
Miss Mame Grinnell of Camden is
at the Searsport House.

a

guest

The liassick faun buildings were burned
Wednesday afternoon.
li. Ferguson is visiting his son, Dr.
Jerry Ferguson, in New York.
A.

Miss Bessie Adams of Camden is in town
the guest of Miss Ella Hopkins.
The “Book and Thimble Club” will meet
next Tuesday p. m., at the M. E. parsonage.
News was received here Monday of the
death of Mrs. Alice Nichols '1 upper in
North Berwick.

Harry Dow, ud officer of steamer Evelyn,
arrived here rriday, called home by the illness

of

his lather.

Misses Elncua Waterhouse and Ethelyn
Havener left by steamer Penobscot Monday
for a three weeks’ visit in Boston.
There will be no services at the Congl.
church next Sunday morning.
Christian
Endeavor meeting in the evening.
Mrs. J. H. Park and daughter Bernice
left by train Monday to join Capt. Park,
who has arrived at Boston from Kosario.

East Seabsmont. Mr. and Mr*. Will
Arnold and daughter of Belfast were in
town March 10th, the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Arnold.... Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Donnell were called to Bockland
Match 14th by the death of her step-mother,
Mrs. L. Cables... W. A. McKenzie of
Lynn,
Mass., spent a few days in town last week.
Mrs. Abbie Marriner has returned from

to

the U. S. Cream Separator, was in town last
week—Alonzo Merrifieldand wife went to
Augusta last Thursday. Sunday he went to
Fairfield and Waterville and returned Mond ay—John Black and wife went to Albion
last Sunday.

—

Northport.
Appleton.
Mrs. Lizzie J. Osgood of
Blue Hill arrived Tuesday', called here
by
the serious illness of her sister, Mrs. G. H.
Cage. Mrs. Page, who has been confined to
her bed three weeks, is now slowly recovering and will be able to sit up a portion of
the time in a few days.Misses Florence
and Carrie Gushee, Martha Fish, Gertrude
Sherman and Ava Keller and Ben Keller
and Clarence Simmons left Tuesday for
Castine, where they will attend the spring
term of Normal School. ...Miss Lucinda
Pitman of Stoneham, Mass., and Miss
Helena Pitman of Lowell, Mass., were here
to attend the funeral of their
mother, Mrs.
Nancy Pitman. Mrs. Carrie Duncan and
Mrs. Lizzie Gregory of Rockland, also attended the funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Pitman.... Miss Lottie Wadsworth left Tuesday for Providence, R. I., where she has a
good situation.

Morrill. Leforest White fell from a
sled last week and broke his collar bone.
Fie was attended by Dr. T. N. Pearsons and
is doing will.... Bert Daggett went to LawThere will be a parish meeting of the erence, Mass., last
week, where he finds emFirst t ongregational society at the confer- ployment— Mrs. Alvesta Hatch and
daughence room this, Thursday, afternoon at
ter Bertha went to Hingham,
Mass., last
o'clock.
Monday. They will be absent twro or three
The parties who sold tickets here for the months....Mrs. Abby Philbrick, who has
hospital fair at Belfast met with great suc- been spending the winter with her brother,
Mr. J. R. Mears, returned to herhoineatthe
cess.
One young lady disposed of 48 in a
Head of the Tide, last week... .Mr. Ephraim
very short time.
Mrs. C. I. Davis has a hen that lays Richards and family will move to Searsmont
the last of this week....Mr. Oliver Bowen
double-yolked eggs, and in one of the eggs
of Knox was in town on business last Frirecently she found a perfectly formed egg
day and Saturday.... Rev. H. W. Abbott of
with a hard shell on it.
Palermo preached here last Sunday; subject
George L. Closson, who is employed in the
“Heaven.” He announced that he would
spool mill, is making all the time there is.
here again in two weeks; subject the
He worked 811 hours last week, and so far preach
“Judgment.” On Easter Sunday his topic
this week has kept up with the record.
will be the “Resurrection” Mr. Abbott is an
The committee of six ladies who have able and forcible
speaker_There is some
been chosen as committee to organize the sickness about
town, with several chronic
Aid
will
meet
at
the
store
Jiospital
Society
eases.
E. A. Payson, Amos Jackson and
of Clement A: Adams, this, Thursday, even- Ephraim Rowe have been
confined to their
ing at 7 o’clock.
beds for months—Business was never more
The sociable of the Congregational Socie- lively here than at present.
ty will meet with Miss Evelyn Ford this,
North Stockton Springs. Harold, the
Thursday, evening. Miss Ford will be little son of Tyler Page, is at the Bangor
assisted in entertaining by Miss Florence Hospital to have his
eyes treated. His aunt,
Cokoid, and all are most cordially invited Mrs. Ella Downs, visited him last week and
to come and enjoy themselves.
his father will visit him this week.

Eugene Hathaway went

Palebmo. Cora A. Goodwin visited her
cousin, Hattie Clough, last week and returned Saturday. This week her cousin is visiting her.... B. C. Brett of Auburn, agent for
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housekeeper

must

look

make

good

cake with bad eggs,

light, delicious
baking powder.

she make cake that is

with inferior

and

dainty
Royal Baking Powder is indispensable for the
preparation of the finest food. It imparts that
peculiar lightness, sweetness and flavor noticed in
the finest cake, biscuit, doughnuts, crusts, etc.,
which expert bakers say is unobtainable by the
use of any other leavening agent.

Passadumkeag

—

the

Royal Raker and Pastry
"—containing over 800 most
practical and valuable cooking receipts—free to every patron. Send
postal card with your full address.
The
Took

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

plained to the assessors. They
that anything that abutted on the
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SKIP

and Mrs. Lelia C. Staples visited friends in
Saudypoint Monday and Tuesday—Joseph
Moulton went to Frankfort Wednesday,
where he will be employed in the building
of a new stone-shed at Mosquito Mountain.
—Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hopkins and son
George returned early in the week from a
visit to his mother in Camden
Ten telephone men are in town this week putting
additional cross-bars on the poles in preparation for the extension of the New Kngland
Telephone line to Bar Harbor
Capt. H.
A. Hichborn returned Wednesday from
Cambridge, where he has been receiving
medical treatment and which is apparently
At this writing, Capt.
proving beneficial
Jere. Grant and Mrs. Simon A. Pendleton
are critically ill with pneumonia, and much
anxiety is felt in both cases.
..

—

—

Liberty.
Tolman Young died at his
home in West Liberty March 15th, aged
91 years. Mr. Young was born on the island
of Matinicus in Knox county, and lived
there until about the year 1857, when he
moved to this town and has since lived here,

He
years, a highly respected citizen.
the father of the lateS. T. Y’oung, who
died so suddenly in this village a little more
than a year ago. He leaves an aged widow,
one son, Joseph Y'oung of this town, and
two daughters, Mrs. Billings Bice of Unity
and Mrs. Frank Lamson of Appleton_
Judge Knowlton continues about the same
as at the last w riting and no hopes of his recovery are entertained.The roads are
very rough and men are constantly employed in cutting out the yes inarms to render
them passable—Quite a number of tickets
to the hospital fair to be held at Belfast this
week have been taken by the people in this
town.lolin Sanford has been drawn as
juryman from this town for the April term
of court to be held in Belfast.Owing to
I the deep snow in the woods the mills in this
vicinity will be very lightly stocked. None
Thorndike. I)r. and Mrs. J. C. Whitney
of them have half as much lumber as last
are visiting their son, J. 0. Whitney, in
year, and many not nearly that much. This
Embden—Miss Ellen Webster passed a
is to be regretted, as the indications point
few days last week with friends in Knox.
to a brisk demand for lime casks this seaMrs. Joseph Gordon, who has been visitson... We are sorry to learn that Harry
her
Sirs.
in
Clara
C
daughter,
ing
Pilley
nity, Brown of this
village, a student at Bates
has returned home—George G. Cilley reis obliged to suspend his studies
turned to his work in Andover, Mass., Mon- College,
for a time and return home by reason of
day— Joseph Farwell returned to Castine
health.
March 13th—Burton Gross passed Sunday poor
Lincoln ville.
H. A. Frohoek left last
at his old home—Joseph Monroe of Mass,
Thursday to take his barge.Mrs. Carrol
was the guest of his brother, L. G. Monroe,
a few days last week
V. N. Higgins and French spent last week in Rockland_Mrs.
wife visited Mr. and Mrs J. G. Cilley March Abbie J. Fernald spent Thursday in Linloth—Miss Edna Rand of Stetson was the colnville Centre—Mrs. Jane Frohoek is in
guest of Mrs. Olive Rand March 10th and Boston—Laforest Rankin and family ar11th—Miss Lizzie Bradford hasbfeen pass- rived here last week with their household
ing a week with Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Por- goods, which are being moved into their new
ter in Searsport—Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Ward home on the Hunter place.Gladstone
and Rosa Pillsbury, who have been attendwere the guests of Mrs. George T. Ward Sunday— Misses Elva Hasty and Lizzie Har- ing school in Rockland, are at home for their
spring vacation....Our pastor, Rev. H. 1.
mon returned to Castine Thursday, accompanied by Miss Lottie Grey of Castine, who Holt, returned to his studies at the E. M. C. i
had been the guest of Miss Harmon
Mrs. Seminary, Bucksport, Monday_Mr. and
R. C. Higgins and son Maurice and Mrs. E. Mrs. Fred Cassins of Camden called on
W. Patterson and daughter are passing a friends in town Sunday_Lizzie Pillsbury
week with friends in Fairfield_Fred Hunt returned to Rockland last week. ...A boarder
in town Saturday advertising the arrived here last Thursday and will remain
was
“Auto-Spray,” “The Sensation Oat” and with Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater. It
Ross C. Higgins is a girl
The many friends of Mrs. Jane
“Early York Potatoe”
is quite a sufferer from the effects of a fall Drinkwater are pleased to learn that her
and rheumatism—The Comrades of Waldo health is much improved_Herbert RanCounty will be sorry to hear that the G. A. kin is at home.The mumps are still ragR. building at Windermere Park, Unity, ing here.
Among those afflicted at the
was quite badly damaged during some of the present writing are Alta
Heal, Blanche and
recent gales. It is thought that a portion of Gladys French, Herbert Bullock and
George
the roof will have to be removed in order to Alexander—George Bullock, who has been
make suitable repairs—Mrs. Horace Rob- attending the Camden High School, came
erts of Brooks is stopping with her mother, home Saturday—A cap sociable will be
Mrs. J. G. Cilley, for a while.
held at the Good Templar’s Hall Monday
Stockton Springs.
Mrs. David Tib, evening, March 25th.
There will be a good
betts returned to her home in Roxbury program, and ice cream and cake for sale.
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Centre Montvilee.
Mass., March 13th, after a five-weeks’ visit
Thomas Smith !
with her sister, Mrs. Melvin Colcord_The has begun his annual spring job of paintWest Main street social flop last Thursday ing at V. Thompson’s carriage shop_
evening was well attended, considering the Samuel Parsons and family have moved to
weather, which was unfavorable during the East Jackson—Miss Edna Thompson has
day, clearing, however, in the evening. gone to Howard, R. I., to visit her sister,
Light refreshments were served, and it was Mrs. W. W. Lunt—Etienne Clement and
Miss Lula Ramsay were here from Camden
a very pleasant little “home-dance,” and
much enjoyed by those present—Though last week.Mr. and Mrs. Allen Goodwin
the grip has apparently loosed its hold, it is of Palermo and Mrs. George Cram of
followed by heavy colds, and among the Liberty visited T. S. Hatch last week_
sufferers are Capt. French Hichborn, H. R. Quite a quantity of stave stuff has been
llichborn, Capt. and Mrs. C. S. Rendell, hauled from the eastern part of the town to |
Miss Jessie Marden, Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Procter’s new stave mill at North Sears- 1
Park, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Cousens, Miss mont.W. H. Churchill has had several !
Susie Cousens and Geo. Berry_Wilson days of suffering lately. His sister, Mrs. |
Staples came home from Nortliport last Sat- Nathaniel Page of Winterport, has return- |
urday for a visit to his sister, Mrs. Ray ed, after a two week's rest at her home, to
Bowden—A. M. Ames returned Monday care for him. They are at Mrs. G. LI.
from a business trip to Pittsfield, Lewiston, Thompson’s.... There is a good deal of sickPortland and Boston—Sylvester Pendle- ness in town just at present. There is hardton left Monday on a business trip to Rock- ly a home which does not have some one inland— Mrs. Medora Marden left Tuesday capacitated for work, and no matter what
for Portland, called there by the illness of may be the symptoms, the malady is always
her daughter, Miss Laura Marden, who is the grip.A. H. Bagley and L. K. Keller
sick with measles—Mrs. Herbert Mixer were in Rockport recently—Charlie Oxton
Halldale. E. J. Stevens, who has been is at work for John Thompson & Son in
quite sick, is able to ride out_Everett North Searsmont—Several from this town
Choate came home last week from Freedom, attended the anniversary exercises of Victor
where he is attending school, quite sick. Grange, Searsmont, last week
Chester
H. F. Erskine is away on a business trip— Gray is attending Freedom Academy this
last
W. A. Hall was at home from Belfast
spring.George Frye received a 85 cheek
Sunday... Eva Preble is at work for Mrs. for a barrel of kings, which he sent to
—

H. F. Jackson_One of H. B. Clement’s
team horses is quite sick with rheumatic
fever. Dr. West of Belfast was called to see
The warm days and cold
him last week
nights last week formed a solid crust on the
snow which is greatly enjoyed by the young
people.Asa Sawyer is at work in Unity
in a saw mill....E. E. Hall went toSearsmont for a few days last week.
—

1

Charles Cushman has taken an
Leslie
agency for the sale of wall paper
Nash and family have moved into Mr. Dnd- :
ley Poland’s house—Miss Miriam Bartlett
is expected home Saturday for a two week’s
j
vacation—Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Frye have
both been quite ill.
Boston
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Prospect Ferry. Miss Annie Emerson
entertained the Ladies’ Circle last Saturday
evening. Forty were present and a very
Miss Agnes
pleasant evening was passed
Ward of Prospect Marsh visited Miss Faustina Harding last Saturday and Sunday...
Judson Colson and wife of Winterport visited James Colson last Friday.George
Batclielder has gone to Boston on business.
—The many friends of Mrs. Levi Miles in
this place were pained to hear of her death
March 10th, in Providence, R. I., of pneumonia, at the home of her daughter. Mrs.
Kate Gilbert. Mrs. Miles was formerly Miss
Rosilla Crocker of this place, daughter of
Richard and Betsy Crocker: She was married July 4th, 1852, to Levi Miles and lived
here for a number of years. She was a
woman who was liked by all her neighbors,
a faithful wife and mother.
She had belonged to the Advent church for a great many
years and died believing in that faith. She
was 72 years old the 10th of February.
She
leaves her aged husband, four sons, Nathan
and David of Providence, Andrew of Burnham, Maine, Frank of Lowell, Mass., and
Mrs. Frank Lord, Mrs. James Gilbert, Mrs.
Frank Hasson of Providence and Mrs. Otis
Lane of Brooks, Maine. Also two brothers,
Enoch Crocker of Stetson, Me., and Capt.
A. J. Crocker of Winterport; and two sisters, Mrs. Judith Harriman and Mrs. Orilla
McMann of this place, who have the sympathy of a large circle of friends here in
their loss. Mr. Miles at this writing is verysick with the grip.
Mrs. Miles was buried
in Providence, March lath from her late
home.

man

—

There are cheap baking powders,
made from alum, but they are exceedingly harmful to health. Their
astringent and cauterizing qualities
add a dangerous element to food.

Burnham. Geo. Harding went to the
Maine General Hospital, March 18th, for
Dr. Marden of Pittsfield actreatment.
companied him-Mrs. John Bassler is
very sick, and other sick ones in town are
no better.

whose goat
taxed for $8.
He com-

was

Addie Baker died
very suddenly Wednesday morning after an
illness of a few days. Her age was 32
years. She leaves a little son, besides a
father,- mother, brothers and sisters to
mourn their loss.
Mrs. Baker was an excellent woman, a devoted daughter, sister and
mother, and leaves a large circle of friends.
She was the oldest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Baker and her death was the
first break in the family circle of nine children.
The funeral services were held Friday afternoon at the home of her sister,
Mrs, Edwin Hopkins, Rev. J. W. Hatch of
ficiating. Many relatives and friends were
present and the fiorat offerings were very
beautiful ...Rev. M. S. Hill of Hamdden
preached in the Methodist church Sunday
morning in exchange with Rev. J. W. Hatch
Congratulations are in order for Mr.
and Mrs. Hiram Rowe on the arrival of a
fine daughter, March 13th.MrS. A. I).
Harlow had quite a serious hemorrhage
last Wednesday, but is doing well.Miss
Rose Eaton has gone to Boston for her season's work
Mrs. Howard Grant is slowly
recovering from her illness.Rev. J. W.
Hatch has gone to Easton for a few days to
attend the dedication of a new church.
Mrs. Dwyer and sons are at the Commercial House for a while.The spring term
of the High school began Monday.

baking powder.

cannot

no more can

attend the funeral of his sister,
Monday
w ho died in the Lewiston hospital Saturday.

Arthur Moore has built an ice house at N.
W. Staples’ and will drive his meat cart
with head quarters there.
Mrs. Moore will
versity school of medicine. The doctor is board at Mr. Staples’—Lyman Partridge
reckoned among the experts in bacteriologi- recently received a letter from his son Floris,
who had not been heard from for two years.
cal and microscopical examinations.
Herbert Black hauled in a spar Monday Floris has been to the Cape Nome gold
mines and reports good success in the mines.
which measured 80 feet in length.
It was
Capt. J. M. Grant is seriously ill with
for Belfast parties, and will be towed around.
Mr. Black miscalculated his distance in pneumonia. Mrs. Clara Perkins of Monroe
and Mrs. Gertie Ridley are assisting Mrs.
turning the corner near Nickerson’s wharf
and the hind end swept down one of the Gtant in caring for him-F. Percy Partridge, Mrs. Freeman Partridge and C. Ada
lamp posts and demolished the lamp.
Partridge, have been quite ill with the grip.
Martin Nickerson, a bo> 13 years of age,
.Mrs. Hattie Ilicliborn of Stockton
belonging at Mason’s Mills, met with a Springs village has been
visiting Miss Addie
severe accident while unloading
hay at Crockett—Miss Bessie Holt of Frankfort
Nickerson’s wharf Saturday. The horse
has been in town visiting friends... Miss
became frightened from the blowing of
Laura Ilarriman has employment at Searsthe whistle on the spool mill and
starting ; port Harbor....Mrs. Fred Page is
very ill....
suddenly threw down a bale of hay from Miss Vina
Berry is taking music lessons
the load, which striking the boy on the arm
of Mrs. James Ilarriman of Searsport.
fractured it in two places. He was attended by Hr. Eveleth.
Sani>ypoint. The remains of Hardie
Interest in the singing class continues Waning arrived from Somerville, Mass.,
March 11th, arid after a brief service at II.
good, and Mr. Littlefield seems well pleased
with the progress made by the class. Not- M. Griffin’s house, conducted by Rev. II. W.
Norton of Searsport, they were buried in the
withstanding the large number in town
here. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wanafflicted with colds there were r>8 present at cemetery
and Mrs. Ollie Bond accompanied the
the meeting Tuesday evening. The chorus > ing
remains. The tloral offerings were many
is also doing good work
preparatory to the and beautiful. Mr. and Mrs.
Waning have
“(. on cert of Nations,” which is to be
pre- the sympathy of their
many friends in the
sented in Union Hall
Thursday evening, loss of their only child
Mrs. Fannie RichApril 4th. Mr. A. C. Morton, Bangor’s cele- ards and Mrs.
Sarah Jordan left Monday
brated soloist, has been engaged and will
for several weeks visit in Boston and vicinity.
give several selections during the evening. ...-Mr. John
Littlefield and George Ginn
It bids fair to be one of the best concerts
left last week lor Boston, where they have
given here for a long time.
employment... Manley Grant left Monday
for New London, Conn., to join his vessel,
NORTH SEARSPORT NEWS.
sehr. Nighiugale—Mrs. Norman Perkins
Mr. A. M. Waning of Somerville and Mrs. is
very sick. She is attended by Itr. Pierce.
Olive Bond of Needham, Mass., visited Mrs.
Mrs. Wm. Small, who was called here
F. L. Trundy, a sister of Mr.
Waning, last last week by the death of her mother, Mrs.
1
week. They came w ith the remains of
Sergt Henrietta Harriman, leaves this week for
Hardie M. Waning, who died on the
passage her home in Nashua, N. H_Mrs. Annie
home from Manila. He was an
only son Goff from N. H. is here with Mrs. Dollyand had risen from the ranks to first
Black for an indefinite stay_Mrs. Ollie
sergt.
of his company. He was buried at
Sandy- Bond returned to her home in Needham
point.
last Saturday.... Herbert Morin of Boston
made a short visit here Sunday. He was
called to Bucksport by the sickness and death
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
of his mother, Mrs. Eliza Morin_Capt.
Monroe. Miss Linda Chase has return- Samuel French was seen at the corner Saturday, having been confined to the house
ed to the M. C. L, Pittsfield. She will
grad- five
weeks by illness—Many- are having
uate in June, if her health
permits_The
Mr. F. S. Harriman has lately"■ C. T. 1 will meet with Mrs. Caroline bad colds
been to Rockland and Camden and purchasDurham Iriday, March 22nd. The
meeting
ed the schr. Pearl, which he will use to bring
w ill be in honor of Neal
Dow’s birthday_
grain from Portland. He has had her reMrs. Clara Bowden, our village
nurse, has
paired here. She will be commanded by
been on the sick list, but is
gaining_The
family of Fred Cousens and his mother Capt. Frank Curtis.
have moved to Belfast.Mrs.
Si: arsmokt. The community was shocke
Ryder has
returned from a three weeks’ stay in Boston last Thursday morning at the news of the
with her children... .Mrs.
Wealthy Bates of sudden death of Mr. Loima C. Poor, who
Dexter is visiting her sister, Mrs. F. W. died of pneumonia complicated with heart
Ritchie—Mr. Elijah Ritchie has returned trouble.
Mr. Poor was born in
Belfrom the woods where he has been lumber- mont, Me., December 31, 1848, and died in
ing all winter.H. C. Buzzell is having Searsmont March 14, 1901.
Mr. Poor’s
his house papered and put in good condition parents moved to this place when he was a
to move in. The house was
formerly own- young lad and almost his entire life has been
ed by Ed. Nelson.
passed here. He was a man of sterling
character and was interested in the educaI nity. McCauslin ,V Stone" will
buy a
carload of potatoes at this station this week. tional, social and moral development of sociEugene R. Conner and C harles W. Lan- ety. He served eight years on the Board of
Selectmen and was re-elected for the present
c-hester of Belfast were in town
buying
horses a few days ago. They bought two of year. He was also a member of the School
He represented his class one
George Mosher, one of Charlie Stevens and Committee.
erm
in the State Legislature. He was
one of Frank Conner of
Troy. B. H. Earle
and Guy Hunt took the animals to Belfast prominent in Masonic Circles, anda member of Quantabacook Lodge and for several
Saturday ...Presiding Elder Jones of the
years the Master, and was also Pgst District
Rockland District occupied the
pulpit
He has,
March 10th. His sermon was very interest- Deputy of his Masonic District.
both in official stations and upon the floor of
ing and appreciative....Mrs. George Grant
is on the sick list, but is very much better the Lodge, with unwearied faithfulness,
labored diligently in every good work in
at tins writing... Miss Myra
Libby, who which the Lodge has engaged. He was also
lias been visiting in Oldtown for the past
a member of Victor Grange and the Ancient
week, is expected home soon ...Madison
Order of United Workmen. His funeral
Chalmers and wife from Pittsfield were the
services were held the church Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. McCauslin
morning, conducted by Rev. E. Dinslow of
two days last week... .Mrs. \V. K. Rolf is in
Massachusetts for a time. Her friends are South Montville. A large body of Masons,
very anxious for her return_Fred Fuller
including delegates from Union and Liberty,
and Jack Van beets have secured
employ- were present, and the Masonic burial cere
ment in Bowdoinham, Me., where
will
they
mony was very impressively conducted by
go in the near future... .Mrs. B. A. Fogg’s
nurse, Mrs. Say wood, has returned to her Past Master Ervin Keene at the church.
home in Thorndike—The many friends of Victor Grange attended in a body. The floThomas Cook, who has been laid up with a ral tributes were beautiful.
Among them
broken limb, are very glad to learn that
he has so far recovered as to be able to walk was a mound of flowers from Levi M. Poor
to.the stable and back by the aid of a cane. of Augusta, cut flowers from Walter Poor,
-The time is fast approaching when we
Augusta, white carnations from the wife
shall either retain or lose our pastor.
It and
is the universal
daughter, basket of roses from Victor
mind that Rev. W. A.
Luce shall continue his pastorate here Grange, calla lilies from Miss Lottie Faranother year. He is an able and interestrar, Washington, cut flow ers from Mrs. Lucy
ing speaker and is deserving of all that is
His children have been quite sick, A. Thompson, basket of flowers from Mrs.
W. Wilder.
Mr. Poor leaves a wife and
are better....Miss Callie.Fuller will
go
to Boston very soon to select and buy her
daughter, one brother, Levi M. Poor of Auspring millinery. Miss Angie Garcelon of
and a sister, Mrs. Emeline Thomas of
Troy is planning to accompany her and visit gusta,
Belfast, who have the deepest syjnpathy of
relatives while she attends to business.
Their stay will be ten days.
many friends.
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Friends of W. IL Watters, M. D., will be
pleased to learn he has a good position in
the Pathological Laboratory, Boston Uhi-
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the finest coffee grown.
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try it?

In i-lb. and 2-lb.
Cans (air tight).
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New York, March 12. Sld. sehs. Mary
Ann McCann, Philadelphia; Edw. Stewart,
Norfolk: Hattie H. Barbour, Norfolk;
Austin 1). Knight, do.; Edith G. Folwell,
Baltimore; Susie P. Oliver, Ponce; ar. sehs.
Anna Pendleton, Darien via Bermuda; Annie Lord, Barrahona; 13, ar. ship Erskine
M. Phelps, San Francisco; sch. Charlotte T.
Sibley, Jacksonville; cld. sehs. Methebesec,
Dry Tortugas; Olive T. Whittier, Aguadilla;
14, cld. sch. Penobscot, Fernandina; 16, sld.
sehs. Mary L Crosby, St. Thomas; Florence Leland, Savannah; Susie r. Oliver,
Ponce; 17, sld. sch. Daylight, Virginia; ar.
sehs. Nat Ayer, New Bedford; Maud Briggs,
do.; 18, ar, sch. Lucy E. Friend, Norfolk;
cld. sch. Wm. E. Downes, Havana; li), ar.
bark Matanzas, Havana and Nassau ; sehs.
Ebenezer Hackett, Pascagoula; Andrew
Nebinger, Perth Amboy for Bangor.
Boston, March 13. Ar. sch. Hattie Dunn,
Thorndike, Brunswick for New York ; sld.
sch. Susan N. Pickering, Brunswick; 14,ar.
sch. John Paul, lljer, Appain, W. C. A. via
Barbados and Bermuda; 13, ar. bark Thomas
A. Goddard, Park, Rosario; 16, ar, sch. Lillian, Grindle, Portland; 17, sld. sch. July
Fourth, eastern port; 18, ar. bark Bark
Annie Lewis, Rosario via Bermuda; It), sld.
sells. Alfred W. Fiske, Leadbetters Island
and New York ; Annie L. Wilder, Islesboro.
Philadelphia, March 13. Ar. sch. Lyman
M. Law, Blake, Boston; 18, ar. sell. R. W.
Hopkins, Port Spain.
Baltimore, March 15. Sld. sell. Henry W.
Cramp, Boston; 18, ar, bark Doris, Masterton, Turk’s Island; sch. Edith G. Folwell,
Kelsey, New York.
Charleston, S. C., March 13. Ar, sell.
Flora Pressey, Hatch, Baraeoa.
Brunswick, March 14. Ar, sch. Wesley
M. Oler, New York (to load ties for Philadelphia); sld, sell. James Slater, Philadelphia; 15, cld, sell. Viola Reppard, Barter,
Boston; 16, ar, sch. Thcoline, Boston.
Norfolk, Va., March 14. Ar. sch. Sarah
W. Lawrence, Portsmouth, N. li.: sld, sch.
Geo. W. Wells, Boston; 16, ar, sehs. Austin
D. Knight, New York (ami cleared for Laguayra); Mary Ann Met aim, New York : 18,
ar, sch. Hattie II. Barbour, Erskine, New
York.
Jacksonville, March 15. Cld, sch. Gen.
Ailelbert Aries, Dodge, .New Y'ork.
Pascagoula, Miss., March 15. Cld, sell.
Flora Rogers, Williams, Boston.
Carrabelle, Fla., March 16. Cld, sch. Tofa,
Wilson, Noank.
Frankfort, .Me., March 17. Ar, sch. chas.
II. Triekey (to load for New York).
Carteret, N. J., March 14. Ar, bark Alice
Reed,Ford, New Y'ork ; sell. Henry 11. Tilton,
C’obb, New York.
Pensacola, Fla., March 18. Schr: HelenG.
Moseley, Holt, Sabine Pass.
Rockland, Me., March 18. Ar, schr. llobt.
Graham Dun, Kelley, Darien via Norfolk.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Liverpool, E., March 12. Ar, ship lioanoke, Amsbury, ISan Francisco via Falmouth.
Turks Island, March 5. Sid, sch. Arthur
V. S. Woodruff, llucksport.
Nassau, N. 1*., March 8. Sid, banc Ma-

tauzas, Havana for New York.
Macons, March 2. In port, sch. Lizzie E.
Dennison, to sail about March 17, for N. Y.
Raibados, ^laicli 12. Ar, hark James H.
llamlin, Port Elizabeth (will load sugar at
Macoris for N. Y.).
Havana, Marcii 7. Ar, sch. Lucia Porter,

Pascagoula.
Newcastle, N. S. W., March 12. Ship Gov.
Eobie, Nichols, Sydney, N. S. W. (will load
for Honolulu.)
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Atlantic City, N. J„ March IS). The fivemasted schooner Nathaniel T. Palmer of
Bath, Me., which went ashore, March 11, at
Beach Haven, N. J., was floated this morning. The schooner will be taken to New
Y ork for repairs.
Schooner VV. II Oier, which ran shore at
Bayside, Cape Cod, March 11th, while bound
from Sargentville for Baltimore with a cargo
of ice, was floated Saturday morning by
wreckers from Provincetown after a
portion of her cargo had been jettisoned. The
wreckers will receive $400 for their work.
Notice has been issued to vessel owners
that vessels of fifty tons burden or over arriving at Turk’s Island from ports beyond
the sea, calling for orders or provisions, fuel
or water for consumption on board
only, are
to report arrival and departure. Light dues
are not ch.irged, pilotage is not
compulsory
and rate has been reduced.
Bermuda, March 13. Sch. Break of Day,
Peterson, hence for New York March 4, returned here 10th and reports experienced a
heavy gale 6th inst., about 250 miles W. of
Bermuda, in which maintopmast trestle
trees were damaged, and was compelled to
return to Bermuda for repairs. The vessel
is from San Domingo for New York. Rehave been effected and the voyage will
pairs
be resumed tomorrow.
Fall River, Mass., March 13. Schooner
Ralph M. Hayward, lifted anchor this morning to sail below to await the schooner William P. Hood, expected about the same time
down Providence river. The rival threemasters will work out into the ocean together and then square away for Norfolk,
Va., in a race. Both sail light. They are
owned by the same men and there has been
a dispute about their capabilities ever since
the Hayward beat out three rivals of her
class in the race to Philadelphia last fall.
New Y ork, March 18. The Atlantic Coast
Seamen’s Association announces that it has
adopted a new scale of wages in the coastwise trade between the United States and
Canada, New Foundland, the West Indies
and Mexico. Notices have been sent to the
members to do ail in their power to maintain the new scale and refuse to work for
less than the new union rates, which are as
follows: In vessels under 50 ions, $25 per
month; over 500 tons and not exceeding l.'OO
net tons, $30 per month; over 1500 net tons,
$35 per month.
Boston, March 15. Captain Park of bark
Thos. A. Goddard, from Rosario, last Monday entered Boston Bay and has since been
trying to make his way into port. During
the gale Monday the vessels maintopsail
was blown away.
When off Bermuda passed a lot of wreckage, including a broken
boat, vessel’s pilothouse, evidently from
some steamer, and broken timbers and other
flotsam. From appearance of the wreckage Captain Parks thought a vessel foundered there. On the northern edge of the Gulf
Stream more wreckage was passed, including a vessel’s boat with sides stove in, floating bottom up, side of a cabin, vessel’s doors
and pieces of timber, evidently from some
large sailing vessel, recently wrecked. On
southern edge of the Gulf Stream great
quantities of hard pine lumber were passed,
presumably from ueckload of some vessel.
One of the crew, Peter Olsen, was landed
at quarantine this morning, suffering from
scarlet fever.

Waldo Station. Mrs. Omar G. Ilussey
has been very sick from blood poisoning,
caused by a slight cut on one of her lingers.
Dr. Kilgore of Brooks attends her and under
his skilled treatment she is improving. Her

PROBATE NOTICES
Brown. In Boston, March
Brown, a native of Stockton Sj
years and 4 months.
In Portland, ilv.
Gilbert.
March 15. Lucia A., widow of thGilbert, formerly of Belfast, Me.
months and 9 days.. The funeral
held
afternoon at 2 oVlo.-i
residence. No. 150 Coyle street.
Hobbs. In Brooks, March it;, ,lcaaged 72 years.
Harriman. In Sandypoint, M.
Henrietta P. Harriman, aged i*
Morin. In Bucksport. March
Morin, aged 69 years and 10 month-

husband and family were much alarmed
about her case. Mrs. N. Roulstonof Searsport visited hei sister during her illness_
Fannie Twombly, so well known as a nurse,
is suffering from a severe stomach trouble.

—
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Produce Market.
**

Yel’ eyes,
Butter p lb,
Beef $> lb,

Barley D bu.,

Cheese fc> It),
Chicken p lb,
Calf Skins,
Duck p lb.

Probate Court held at Belfast,
the County of Waldo, on the 12tl
A. D. 190i.

gross/
and testament of .lames
Burton
a.

!
I

i

Journal.]

Prices Paid Producer.

50 to 75
Apples fc> bu.,
dried,
lb, 5^/0
2.25
Beans, pea,
2.25
medium,
2.50
18to20
ixaO
40 a 45
124
lOtoi-j
50 a 75
14a 15

Eggs D'd°z.,
Fowl t> ti
Geese p lb,

14,

j

Hay

i3.ooa ir.,00
ton,
Hides
lb,
OatU
Lamb t> lb,
12
Lamb Skins,
25&%
Mutton t' lb.
o
Oats
bu., 32 It., _*r».a;r.
Potatoes fc> bu.,
47to70
Hound Hog,
<i
Straw fc> ton,
o.oo.a v.oo
10a 17
Turkey fc> It..
Tallow Jr> lb.
U«3
\ eal
da7
lb,

Wool,

unw

ashed,

executor <>t

I;

..

w;

\

>

Thorndike, in said County of \\,
,.r;
having presented a petition pray
to sell at public sale and convex
real estate of said deceased, ’d<
petition.
Ordered, Tliat the said petitim.4
to all persons interested by cansii
order to be published three weeks
the Republican Journal, a nexvM
at Belfast, that they may appear
w
Court, to tie held at Belfast, witliii
County, on rhe 9th day of Apr;
of the clock before noon. a>
if any they have, why the prayer
should not be grained
GEO. E JOHN
A true copy.
Attest:
(Mias. P. Ha/.ei/ii

at ten
er

a Probate Court held at !-•*-i
for the County of Waldo, on tin
day of March, A. l> ll'Ol.

At

a

ini

certain instrument, purj ortin•_
will and testament *.I Ameiia 1
Frankfort, in said Conntx ot \\
having been presented for pmbate.

\

22

8al5| Wood, hard,
a.ooTM.oo
18a 14] Wood, soft.
3.7.0a4.00
Retail I’rice
/letail Market.

<-t

Ordered, That notice be given to
terested by causing a eoj x "! this
li lied three weeks succor >i\-lx n> Tl
•Journal, a newspaper published a
they appear at a Probate t ..art,
fast, within and lor said C<-uiu>
Tuesday of April next, at ten
fore noon, and show cause, it an\
the same should not be proved. \
lowed.
CrEO. E. .IOH V
A true copy. Attest
f 11 AS. P. HAZKI

lame |> bbl..
!>(>«1.00
Oat Meal V Ih.
4a5
Onions p lb.
•_,A«4
Oil. Kerosene, gal.,13« 11
Pollock
4a
lb,
Pork |> lr.,
in
Plaster t> bbl.,
l.i;;
3
Kye Meal V It.,
l.io
Short* ^ ewt.,
tiatiA
Sugar tr> tb,
Salt. T. 1.. £>' bu.,
35
Sweet Potatoes,
0
Wheat Meal.
3

Beet, corned. fc> n>, s«lo
Butter Salt. 14 ll>, isto-jo
Corn fc> bu.,
50
Cracked Corn
bu., 50
Corn Meal ^ bu.,
50
Cheese fc) 1C.
15tol0
Cotton Seed fc> cwt., 1.50
5« s
Codfish, dry,
lh.
Cranberries
qt.. totoi t
Clover Seed,
10ol4
Flour |r> bbl.,
4.75to5.25
G.II.Seed t’bll.,
2.55
Lard
10
it).

; ;i

At a

PRICE CURRENT.
for Tlie

w

Monday

South Montville. B. F. Knowles has
been called to Lewiston to care for his son
William P.
Ralph, who is quite sick
Adams left last Saturday for Boston where
he has a position on the electric cars. Will
is a jolly good fellow and will be greatly
missed-Mrs. Maine Holmes, Chas. Rogers
and Roy Bryant left for Boston last Saturday— Miss Emeline Brooks, who has been
visiting in Charlestown, Mass., has returned
home—Mrs. Edward Sukeforth and Mrs.
A. V. Martin are on the sick list.
BELFAST

>

NOTICE

in-

Mo-

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that !:•• haed

of the last xxili and t.
ALLEN HA LI., late f
in the County of Waldo, dere.ihtvtng demands against the esia
ed are desired to present the sail
and all indebted thereto are n
payment immediately.
CVRi>
Belfast, March 12, 1901.
executor

Carter. In riuehill, March 8, to Mr. and Mr ,;
W. Carter, a son.
Drinkwatkr. In Linoolnville, March 14, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Drinkwater, a daughter.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, March n, to Mr.
and Mrs. George N. Eaton, a daughter.
Goodwin. In Burnham, March <>. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Goodwin, a daughter.
Gray. In Rockland. February 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Gray, a daughter.
Leach. In Bluehill, March 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Leach, a daughter.
Oxton. In South Union, March in, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edmund N. Oxton. a son.
Rowe. In Winterport, March 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Rowe, a daughter.
In Belfast, March in, to Mr.
Sot'THworth.
and Mrs. Ralph I). So uthworth. a daughter.

Irving

<

A

DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE

J\. hereby gives notice that sht
pointed administratrix of the e.-t
CAMILLA M. EL WELL, late
in the County of Waldo, d»
bonds as the law directs. A
demands against the estate < !
are desired to present the satin
and all indebted thereto are re

payment immediately to .losepi
Belfast, her authorized agent 1

_MAUtcIED.

EMMA

Boston, Mass.. March 12, lJJ^l

Brown Martin. In West Rockport, William
L. Brown of Camden and Miss Annie B. Martin
of Hope.
Hamilton—Hopkins. In Belfast. March 16.
by Rev. G. E. Edgett, Charles W. Hamilton and
Bessie M. Hopkins, both of Belfast.
Lawson-Higgins. In Belfast, March 14. by
Kev. G.
E. Edgett, Andrew Lawson and Miss
Isabel Higgins, both of Belfast.
Shales-Hi rd. In Bellows Falls, Vt., March
20, Lendal T. Shales and Mrs. Louise Hurd,both
of Belfast.
Staples-Bennktt. In Rockland, March 7,
Harry A. Staples ind Grace Jeannette Bennett,
both of Rockiand.
Vanner-Hoak. In East Jefferson, March 0,
Charles Vanner and Miss Addie Hoak.
Waterman-Me viahan. In Laconia, N. H.,
March 6. by Rev. J. H. Gordon, James B. Water
man and Mrs. Flora B. McMahan, both of Belfast.

AD

MIXISTR ATO R’ S N OT ICE

hereby gives notice that
appointed administrator de bom
tate of

EDMUND H. NEALLEY la
in the County of Waldo, dec*
bonds as the law directs. All
mauds against the estate of sac
sired to present the same for
indebted thereto are requested
immediately to Ashur (i. Max
CAUY'IN
authorized agent
New York, March 12, 1901

j

UTOR’S NOTICE. Tim
gives notice that he has lived Executor of the last will ami
FRED CLARK, late of 1

EXE<

in the County of Waldo, dwbonds as the law directs. All
mands against the estate ».t s;u
sired to present the same foi s«
indebted thereto are request*
JOHN v>
immediately.
Prospect, March 12. 1001.

DIED.
Bridges. In Surry, March 6, Mrs. Mary J.
Bridges, aged 74 years and 7 days.
Billings. In Orland, March 10, George M.
Billings, aged 70 years and 0 months.
Clay. In Bluehill, March 7, Miss Ella V.Clay,
aged 47 years, 3 months and 9 days.
Chadwick. In Palermo, March 10, Meservey
Chadwick.
Dutton.
In San Luis Obispo, Cal., March 2,
Henry James Dutton, formerly of Ellsworth, aged

>

The

ilerchants

Insurant

of Newark. New

.!<•

ASSETS, Decemhvi

56 years
Eastty. In Stratham, N. H., date unknown,
Edward L. Eastty, formerly of Belfast.
Poor. In Searsmont, March 13, Loima C. Poor,
aged 62 years.
Ross. In Union, March ll, Freeman Ross, aged
79 years, f> months and 2 days.
Staples. In Rockland, March 14, Mary E.,
wife of William Staples, aged 45 years.

Real estate.—
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bondsCash in office and in bank
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.
..

»

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted..

Assessors’ Notice,

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES, Decern:
Belsubscribers, assessors of the city of
Net unpaid losses.
fast. hereby give notice to the inhabitants of said Unearned premiums.
Belfast, to make and bring in to them true and AH other liabilities.
perfect lists of their polls and estates, real and
personal, in writing, including money on hand or
Total.
at interest, debts due more than they an* owing,
( ash capital.
and all property held in trust as guardian, execSurplus over all liabilities.
or
administrator
otherwise
such
as
utor,
(except
is by law exempt from taxation), which they are
Total liabilities and surplus
of on the first day of April next, and
>e prepared to substantiate the same according
to law. For the purpose of receiving said lists 1
and making a record of transfers of real estate, :
the undersigned will be in session at the assessors’
office.during business hours of each day. from the
FIRST TO THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF j
APRIL NEXT (and no longer), and any personal examination of property by the assessors !
will not be considered as a waiver for neglect of
any person in bringing in true and perfect lists, as
required by law. Blanks on which to make such
lists may be had at the assessors’ office.
We offer advantages of Bosfon
Belfast, March 21.1901.
A. P. MANSFIELD,) Assessors
prices in a home market. Ship
A. A. SMALL,
of
|
3W12
J. F. SHELDON,
) Belfast.
The

Iiossessed

j

CALF SKINS
HIDES and

PELTS.

|

$100.00 RENT
House with 8 rooms

prompt paying tenant.
Belfast.

Al competent girl

but

a

c0,

Maine-

and stable.
WM. C.

To a good
The “Maine House” for Maim i'“iI
MARSHALL.
Correspondence solicited
2ft

of three.

I

family
good cook need apply.MR8. LEIGHTON, 7 Church Street.

Belfast,March

PORTLAND RENDEBiNU

Portland,

wantedT
in

t*>

a

14.—lltf

None
!

j

for
GOOD
PAY mission
—TO—
New England
GOOD MEN and
KJfkwrg:;
territory dli
st

<

"

H. n. GURNEY A CO.,
4W12

AUBl B>

X|\t*

